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This is Volume VI of ~ h e  Man-System htegratian Standards (MSS) family of documma, which 
is coiltained in several v~Imes  and a relation& da tahe .  Each volme has a specific purpose, 
and each has been assembled h m  the data eonta.imd i? the rektional dambase. 
The ti,& and scope of the crzwntly identified volumes are given Mow: 
Volume I - Man-Systems Integmtion Standax& 
This document defines man-system integration dam cansidemtions a d  rquirrmcnts for 
development of manned space system. This document fa not limited to any sped5c NASA, 
milit~y* or commercial program. 
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Volume III - Man-Systems Integration Standards - Mig? Handbook 
This document, when avdable, will contain ligures, tabla, and other pertinent data condensed 
fmm Volme I. 
lJolurne IV - Space Station Freedom Man-Systens Integration  standard^ 
This documwt serves as the Space Stration Freedom program contractually bhdi.zg man-systems 
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This document provides specific infomation to be used to ensure proper integration of the 
man-systems inidace requirements a d  guidelines with those of other ae rospe  disdplhes. This 
document is intended for use by design engineers, systems engineers, maintainability engineers, 
operations analysts, human facton sgeciabisa, and others who ow engaged ia the definition, 
developme.rt, and iategsati~n of equipment to support the Assured Crew Retun Vehicle. 
Only concise design reqtirements and guidelines considered epplbble to the Assured Crew 
Return Vehicle project are provided.. 
I. 1.2 ACRV Sysmrn Missions 
Tlhe ACRV System is described below in tams of its missions in the foIIowing order of priority 
a. Re- of one d id led  crewmember of Space Station Freedom during reasonable medid 
emergencies. 
b. Return of Space Stration Freedom m w  from retuordk accidents or h r n  reasonable faiIw 
of SSP ~ t m .  
c. Return of Space Station Freedom crevr during interruption of Space Shurtk lauches. 
'6.2 SCOPE 
This document establishes ger fomce ,  design, dLmeloprnent, and integration requirements for 
man-system htesfaccs. 
Documents referenced herein dla3U form a part of this standard ta the extent specified. In the 
event of apparent conact between this stm0ard and any referenced document, this strindard shall 
*&e precedence. In h e  went of a anflia hetween this document and the P.@HiV System Perfor- 
mance Reauireweats Doccunnent (SPRL)) JSC 34800 the ACRV SPRD will take precedence. 
This docllaent was extracted from the WIS (Man-System Integration Standards, NASA-SIP- 
3 0  WSIS)) relational dam base in order so provide a mrun-systems requirements ar,d guidelines 
document to the Assured Crew h t u r n  Vehicle W R V )  project. In order rn mhtcin continuity in 
seaion and figure numbering throughout the MSIS f d y  of documents, paragraphs in the MSE 
4olume I which are not considered directly applicable to this ACRV unique Volume VI are listed but 
indicated as not applicable in the body of abh v s h e .  This document cootaim a naix of design 
requirements  an^ yidehss  to be considered by the design engineers for incorporation into their 
segmezt, elermt or design specifications. In cases where a ~quirement is W y  applicable to 
the ACRV, it will be stated in h e  ACRY SPRD JSC 34000. It is recommended tb?t those desigrh: 
hardware and systems for ACRY acquire a m ~ y  of Volume I of the MSIS b u s e  the considerations 
and examples sections of each of the chaptea; Cn that vollurnr wntaia k*mmd wd s u g ~ ~  
information which mulid be of considerable ldue i r~  *& design proms, 
A set of b&ic definitions is hawith established for orientation and simpacation of o ~ ~ d o n  
and coordination of w o k  The definitions are followed by a set of updated mimes, agreed-tr 
abbrwierions, and corresponciing comeno .  
The terms Human Pactors and Ergonomics rire often used interchaflgehly. Both are concerned 
with the interactio~ of the operator and the task demands. However- k y  have somewhmt &rent 
focuses. Hum Factors relates to the evaluation of all aspects of the capabilities and limitatiom of 
the human as these relate to the integration of man into the total rnWmachine systems compliex. 
The prirr.cipJ goal is the enhancement of h c t i o d  effectivity while maintaining or increasing 
human wrd- being (e.g. physical and, metal health, productivity, safety, and satisfaction). 3- 
gonomiis docuies on the measurement of the impact 9f system design md htegraticza an the work 
ou tp t  of the operator, ~ i t h  t e goal of 0bminh-q the maximum pductivir; with minimum fatigue. 
I'hese evaluations must ii:clude the users physiologic m s p m  to physically and mentalk - demand- 
ing tasks in ran en*nment cf other stresson such as heat, noise, -md vlib ation 
Human Engineering (or Wurraan Facton Engineering) b tke systematic qpUcation of relevant 
data, principles, and practices of Human Factors Ed _ A _ u I ~ o ~ ~ c s  to the design of equipment, 
operations, and w.ezs. These data, principles, md pmcrices come from a number af fields; cf 
study, including: 
a. All ~lnatomical and physiological sptemb :nth e m p h i s  on sense organs and skeletal 
musculanw, 
c. Kinematics md dynamics of bod; motion, 
d. Physical work pe.rform&nce, 
g. Sensory and pcrceprual Sehavior, 
l ~ .  Learning and naisling, 
i. Modvation, and 
j. Sociology. 
Man-Systems Integration applies rhe systems' approach to the integration of the user and h e  
"machined to fr -ra an dkt ive ,  qmbiodic Ma-Machine System. Hadwan, sohare, arrd opera- 
tions development must take into account the limitations and capabilities of the h-rlman c;praror, 
Seleoion and tdnmg of pmmd impacts all facets of Man-Syst- Lntcgmtirr- 
A Mm-Machine System is a combination sf one or m o r ~  human kings and one or more physical 
system th t  are iiwgrated for the cemrnon purpose of performing a specific wi In tk aoncept, 
the human is csnsided a component or subsystem of the kger spm. Tnese comp0nec.t~ interact 
within the system eurironment to bring about, h.m inputs, some desired output. The mjjor 
elements of a syrtern that must be addressed dl* syrstez~ dwclopmwt we hardware and softwax, 
personnel, operating p d u r e s ,  aid t & d  data. 
The MP;U k the interface thr~ugh whi& the human is &1c -3 sense the a t e  of the system and 
environment and resynd a c c o w l y .  This hcl1:des hadware, its spatial interrelatiowhips, and 
the display of information. The iarter indudes the rnodaky, quantity, quality, arrangernear, and 
o rgah t i cn  of the kdornatian presentation. 
Through the LSC of the interface l a n ~ ~ ~ e ,  rhe operator conveys coma& or queries to the 
computer and the wmputer conveys ivf:mution to the user. ImguMc styles involve th use oP 
menus, wdows, forms, etc. 
KaSitability may be defined as those provisions of the facility designed to provide an environ- 
ment which enhances a t w  comfort, mental well-t*n, produstivity, and safety. The h i t  Iml of 
habitability d e b  with the immediate environment, includhg climate, f d ,  noise, l;,4:1t, etc, that 
influence &e human psychophysiologic response. 
The merided iml of habitability is isinwrdured to take can of the long-- condition of thc 
onabi t  stay rime and shall support not a d y  the individuals' physicai sled& but a h  the men- 
tal/psychologisal he&? bemuse experience bas shown that with the passage of time deleterious 
effects of ischition &id confinement gain prorainmcgl. 
Antbropometry is rhe study of M y  dimensions. Anthropomeaic deta falls into two categories: 
a. Static mthroporneuy, which deals with simple dheplsions sf tbe stationary humara; e.g., 
weight, stature, the lengths, b~e4ths, depth&, and cifillmferences of the ~ u m a n  body. 
b. Dynamic: a ~ p o m e t x y ,  which deals with the body Bimensiom during motion; eg., mch 
and angular ranges of variotis joints. 
B i o m m c s  is the applicatio~ of the principals and &gues of mechanics to define t& 
capabilities, functions, and s~rucnrre of Lving organisms (humans). ~ o n o m i c  applications deal 
with the m e ~ m s ,  range, and accwacy of human movement, as  ell as strength (force), speed, 
and en&mce  of the h u m  M y .  
1.6. l P Physiology 
Physiology is the study of the funciion and vim processes of the to& organism, iadrlding ha-# 
the M y  performs. 
The study of eqcnomics pmvides inEonnation os how wok and exposure to the working 
environment affect the normal working ofthe M y . .  'il& is ammplishec! through the m e m m e n t  
of the costs (energy, time, fazigue) sf huma~ adjustment to work, as this is infiumced by the 
environment and/or the modification of w o h g  conditions, to enhance: the efficiency of worker. 
The gad of ergonomics is to redm htigiie, physical stress, increase comfort, and reduce monotony 
or boredom. 
Sociology is a study of those factors which deal with human interface and the impact on group 
and Inrerpmnral, behnnior. %me of these d a c ~ ~ ~ s ,  which impmi p u p  dynamics, include educa- 
tional ethnic origim, background, c u i W  mres, mhgion, and authority interfaces. 
Cmgational health (icdzlstrid mdcice) dw' , .irh the physical and m e n d  Ind& e k t s  of 
a person's job md the mrking en,iponment 
d. WcrlcingfiJing space. 
f. Gravity @(hyper, normal, hypo, micro) 
g. 'Radiation. 
Many of these factors overkip or interact wit3 each ather. 
The design shall k ss bctiontliy simpie as pogible consistent with the frrnctions desired and 
the expected service conditions. 
a. H a r d w w ~  *ration Smdardization - The cpmxkn of crew-use equipment in &e ACRV 
sbali fusctiody perform in. a maimer similar to -&at of the Space Station Fmdom ( S F )  
hardwa-e. 
b. Computer Procedures Stanuzat ion - The operating pmdures  for the use of an .4!!V 
computer shall be simtlar to that of SSF user/'computer p m d w .  
The data in in thison shall k wed as approphiate to achieve effectk htegrarion of the m 
and the &mxi C-ew Ream Vehicle (ACRV). 
Diinensioris cf the projected year 2000,4Ci year old American male and the 40 year old Japanese 
female sre given in F i g m  3.3.1.3-1, These dimensions apply ta a specific posttre in 1-g conditions 
ody. Dimemions expected to change significsntly due to weightlessness are marked. Notations 
~gardLng these dimensions are at the end of the Figure. 
3.3.2.2 J o h t  Motion Dedgn Cornideratiom - M/A 
The data in this section shall be used ns approprkte to achieve c W r  integration of the cnew 
and the Assured Cre N &turn V&ide @LRV). 
3.3.2.5.1 J o h t  Motion Eata, Single Joint Design Requhements, 
Figure 3.1.2.3.1-1 shows single jcint mc-rement ranges for bo;h males and f d e s .  
A) na&rurwmt  data - ?ha numbera adjacerit t o  each of tho dimnsions 
a r t  rsterenca codes. +he e- cod.r are  i n  Val- Ii of R8:errncc 16. 
Wference 16, VO:M 11, prc~vidos additional data fo r  t h e w  
mersuraluntr plug m eaplvration of thc naaruroawnt tochnigu0. 
@ Itc:urc lr.creasss epproainataly 3% over tho f i r s t  3 t o  4 day8 i n  
wipht las rner r  \a i r% Tigvce 3.2.3.1-2). a i l  of th ia  change 
appour in the z?:.r~al cclum, urd tbur a f fac t r  (ir;crsaaes) other 
related dioanric-n, ruch ma r iLC,in~ %ight (buttock-ve?ex), 
sbou:dcr haipht - r i t t l ~ g ,  cya height - e i t t ing ,  aod 41. 
Qiaunrlons thr: "XlcTL*J the apiD4. 
- 0 Sl r t ing  height would bo betto= rimed am buttock-vertex i n  
r icrcgravi ty :ondielmr, unlerr the  c r e a ~ ~ b .  ae r r  m U u r r d  w i t h  
8 firm prrrrura c : ~  rLculderr preasing kir or her against r fixed, 
fLrt 'sitting* ~ u ~ p o r t  mrfaice. A l l  x i t t inq  diranslons (vertex, 
eye, shoulder, and elbow) :r,cmase i n  weig!~~leesness by C-mo 
chrngas : 
a) RB11af of pLamrure an the  buttock s ~ u f a c e a  ( e a t i w t d  incredce 
o: 1.3 t o  2.0 a (0.5 t o  0.3 incbar) .  
b) Zxtsnnlon of the rp lnr l  column ar  mxplained t a  note 1 above 
3 t  of r t a tu rc  on ground. 
Notes 
A) Mras r ramnt  data - The numbers adjircent t o  aach of t h e  rlil+snsion?l 
a r c  r e f a rence  codes. The nlrme ccdes  a r e  i n  V o l m  I1 ?< Rtfarencc  1 5 .  
Reference 1 6 ,  Volume 11, providar  a d d i t i o n a l  d a t a  f c r  t h e s e  
maasursae;.Lr p l u s  &, exp!anation of t h e  m a c u r a t  t o c h i g ~ i s .  
2 S t a t u r e  incraaaea  approximately 35 over tha f i r r t  3 t o  4 cay8 in  
welght lessnasa  ; sac  P i p u x  3.2.3.1-2). Umat a?; of t h i s  change 
a ? p c r s  i n  t n e  s p i n a l  column, acd tlrus a f f e c t 8  ( Inc reasas )  o t h e r  
r e l a t e d  dimensions, ~ v c h  an a i t t i n s  hoiqht  (but tock-ves tax) ,  
shoclder  he igh t  - n i t t i n g ,  eyo he igh t  - s i t t i n g ,  and a l l  
d m e n s i o c s  t h a t  i nc l l>ds  t h e  s$ne. 
':;) Slttlng neigh: would be t a t t e r  named a s  but tock-ver tex  in 
.mic,ogravity cond i t i ons ,  un l e s s  t h e  c r e u n e ~ b e r  were. neaeured w:th 
a f i rm  p re s su re  on shcu ids r r  p r a r s i n g  him or her agnins t  a f i xed ,  
f i a t  " s i t t i n g '  suppor t  suriace. A l l  s i t t i n g  drnernsionc (va r t ex ,  
eye, shoulaer ,  ano elbow) inc rease  i n  ue igh t l e saneas  by two 
changas : 
a )  Re l i e f  of p re s su re  on t h e  but tock nwfacea  (sst iraatod inc rease  
of 1.3 t o  2.0 cm (0 .5  t o  Li.8 i n c h e s ) .  
b) Extension of the  s p i n a l  ~ o l ~ ~  a6 expla ined i n  no te  1 aDove 
3# of n t a t u r c  on ground. 
Notes : 
A )  Ueasarement d a t a  - Tho n b r a  ad jacont  t o  each of tha d i a e n s i c r , ~  
are r a f a r e n c c  codas. T?e .am codmm nr6 in VoiUO I1 of Re t 'o re~ce  16. 
RuPsrenca 16, Vallura XI, pzovidsa addit.iona1 d a t a  f o r  t h e s e  
measurements p l u s  an explana t ion  31 the moasurament t a c h n i t p a .  
El ~ p l l c a c l o ? .  of diacr.ioiona t o  mic~agrrv i ty  c o n d i t i o n s :  
@ Ytatzr. bncraasea r p p r o r h a t u l y  10 ov8r the i i r a t  3 to 4 dnya i n  
wsiqhtlewanern (am0 r i g u r s  3.2.3.1-2). m a t  a l l  of t h i s  c;?ango 
appear-a in t h o  spbr.81 aoluen,  m d  t h u s  a b f a c t a  (increamma) o t h e r  
r a l r t e d  d i ~ a n c i o n s ,  o ~ c h  as a i t t i n g  he igh t  (bo2oock-vartrx;,  
ahouldar  h e i g h t  - o i t t i n q ,  eye h o i g h t  - o i t t h g ,  an3  a l l  
U n r i o n a  r h n t  ,b.cludrr thr # p i n s .  
@ Si:ting h e i s h t  would bm battor named ao buttock-vai-tax i n  
m i c r ~ g r a v i t y  condl t ione ,  unlaaa tho  crsuaember were maaaurrd with 
a f i r m  p r a r a u r s  on ahouldorn praasing hLm o r  her o y w i n ~ r  a f ixed ,  
f l s t  g s i t t i n g "  support aur faca .  All a i t t i n p  d i ~ e n r i o n s  (ver tex ,  
aye, sbouLder, and elbow) incraar* in we%ghtle#anao8 by two 
changes : 
a )  Relief o r  pressure on t h c  but:ock s u r f a c e s  (matimacad icc reaue  
of  1 . 3  t o  2 . 0  c m  ( 0 . 5  t o  5.8 Lnchea). 
b) Exzension ct t h e  s p i n a l  colurm~ a s  exp la ined  i n  n c t s  1 abovc 
38 of o t a c u r e  on ground. 
@ K,me he igh t  - o i r t i n q  may i n r r a a s o  al ightXy ir.  micrograv i ty  dun 
t o  r o l i e f  of t n o  yrzslure oc the h e e l  whi5h it occur. when it 
measured on tho qround. The increas. i a  probably not more t h a n  
2 to 3 .ms (6.1 Inch) . 
A )  I coasu ;~en t  t u f a  - The numbera sd jacan t  t o  each of the  d i m s ~ s i o n s  
a r e  referonce code@. Tha aamm coda8 a r e  In  Volume I1 of Refcrrnce 1 6  
Reference 1 6 .  Volume 11, provider  a d d i t i c n a l  data f o r  t h e s e  
maaausunmts  p l u s  .n mxplan*tion 02 t h e  m a a u r e s e n t  technique.  
8) Appl icat ion of d i ~ l r n s i n n s  t o  d o s o g r a v i t y  condi t ionar  
S t a t u r e  inc r ramm myproximotrly 39 a v r r  t h o  f i r a t  3 t o  4 d h y s  i n  
wcrightlaaanmas (*or r i m r e  3.2.3.1-2). i U r o r t  n11 02 z h i r  cbanqe 
appaarr  I n  the apincrl column, and thus r f f e c t a  (insraames) o tha r  
r e l a t e d  dimanaions, such as s i t t i n g  he igh t  (but tocr-ver tex) :  
shoulder  bsipht - c l t t i n g ,  my* b i g h t  - s i t t i n g .  and a i l  
dimonozon* t h c t  dn~Sud0  the rpino. 
a Sict i r ig  he igh t  would bo h t t e r  nr-d at but tock-var ter  i n  
a i c r o q r r v i t y  cona i t lons ,  unlces c h ~  crevniamhr were mflamurad with 
a f i rm preseute on nhoulri-rs yrersing aSe, o r  h e r  aga ins t  o f ixed,  
flat -o i r t i r ,g '  suppor t  su r face .  kll s i t t i n g  dlni*nmion~: (wcprte::, 
eye,  mhouider, a - ~ d  elbav: incrcaao i n  k o i g h t l n 8 a r r r ~ r  by t w o  
changes: 
a )  Relief of pre66ure on ctu but tock murfecas (cotimplead inc rease  
of 1.3 cw 2 .0  c c  (0.5 t o  0.8 inchwm;. 
b1 Extmeion  of t h e  sp ine?  c o l ~ l a n  a s  e r p l a i n a s  i n  nor* I &ova 
3% of s t a t u r e  an pronod. 
@ Knee hriyht - c f b t b n ~  aay  i i l c r r a s s  sl lcyhtiy i n  ml:soqrawit:i due 
co ral lar 9: t h e  preaaure  on t h e  h e e l  which i c  occurs  r h e r  i t  
msasur-ed oa ';he ground. i h s  i n c i s o s o  i n  prohab3y not  more thnn 
2 to 3 ~ s l  ( 0 . 1  inch)  . 
Ai Heaaurament d a t a  - Tt'm n m r r  r d j a c e n t  t o  each of t n a  dimension'. 
~ r - .  r e f e r a ~ c e  codan. ? t o  r a m  c&er arb i n  Volune I: of  Baierenco 16. 
Reference 1 6 ,  Volum 11, pbovidoa a d d i t P t . ~ l  &:a f o r  them 
oasaauremento ;,>urn m e ~ l a n b t i m  a t  the raaaurc ,mnt  techzriwa. 
@ S t e c u r r  Lncmnrae ~ p p r o ~ h m t b l y  3% over rha CiraC 3 t o  4 d r y t  i n  
r c b g h t h s r n s a a  (re, Plguxe 3.2.3.1-2). A h o a t  a11 of t h i a  change 
rgpeore i n  the s p i n a l  colum, and tLuc ui2a:ts ( increar*r )  o ther  
r e l a t e d  diwnricna, such RII s i t t ing  b i g h t  ( b ~ t t o c t - v a r t a x ! ,  
crhmlrkr  L e i a t  - r i t t i n g ,  sya height - a i t t l n g ,  .ad a i l  
dhena lonn  that inc lude  t b  spine. 
8 S l t e i n q  Might would be h t t a r  3a~m1.4 a0 ~ u ~ L c & - v c T ~ * x  i n  
micropravity condl t?cns ,  m l m s  the cramnmhr were IOCXU-.dd w i t k  
a firm preasure  dil ehoulldera proreing him o r  b r  ko;~nrt  i fixed, 
!iaC msittinqa mzppwt aurfacs.  Ul a i L t i n g  cUn4na!onu ( v e r t  a 
eye,  ohovlder, a d  elhzu) l r a e r a a  i n  r&ight l -daacrr  by t w o  
changes. 
a )  Rellaf o f  preaeurs on the buttock niltrtases ( s a t h a t e d  i n r r r a ~ o  
of 1.3 rr 2.0 cm (9.5 t o  (3.6 J-.craa:. 
A: leasxsuaant oiita - Tho nuabaro r d j a c t a t  t o  each G L  the dimensions 
a re  r e f e r a x e  codes. The rams codes a r e  i n  VoLume XI of b f o r e n c e  66 
Pafarclnce 26, V a l & @  TI, provide8 addi t iona l  da ta  *or t b e r s  
mearurexinnte p:us ur explanation of =ha unastr-cme..c +_oc.dquo. 
@ Sta ture  incraacror approximately 5 t  over +an first 3 t o  4 days  i n  
va1ght:arenase (ace Figure 3.2.3.1-2). &,:.nost a11 of t h i s  change 
appears i n  t h s  spinal  colldmn, md thuz af:cscts (incroaaes) other  
r a l a t e d  diesnslon8, such ao s i t t i n g  height (buttock . a r t e x ) ,  
ahouldtr height - s i t t i n g ,  eye height - r i t t i n g ,  and a l l  
dinensions that lncluda t h e  spine. 
@ Sitting befuht would be b e t t e r  nsmed a s  buttock-vertex i n  
microgravl t j  conditions, blnlese the crewmenbar were measured w i t L  
a firm p r e ~ s u r e  on a h o ~ l d e r s  presaing him or her ~ y t i i n s t  a f ixed,  
flst n s ~ . t t i n g *  aupport surface.  A l l  8 i t t in - l  4imencslona (vertex, 
eye, shoulder, ar,r elbow) incraeee i n  wsigk *asneee by ;wo 
changse: 
a )  Felief  ~f pressure on the buttock eurfaces ( s a t l a a t a d  fncreaee 
of 1,3 to 2 .0  cn (0.5 t o  0 . 8  incbes) .  
b) Sxtansion uf t h e  sp ina l  c o l m  an explained i n  note 2 rbave 
3% of a t a k u r r  on ground. 
Ffgtrra 33.1.3-1 Body S/zo v i  thc 40- Yaw-Old Asrrrlcsn yak md 40-Year-D!d 
Japmsso Fseaie for  Year 2000 In One Gravity Condltlons fconthurdl 
Motes: 
A) Yeasuremnt data - Tha numl;era adjacent t o  each of ",he diwensims 
are refazence codes. The a m e  coda8 are In Volume IT of Reference 1 6 .  
Reference 16,  Velum XI, prnv1;lsa iedditior!al data for these 
measuremefits plus an axp1ma:L~n of the measureact technique, 
Stature increases api;roxiurely 3% over the f i r s t  3 to 4 Laya in 
weightle~nnesa (oee Flgare 3.2.3.1-23 . IUmost all of t h i ~  ch~ngc.  
appears In the spinal eol,smn, and thus afllscts (i.ncreaaecj other 
vslated dimenaiona, such as o i t t i n g  height; (buttock-vertex) , 
shoulder height - sitting, eye height - sitting, and all 
dimensions that. includa the &pine. 
Shoulder or acromf a l  neight , ~ X K t h g  or st anding, incr s a w s  
during wcfghtle8ai1ees due t o  twa tactozs:  
a )  Removal of  the gravitations: pgll  oil the a m .  
b) Extenelon of the apiraal column err cxplalnad in note 1 abavc: 
132 of ata tuaa  on ground) . 
Fi~urs  3.3.1.3-1 Body Sirs of  !he $0-)Year-Old Amricm Mch and 40-Yew-Old 
Japanese Fesok for Yarr 2000 In One Gradty Condit10r.s lGo,7tinueQ 
Notes : 
A) +leaeurament da ta  - The n-ra adjacent  t o  dach of the airuensiona 
axe reference codtta. The 8 ~ - a  code8 a r e  i n  Volume XI of Reference 16. 
Reference 16 ,  Vcl-ume I!: yrovrdes eauiiisna1. data f a r  t h e a t  
measumments p lus  an a x p l m a t i o n  of tha metakureme.ct. technique. 
8) Application of dimensions t o  microgravity condit ions:  
a S t a t u r e  fancresses apprnxirn.rtaly 3% over t h e  f x r t  3 t o  4 days i n  
weightlessness (aaa F r w r e  3.2.3.1-2). Almoat a l l  of t h i s  change 
appears i n  t h e  aplnal c o i w ,  arA thua a f f e c t *  t i n c r e n s t 8 ~  o ther  
r e l a t e o  dimensions, ouch a8 s i t t i n g  height (bu t tock- .~cr tex) ,  
shoulder height  - s i t t i n g s  sys height  - s i t t i n g ,  ax! all 
dimenfions t h a t  i n ~ l u d e  t th spine. 
3 Shoulder o r  acromdal height ,  s i t t i n g  o r  s tanding,  increases 
during weigb t1~-ancar  due r:, Lwo f a c t o r s :  
8 )  Removal of t h e  ~ r a v b t a r i o n a l  p u l l  on the a m .  
h) Extension o f  t h e  8pi:ial c o l - m  &B explained i n  note  a above 
( 3 %  of a r a t u r e  on ground). 
P 
figure 33.131 Body S!zs of the $0-Year-Old A ~ d , : , s n  #ah asd 40-Year-01d 
J ~ p a n e s r  Fmalrr for rsar 2000 in One G:awty Condltiorts IContinuodj 
A) Measurement data - The numbers adjacent to each of t h e  d i r a e n ~ i o n s  
are refrrence codes. The same coder are in Volume 11 of Refer ,ce 16. 
Reference 16, Volume 11, provide;r u 'Aitlcnah dAta for thsea 
meassremento plus an expljnation of  the msaeuhement techniqve. 
Q ~ w g  circpunferencss and diam&t?rs significantly dbZrbir88 curing 
the first d ~ y  in microgravbiy. See hfarsnc@ 16, Appendix C, f o r  
detail e and masu;ements of  actual  per6ons. 
@ Waist circumferenca will decrease !n microgravity due +.o f l u ~ d  
thifts tu the uppa; t c x d o .  See Figure 3.2.3.1-2 for nensurnmerts 
3 acf2al p S r R G n 8 -  
Notes:  
A )  Measurement data - The numbers adjacent t o  aach of the dinensjons 
zre  reference codes. The some codes are in V o i m e  11 of Refereace :6. 
Reference i6, Voiume 11, provide6 additional data for these 
rnaasurelnenta p l ~ c  an explanation o: -ha meaeurement technique. 
B) Application of dlmen~ions to microg~av i ty  cond1:ions: 
@ Leg circumf eronces and diamatera oignif icantly decrease during 
the first day In micrcgravity. Ssm Rsfwon:e 16, Appendix C, for 
detailn and nca8uramenta of actual pezrons. 
@ Waist circumference w i l l  decreese in microgravity  & ~ e  to f l u i d  
s h i f t s  70 d e  upper tor;o. See Figure 3.2.3.1-2 for measuremants 
cn actual personr . 
Meaeuremant data - The nuebaza adjacent t o  rack of tho dismnsionr are 
reference cDCes. The erne crrdsa are ir. V o ~ ~ r m a  11 of .Reference 16. 
Leferenct 16, V o l m a  IL, provides additional dara E t x  the., 
measurements plve an exp lanat ion  c f  the nersuramant technique. 
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Notes: 
Measuremariz data - The numbers adjacent to each of th.- dimensions are 
reference codes. The s m e  codes are i n  Volume I1 of Referexe 16. 
Reference 16, V o l u n e  11, provides additional data for these 
measurements plus an explanation OX the messuremenL technique. 
Refaronce: 274. P ~ g s  121-128 
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figure 3.3-1.3- 1 Body Sizu c f  fh, 80- Year-Old Assrlcan Maie and 40- Year-Old 
Jspanase Fsma!s for Yezr 2000 In One Gia vlty Cone',':: :;to icon tdnusdJ 
;A!-. r Clau was tam 1979 end 1 W0 a: HASAdSC by Of. W l h  Ttrrntun r d  John &&am. Ttu r M y  wa8 mad4 
d.: 192 m a k t  ;. . . . iar! a v  33) 22 fernah (rean age 30) afiro- W1daie.s (we R c l m m  a) 
b. L m b r s n g s h r o s . , , ~ r l g ~ ~ n d b ~ l i m b m o ~ s m e ~  o ~ ( 3  
*, 
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Figure 3.3.9.3.1-1 h i n t  Movement Ranges for labs and Ptmalss 
Elbow F l c r i ~ n  CAI. 
i r t 8 n s l ~ n  
Was: U a a ~ ~ l 9 7 0 ~ d 1 W . t W A J S C ~ D r . ~ ~ M d & n J d r a m .  Th.crte g&w 
132 riulos (moor. ago 33) 22 I d e s  (mom rgc X) &ton;ar c d a t u  iS6r &k8im m) % m  C l r  
w 
0 
> N  
P.igurs 33.r.U-1 Join? hvamen t Rsngss fur Ya!*s and feaaks ICuntfoutdl 

9.3.2.3.2 Joint Motion Data, Two Joints Design Requkments 
The range of movment for two joins is given in this paragraph The change in range of mation 
of a given j0ir.t when supplemented by the movement of an adjacent joint are s u m m M  in 
F$pre 3.3.2.3.2-1. The following information is given in this Figure: 
a. Single Joint Movement BrPseline Range -The baseline values of given joint m o t h s  with the 
adjacent joint in neutral position. 
b. EBect (in Degrees) of Movement of an Mjaerit Joint - The increment or d m n e n t  which 
takes place when an adjacent joint is flexed or extended in varying amounts (U3, V2, 2/3 
and/or full). 
c Effect (:a Tenns of Permit of the h e l i n e  Range) of Movement of an adjacent Joint. 
The Cam in this seaion shall be rlsed as apgrop~iate to achieve effective integration of the crew 
and the Assured Crew Renun Vehicle. (See &on 4.10 f ~ r  Etfects of I)econd.itioa.) 
3.3.3.3.1 Functisnd Reach Design Requirement8 
Equipment and conwls r e q u i d  to perform a task shall bc with the reach limit of the 
m e m b e r  performing the task The follobqg is the functional read1 h i t  data for pemm 
weark3 non-restriaive ciothulg. (Far additional pesepiczions due to the crew dean$.i~sngd effects, 
refer to section 4.10, Deconditioned Crew Cnr;abilitiesZ. 
a. Torso Restrained Reach Boundaries -The functional reach boundaris for & and h a l e s  
~ l t h  t eir shoulders against a flat backrest are given in Figure 3.3.3.3.1-1. The functional reach 
boundha apply to tasks requiring thumb and forefinger grasp. ltfigure 3.3.3.3.1-3 defines 
adjusrmenr for other grasp requirements. 
b. Waist Fkstrained - Adjustments can !x made to the data in F i r e  3.5.3.3.1-1 for k n & q  at 
the waist to achieve different back rest angles. Figure 3.3.3.3.1-2 provides data for mahg  &me 
best angle adjustments. This data applics to 1-g conditions only, and requires adjustments hr 




Two-joint movement -7 
I 
Chm* in r a w  of 
movemmt of A (drpreos) 
Mowmrnt of B (frrctisn of full rmgcl 
4.0.9 dog 
I101.5SC) 




- 6.2 deg 
!M.4%) 
a . 2  dog 
! 180.4%) 
- 2.' dog 
i89.7%) 
Shwlder oxtonsion (A) 
with elbow fiexion ( 5 )  
Shoulder flsxlon (A) 
wi:h elbow flrnion (Bl 
E l b w  flaxion [A) with 
shoulder rxtrnrion (A) 
1523 dog 
5 x 3  dbg 






Elbow Flexion (A) with 
shwldrr flexion (6) 
Hip flexion (A) with 
shoulder floxion (8) 
Ankh plsntrr flrxionlA) 
with knee flrxion(8) 
Ankle dorriflrxion (A) 
H ' I ~  knee flrxlon ( 8 )  
Knee ilrxion (A)  with 
ankle plur?,. flcxion(8) 
Kcee flexion (A) with 
ankle d o r s ~ f l e x i ~  (B) 
Knoe flexion (A) with 
hip flrxion(8) 
'3ha knee joint a lockod and 
Reference: 16, p- VI-12 to VI-15 
Notr: 
The foilowmg is an example of how ths Figure IC KO tba u d .  Tho lint entry is read ar follow: the shouldar cdn 
be extended as far as 59.3 dqresr (the mean of ?he wbjuu 'tastd) witn the elbow in t neutral position (lock4 
ir! h y ~ r e x ~ r x i o n ) .  Wkcn skoulda: cxtrnsior~ was ntsaarrud with t!r elbow f lexd  to 1 3  of i t s  full joint rung@. 
the mean vrlue of shoulder sxtenslon was found to incnan by 9.6 d q a n ,  or 102.7% of the bars value. The 
results for other movements and adiacbnt joint pxit ionr 171, prerentd in a simrlar manner. 
Figure 13.23.2-1 Change in Rmgs of  iVovemmt With Uovemmt h Adjacmf Jdnf 
Fbfmacs: 310, P q r  35 lo 52 
NOTES: 
a. Gravity condit ions - t h a  boundaries apply t o  1-G condi t ions  an' 
Microgravity w i l l  cause t h e  apine t o  lengthen, and adjustments sholird 
be made bared on a new shoulder p ivot  l oca t ion .  
b. S&-jects - the sub jac t a  used f o r  t h i s  study aro reprceentative o f  
t he  1967 A i r  Force population ontimate8 def ined i n  Reference 16, 
Chapter 111 
c. The Seat Raference Point (SRP), &fined a8 t he  o r i g i n  point  f o r  
a l l  r e r ch  Limit meaauremntr ,  br locaced at, thm jurrction of two 
planes which. define t h e  s e a t  back rand t h e  r a a t  pan, and s t h i r d  plane 
which p rec i se ly  b i s e c t 8  t h e  r u 3 j e c t 1 s  body f r o n t  t o  back. 
d. Each s f  t h e  following diagram represent8  a iioxizontal plane i n  
which t h e  reach l i m i t  of t h e  subject (man, woman) i r  daterminod. The 
v a r t l c a l  d i r t anca  of t h i s  plane f ro=  t h e  SEW i s  i nd ica t ed  i n  
c e n r i m t e r a  in t h e  note  i n  t h e  uppax r i g h t  hand corner of each 
diagram. The 8ubject  i a i  m a t e d  with r a rpac t  t o  t h e  SRg, a s  defined 
above. The radial  extenders from the  SRP pro jec t ion  on t h e  plane of 
i n t c r a s t  arc? labeled  in degrees from t h e  l i n e  extending d i r e c t l y  
forudrd from t h e  sub jec t .  The numbers along these  extenders 
(40 ,  80)  represect  d i s t ances  i n  centlmetera from t h e  point  on t h e  
plane of i n t e r e s t  a t  which the  SUP is p ra j ec t ed .  a .. 
Figure 3.3.3.3.1-6 Grzsp Reach L/o/ts f i th  Right Hw;d for krtsrlcon Mrk and 



















a .  C l i v i c y  cci;litLwu - t h r  b-xhdarrer apply t o  1-G cond i t l  
y i c rog rav i ty  r i l l  csum t h e  c p i m  t o  longthen, a x  aj!urtm 
be made brsad on a  ~ e w  r tou ldp r  p ivo t  l oca t ion .  
ons only.  
n t s  sh3u:d 
h.  Scbjac ts  - ~ h o  s & j a c t ~  used Ccr m i s  study a r e  repreren:arive of 
t h e  1957 Air Force pupulat.ion a r t i o t c a  &t ined  i n  Roferance 1 6 ,  
chJ3pzer 1x1 
c.  The Seat 9a i s ro~ lco  Point (SEW), do.inud &m C f u  o r i g i n  $mint fo r  
a i l  :each l1m:t pa6suroluntad is  loca t sd  a: t h a  j ~ ~ c t l o n  o: Zuo 
planes wblct deflnm tBa m a t  Ssck m d  t h  s e a t  pm, and a t h i r d  Glare 
v h c h  sr rc im?ly  b i s s c r e  t h e  alAjecr'r M y  f r o n t  t o  back. 
d. Each cf tlie ial lowLr~g d i r p r w s  rapraoentr  an XZ plane projec t ion  
in  rh l ch  t h s  reach l i m i t  of tha subject (ecr., w-n) in d r t x a ~ n s d .  
r h t a   lan no i s  p s ~ d i c u l a r  t o  ho"& thn .a*at back* and t h a  ' saat  
pan" plar.as. Tho d i r t r n c e  uf Chis w r t l c r X  plane f r o r  tho SRP i s  
lndicacec  i n  c e n t l e a t a r s  i n  thm not* 111 k a  upprr r i g h t  hu.a clrncx 
of  oach.diagraa,  n*-ativ-i numhss  t o  the r i g h t  .nd p o r i t l < o  n , m r &  
:G t he  ,of t  z e l o t i w  t o  the o u h j s c t .  Tha a3ubject Lo aaated with 
reapac: t o  t ho  9P.P. 4 4  da;'inod &?via. Sac hor i ron ta l  l i n e s  i n d i c r r e  
v e r t i c a l  dis tancra  i n  c e n t i ~ t l a r r  f r w  the S W  pro jec t ion  point  on 
t h e  p:an* of i n t a r e s t .  ?he nudmrr  1ocacaS. along t h e  h? r i z?n ta l  
blnea ( 4 0 ,  80) represent  nar!ronYa~ diotancs.e i n  cen'cizaterr ,  in thla 
v e r r i c a l  piane from t.k $R.P c -o j cc t ion  pc in t  on t h i s  p lsna .  .. 
a 
1 , 
Figure 3.3.3.3.1-; Gr~sp  Rsach !:alis Ilth Right ! { ~ n d  for Aarr:crn Ma!& and 
F a d e  P F D U ~  fto:rS (Con t/c;s;l 
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v e n i a l  osnuwrs 
X Z  Plane 
Men 
Xb Plane 
im LC I . .  . I  I J , IU 
FWD I AFT 
+I6 an 
X - X  




Venial  muwn 
, 1 6 m  --------+ 
FWD AFT 
-15 an 
F W D  I AFT 
FWD I AFT 
Y k Plane 
-
Re!o;em: 310, Pa688 3518 52 
NOTES : 
a .  G r l v i t y  condit lona - t h e  boundiarios apply t o  1 4  condit ion8 only. 
n i c r o g r a v i t j  w i l l  Cause t 2 a  #pine t o  lnn$t.han, and sd jur -amto  should 
b. mada bamd on a nor shouldm pi-rot loca t ion .  
b. Subloctr - the  rub lec te  usod f o r  t h i s  s tudy a r o  repraaac ta t lvo  of 
the 1967 f i r  Force populat ion ss tFaa taa  d e f i n d  i n  Ref r rmco 16, 
Chapter 111 
c .  The Seat  Eafarenca Point  ( S F i P ) ,  &finad  88 tho o r i g l n  po in t  for  
a:l ronch l i m l t  Maaureosnts ,  is l x a t o d  k t  t h e  j ~ x t i o n  of two 
planes which dofino t h r  s e a t  hrck :he r e a t  pan, md r t h i r d  plane 
which p r e c i s a l y  biascca t h e  aubJsct '8  h a y  f r o n t  t o  N c k .  
d. Each of ebe foilow ; d i a g r a a  reyro8enls  an Y 7  plane pro jace icn  
i n  vhicii t h e  roach L h d Z  of tho subject (w, wtman) I8 da taminod.  
Thlr i r  a  v a r t i c a l  plane which i a  p a r n l l o l  t o  chs l i n e  drrf1n.d by tho  
. i n t s r r e c t i o n  of t h e  '.oat buck' and .asat pang p lmoa .  The d i s t s n c ~  
02 t h i r  p l m e  f r o a  t h e  SRP i e  i ~ & L c a t o d  i n  c r n t i s s t a r e  in :ha not. i n  
cha I J ~ P . ~  r i g h t  hmd corner of rach diagram, n e g a t i w  n r h r a  t o  t h e  
roar  end p o s i t i v o  n-ra t o  thn Ycont r o l s t i v o  t o  t h e  eubjoct .  The 
aubjoct  18 soatod with rorpec t  t c  th* 5RP, an Qfinod kbovo. T h e  
~ r o r ~ ~ o n t r l  l l n o c  i n d i c r t e  v s r t i u l  d i s t u r c o r  i n  c o n L i ~ . t a r r  i r o n  t h e  
S-W pro jec t ion  poin t  or. tho  p l c w  of i n t e r a r t .  The n u r h r r  loccted 
d!ony tho h o r i ~ o n t a l  l i n e r  (40, 80) r o . r o r m t  hor r ron te l  Ciatancwr i n  
centlamtors,  i n  t h s  ~ e r t l c e l  plane flom t h e  SW p r o j r c t i a n  w i n t  on 
t h i l  * l a n d .  ! 
L 
figure 3.3.3.3.1-1 Grasp Rerc,l LiulC~ l i t f ,  Rlgh? Hard for Awerlcan Yale 
f a a a l s  C opulr t i m r  fCanl1nri:C 
-6 I $XI 
Y -z  




122 -%em- I 40 crn t--------- 
135 crn ---(- 
-- -Q 
tlrncm (a.40h) 
t199 m Ct0.60 In) 
kO,14 an CPO.45 In) 
fal.84 m (S.37 in) 
iO& car (S.28 in) 
#).3fJ mi Ea.14 In1 
e.25 m (m0.10 in1 
- 
Type of tat# I 
r 
Fltwpr tip operation 1 
The data k +is seaior. :hall '-e used as ayp~oprislr!: to achieve effective integra+.oil of *the crew 
a x i  r h ~  Assurr: CRW Return 'JeiLde. Eody vdumes for &e mwnember pquiP+ion arc given in 
F&u~ 3.3.6.3-1 w-: 3.3.6.3-2. 
Tr?= dam in ih3 se,im shall be ued as appmpriate tn wi-Lve effective htegrae,:?. of the crew 
and spae  systems. 
3,5,7.3,$,.2 E d y  Stmbkl lMm~ n~L'm ; r ~ - 3 $ @  Z e g U i r ~ m a M  
2od;- wgmenl n m  dam for f- , - - > T i c a n  male c r m e -  i~ 1-g 5 in F i g i w  3.3.?.3.1.?.-1. 
The whole-body center of mass location dam for the American mde c r m c m t e r  in :-g is in 
Figure 3.3.7.3.2.1.-1. Equations for I~e t in ; -  t l z  whole-body center of mass in mdm of &refit 
sizes are givtr, in Figure 3.3.7.3.2.1-2. 
C a t e r  af mass. of body location data for M y  segments of the b e r i m  male esewmember hl 
1-3 is in Figure 3.3.7.3.2.2-1. 
Whole-My moments of inertia data for the Ame~icg~l mde merrabex in I-g is in Figm 
3.3.7.3.3.1-1, 
C d y  segment nomens of inertia date. for the A m u i a v !  male crewnemkr in 1-g is in Figure 
3.3.7.3.3.2-1. 







lam tlL-Y)) I 1180 in,) 





are:o (1 o4a) 
610) 
figure 3.3.6.3-2 Body Sagnen ts  Yolum o f  ths American h ! e  Creiwmambar 
Vlhoie body muss of yen 2000 c e w m m b r  papuiatbn (age 40) 
I ~ I . O ~  1 51Skg 1 61.7kg 1; 
(145.1 bj (1 81.3 Ib) (217.2 b) (00.4 Ib) (1 13.5 Ib) (136.0 Ib) 4Y 
tQ 
- > 
Reference: 18, pages ill-92. Iil-85 
308 
notes: 
a. Theis data apply t o  I-G conditlcns nnly. Flu:d lo;=? in mlcrogravlty reduce 
these masses. 
b. Year-2000 crernernbvr populatiotr is defined In paragraph 3.2.1, 
Anthropoms!ric Oatabase Des!gn Considerations 




* U p p w m  
9 F w e m  
Hexi 
w i * "  
mimn ~lrp *
E M e  
8 Fm! 
T o m  
Thgh 
F o n m  &us RMd ' 
WhoC b d y  contwo: mass for ltw Arnrrlcan mala arwmsrnbes (1 gravify onb; 
cm r,in) 
wpsrior iijac spine lr~drncrks 
(1R biwinwi breadth) 

I W M e  body contar ol mus; !c'r the A m e m  mde aewmcrnbor (1 gravny only) 
crn iinj 
Ralsrance: 16. C h w ~ r r  IV 
250 
Location of  
c ~ n t w  of 







- R e f e r  t o  ?iqure 3.3.7.3.2.1-1 f o r  meaaurament landmash 
- * SE - Stkndard error of t h e  estimate 
-. **  R Mulciple c o r r e l a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  
- Thesc d a t a  apply only t o  1-G condi t ionr .  To eatiumtc, cen te r  of 
inass l oca t ion  i n  microgravity,  mul t ip ly  t h e  L ( z )  figure by 0 . 9 .  
- The Americar. laale c ramenbar  population i 8  definect i n  paragraph 
3.2.1, Mthropcxnetric Database De8i.q:: Conr idera t ionr  
- A i s  a dintnRionLesa c\.necant for a given posture  t h a t  
l e l a t e o  cen te r  of aaas l oco t i an  t o  s t a t u r e  
0.8932 
43.1101 
L lZ) 0.344 -0.004 7327 1 I .  
- 
- s - is a cons tant  fox a given go~:ure that has thm d m a n r i o n a  
of cr divided by Pbe m d  r e l a t e 8  cen te r  of -8% l oca t ion  tc 
body uajght 
5. Sitting L (lo 0.041 0.022 7.405 
- C - a cons tant  i n  cm f o r  a qivstz posture  t o  assist  in 
dacerni l ing  t h e  l o e a ~ i o n  of t h e  tarattar 2f mgsr 
0.88 
[tkiahs LO') 0 0.021 8.810 0 , 0.4BiiQ 
Pefwefm: 16, Chapter iV 
Motes: 
a Theso data wty b 1 - . sondhns only. 
b. Vha h e r h  m ~ i s  crs, -ember pp i !a l ' i n  i ddmad io Purrgrm 3.21 Anthmpmctric Dptabsra Denqp Chriid8ratar.s 
' h ~ u r n r i  zymnietry 
Flgurs 117.3.2.2-1 hdy  s e p s n i  of l a s s  for American lair  Creivar~mbor 
Hip joint 1 
a Thm drt. ap& m 1 4  mditon~ only. 
6. The ~~ MIU ~IDWTW&J~ gopubtan iaddiFn8 in P ~ q r ~ @ h  3.2.1, hlh-let.* B ~ ; - Z % Z  
. . . . . .. . 
a. Vim d a h  appiy 143 w d i l i s  only. 





a. These rjrtp agply t o  1-G conditions cnly. 
Moment of Inertia, I 
Torso 
Lofi uppor arm 
z 
Motes: 
a. Thrrtl dats app!y to 1-Q cxditions only. 
I Yonant o f  inert Lo. 
T 50th Parcantile 
I R l p h t  Hand  
I 
i Left Hip f l a p  z 
a. Thosa data apply tc  1-5 conditions only. 
b .  I h r  Amerlcso sal r  cirwmrmbw population is drfinmd in Par l i~raph 3.2.1, Anthropomt;ic Qatahnsr Bsrign Cun. 
&ure 3.3.7.3.3.2-1 Body Sugaent ;Yo@ent of h e r t k  for the American Mak Crewmsrber ICantin~ed? 
Yorsnt of lnsrtlr 






R e l 6 r c m :  275, pages 32-29 
kotes: 
a. ihezs data apply t o  1-6 cen8lt;ens only. 
b. The Am~rican orlo crswarmbrr pogulatlsn is dsfinod h Paragiapb 3.21. AntCcpmatr ic ilstabaso Dotisn Gonsidaratian~ 





Rlgh? Th!ph f 




















a. V h ~ a  data  apply t o  1-6 conditions only. 
b. The Anerrcan male crrwarmber populrtlan Is drflr~ed In Paragraph 3.2.1, Anthsapomtrlc Detabosr Design Con. 
figure 3.3.7.13.2-6 body Segaont Ysm6nt of lnrrtia for the Asrrlcm Malr Creararmbw ICuntimrdl 
59th Percentile 
323.8 (289.!!1 
k f e r e m :  276, pager 32-73 
Notes: 
a. These dat& apply trr 1-6 conditions only. 
b. The Aesrican ar!a cremomber poptilation Is dofincd la ?bragraph 3.2.1, Anthroponatr!~ 
Database Design Considerations. 
Flgura, 3.3.7.3-22-1 Eody Segmmt Moment of !mrtls for the AmrJcm cr~wmelsbdr Eontlnu@d. 
4.9.2 Strength Design Considerations - N/A 
Strength data t h t  shall be used to guide design work nre provided below. The Gmndtianed 
uewmember as sfled in section 4.10 for Effects of Deconditioning shall be accommodated. 
1. Grip suwg?,ch, as a function of the size of the gripped object, is provided for men in 1Pigclye 
4.9.3-1. 
3. Grip sac@ for kdes is shown in Figure 4.9.3-3. 
b. Arm, Hand, and Th~mbflkgei  Strength - Figure 4.9.3-4 presents arm, hand and 
thumb/'Enger strength for fifth percentile males. These fiisum must be c o r n e d  for females 
(see Figure 4.9.3-5). 
c. Maloemde Muscular Strength - Figure 4.8.3-5 pmvides a cornpaison of male and female 
muscular strength for different muscle group. These datc allow a more armmite txtmpohtion 
from mdc to f a d e  strength data than is prcvided by rhe old method of assuming f a d e s  hwe 
two thirds the s ~ s l g t h  of men. 
Note : 
44 subicrctr, all pilots 
or aviation ode- 
Grip mongth, N Ilb) 
Reference: I .  prge 2.Sl a 5 
F@t~lp 4.9.3-2 Grip Strength lor Males 
V. S. lndurtrlrd workm: I 




Rsforence: lE, papa YI-50 
Ilote: 
Femuk s:rarrp_,l as a por t~ntags of mtlr strength for dlffurent 
mndltlorss. The varticrl Iln? wlthln m h  shaded bar Indicator 
the r e i n  prcafitrga dlffrrmce. The end ps!nts of the rhrdod 
bars lnbcate ths rang*. 
F!gwm 4 . 9 3 6  Maximal Static Push Forces 
46 
i?.; Heiyht of che; canter of the force  p l a t e  - 205~ nlm ( 8  in.) high by 
2 5 4  mm (13 in.) Icmg a- upon w L l c h  farce is a ~ p l i s d .  
( 2 )  Hnrizontai. rj irstance b e t w e o r 1  the vastical surface of 'the farce p l a t e  and 
the  oppasing vortical surfaca (wal; or footrest ,  r o a b o c t i v e l y )  against 
which ?-ha subjec t  brace t h e m e s 3  ves . 
T h u r ; b - t i ; ;  ranch - dlat&nse ,Prom b a c k r e s t  to t i p  oZ a r ~ b j o c t  'ad thumb a@ 
thu~nk* a r d  f i n g s r t k p s  are p z - e ~ ~ a d  ' L T o J Y ' C ~ Q Z - .  
* *  Span - the w a x i n . a l  ciia'canca natvasr  a parson'a f i n q a r t i p a  a8 he 




Supp!nrtlsn, (121.51 t30.31 
Nrn [Ib-in.) 
Maximum ! I 17.39 1 5.08 F;onat!on, (153.91 1 [45.01 Nrn [Ib-ln.1 I 
1 L 
Reference: 1. page 2.5-2C 
Figure 4.9.3-8 Torque Strength 
b. For design purposes, d~nditioning effects are assumed signihnt only &wing mntry arid 
subsequent mlssior phases. For opzratiom prior to entry hte-rface (Odd, r,&er seceioiii of thjB 
document one tti be applied witbut  derolting for deccnditioning. 
f. Posc bmiii-4 item 10 thru 14 art: considered off-nonirNnoo-muke crctivk 
- --- 
P o t o n t l a l  C r o w  A c t l v l t y /  
l m p l e n o n t r t l o n  
- 
Capab/ l i f ies  o f  A Decondit:oned Crew 2 
Re-ent ry  Through n n a l  Descent 
v u -  ' 
2. R, d c & ~ ~ ! d &  ld&Ut: 
;. C o w s r  m n  
tr Hard- 
! I 
a Sw I&. 1, Sea la. 1 
5.  G r m ~ o w h h  




1. ~ r r g l ~ p t I y 7 ~ ~ ~ :  
6 .  VaRrcls m t h n  
b. hrrl (m) 
c. Aural (equipma 
JpeirPt.Wl) 
d. ou P h e m  
W~af'j 
vhm0M1&!evZswofum 
pakm from tka rmist up withtn 
thc head erd eye mvemam 
s p o c a i d  in 9.2.422.c. 
::gw e 4 1  0-1 Cepabllitles of a Uecondlfloned Crew (cont/nuscil 
Pus t -1 a ndhg 

Flgur-e 4.10-1 Capobliiltles of s Deconditlonsd Crew (csnt6nud 
Post-Landing 
Paragraph S.lJ.4.l through 5.1.2.4.3 present rquhnentr, which nre directly applicable m the 
design of respirable atmaspheres for the hured  Crew Renun Vehicle cabin atmosphere. 
The following design requiremrnts shall apply to the ampasition and p m  of the Assured 
Crew Return Vehicle cabin amospLere: 
a Internal &mment - An i n t e d  environment to support and main& crew health 
throughout detached operational phases of the A W  s W  k pmvidcd in ascoxlance with the 
requirements given in Figure 5.13.1-1. 
b. Atmospheric Revimlization - The AWV a t m m p h  shall be r w i U  e v q  5 to 7 minutes 
to prwide a safe and habitable environment for the m. This system will be referred m as the 
Enknmental Control Life Support System (EQSS). 
e. Atmosphere Control and Supply : 
1. Means to w n m l  and maintain atmospheric pressure and mmpasi t i~n to the levels defined 
in Figure 5.1.3.1-1 shall be p r w i d d  
2. The controls shall k provided in the ACRV and &all be operable by a m e r a b e r  In a 
shirt sleeve m.irOnmcnt. 
3. Normally, the controls dull operate autonomously with limited or no c m  i m e n t i o n  
neaessary. 
d. X S S  Design Requirements - The rnems  of the EQSS will pmvide atmospheric p m r  
and w m p A i o n  wnwl, ~~~ a d  humidity control and atmospheric &&tion for 
the A W .  
The ACRV design shall consider Space Station interfaux to mardmize effenive utilization of 
Space Station amaspha ic  monitoring cepabllities while the ACRV is attached to the starion. 
' D e w  Po in t  
I 
I V a n t i l a t i o n  
02 P a r t i a l  Pressure 
Diluent Gas (N2) 
Tota l  Preesurc 
F l l t a r  P a r t l c l a  S i z e  
PNUKZTER 
C 0 2  P a r t i a l  Pressure 




WTD I N G  
oea no t@ I 






~ c / m i n  
ps ia  
ps ia  
ps ia  
mlcrons  
C02 Partial Preseure 
Temperature 
Dew Point  
Ventilation 
O2 P a r t i a l  Pressure 
Diluemt Gas (N2) 
Total Prssuure 
F l l t e r  P a r t i c l o  S l ze  
OPERATIONAL 
[ d r t a c h a d l  









I 35-70 1 35-70  
15-40  1 15-40 
0-1.99 
a a r  no te  1 
see no te  1 











I deg. C 12.3-26.7 I 
POST 
LANDTHO 





deg. C /  1.7-21.1 
0,O-15.0 
ACRV Respirable Atmosphere Requirements (SI his) 
Kp 2 
K P  2 
Tlbb 24-1 





Not@ 1 - # s e t  s to rage  lo l imlted t o  300 BTUo/crewaembor 
lncludas Amblefit Pa r t i a l  P ressures  
Figurs 5.1.3.1-1 Requlremsnts for Space Yodule Respirable Roqu~retnsnts 
Figure 5.3.3-1 shorn the coordinate system nomenclature that L used in this d 0 a m e . n ~  (Note: 
M - W e d  S y s m ) .  This spem is based on the W o n  a body organ (eg., tbr: heart) -would 
be displaced by aaelmtion. The table in Figure 5.3.3-1, which is based on dqkcement of M y  
fluids, ercplains the most mmmonly employed teprrzs. 
The ACRV shall be apable of Limiting sustained entry a d e m i o n  to be nc greater than 4 Gs 
in the +/- Gx direction, 1 G in. &e +,I- Gy direction, aad 0.5 G ' s  in the +/- Gz direedon. 
5.33.2 Enby Spin IhdtslPion D&gm ~ ~ ~ b P  
The ACRVshall not spin at a rate greater than 5 rpm. 
At landmg, c~ewmemben shall aor be exposed m impaa accelerations at the M y  &tical pint 
greater than those allowed by the Whole-My D y i i c  Response Risk Model for a 0.5% risk of 
injuy with risk criterion limited tc value not to exceed 1.0. Tne body critical point is the l d o n  
in the sat mrdlaate s y s m  at which the dynamic response of the body is computed and 
mmponds roughly to the micfthoradc enter  of merss. Th9 method to mmpute acrepmble &tical 
point resultant adera t ion expasum is described in the following pmgmphs. 
Body Cr l t lca l  Polnt Ceordlnetor 
I = 9.4 In 
y = D  
z = 18.2 In 
Woto: 
Thr orlain of the s r s t  ooordlnrto s y r t s e  ts a t  the  Seat Rsfsranoo Polnt [SRPJ IS 





figure 5.3.3-1 Seat Coordlrsab~ S y s t m  end the Locstlon of  ths  






To Lef t  










Accelera t ion  Descr ip t ion  
Forward Accelera t ion  
Backward Accelera t ion  
Headward Acceleration 
Footward Accelera t ion  
R, La te ra l  Accelerstbon 
L, La te ra l  Acceleration 
V e r t i c u l a r  Descr ip t ion  
Eye Bal la  In 
Eye Bal l8  Out 
Eye B a l l s  Dom 
Eye B a l l s  Bp 
Eye B a l l s  Lef t  
Eye E a l l s  Xlght 
Reference:  380 rlith Updates  
Note: Large l e t t e r ,  G, used a s  u n i t  %a express  i n e r t i a l  r e s u l t a n t  t o  
whole body acce .e ra t ion  in a u l t i p l e s  of t h e  magnituQ of t h e  
acce l e r a t i on  of g rav i ty ,  go = 989.665 cm/sec2 o r  32.1739 f t l s e c 2 ,  




[@run 5.3.3-1 Accelert Pion bvironmmf Coordinate $ystem Used in bsjs konf . l  
TSle dymdcmpw is mmputed for each& ~dngths: hllcrwhq quadonla Figure 5.3.33-1. 
where: 
b the slcrreleration of the dynmlc  respnw m d e l  m w  rewve  to the 
a W d  point aooelsratlon (fUsec2). 
is the cumpression of the model wring ( f t )  
Is tke damping aDeffiderrt ratto (02  for  the >I W, 0.08 f o r m  y &, and 0.224 
for the z axis). 
13 the undamped natural frequmnq of the mochl (82.8 WEM ter the x axis, 
58.0 W s e c  for ti?@ y exle, and 52.9 d w  h r  th z ds). 
Flgurs 3.3.3.3-1 D y n a ~ l c  Response For Each his 
5-6 
After the dynamic response for each axh hm been computed, the wholebody dynnmlc response 
risk Is computed d u g  the following equation In Figure 5.33.3-2- 
where: 
Tile BUM.@ b denutes the IimMn dynamlc response values &DM tor OR& m@r 
axis tor ktiaflhy dmndltlsned, an f I or injured damndMoned #ew m e m h m .  T h e m  
values are Wltrtgsl in F l~ura  5.3.3.3-3. 
D M  Ls the d y m l c  response wmpisted from the Z exls m l e r a t l o n  carr nenP el 
the m point 
Figure 53.9.33-2 h'hole-body dymeic Rsspnse RIsir 
I11 o r  I n j u r e d  I 
Decondi t ionsd  2 6 . 3  I -21 10.5 -10.5 11.4 1 - 5 . 8  1 
Crsv PSsaber 
Condi t ion*  
Healthy 
Decondi t ion0d 
DRXL 
D M > O  D R X < O  
DRY 
35 
D R Y > O  
DWZL 
- 28  1 14 , -14 
D R Y < O  D M > O  
35 .2  
D R Z < O  
- 9 
This secdon d e 5 a  the basix e h m e r t a l  l.imhtiom and cximia that tibe d e d g m  Bhell apply 
tn the design o f m  dstsdans an8 othwhabhrabh campartmenr: a=. Nefse lev& &dl be @d 
in P~ms of A-wd&ted s o d  1 4  L@). NO& ws 24 h O ~ 4  wads shall k d e 8  &
tewsoftheequhdent A-wdghtedsodlevdLCA) gq.TBema~~alloweiDkonoiadtaenti.uuoua 
troad b a d  sound p m  ~~ U m i ~  a~ by the mmmtlrm of dl ie;dividual s s d  
p r e m m  from all M ; ~ ,  including all opaathg system, dqstam and psykds, consfdered 
0 ~ r ~ ~ ' € l 2 4 h ~ ~ @ D d ~ d e f i n e d b l t h s f o ~ ~ h S .  
a Wide-hid Pandom noise (224 tu 11,200 Hz). 
b. Narmw-bad n o k  and tones. 
4 2 . 1  He&$ C s m e m d o a  N ~ b e  Bxpaae;xle Weg&menm 
a. Maximum Noise Exposure - A maximum nohe exposure of 115 d B 0  L allowable, pwvidhg 
the duration does not excced two minuw. 
b. Heaxkg Plotection Deviecs - H ~ x s h g  protection devices shall be pmvided for use duting 
exposu~ m noise l a d s  of 85 &(A) or greater. 
The following long-tern, wide-band hearing a m t i o n  noise exjxmm criteria e h d l  apply 
a Hazard Lerel - Noise of wnstant sound levels of 85 dB(A) and greater are a a n s f d d  
hazardsus regardless of the duration of arpo,pu~'e. Toral tqmue slaaIl not exceed an average 
of 80dB(AJ 
b. Allowable Nois: Eqxxure - 4 noise tzqmurrt  of KI to 84 dB fur up to r& hours duration 
without hearkg protection is allowable tu: not desirable. 
6 Unacepta!.de Noise Levels - C r e w m h  shaIl not be exposed to continuous noise levels 
that exceed 120 dB in any octave bsnd or 135 dB OASPL under any t5mmmmm. 
The rrlatk sound prrssure lwels of narmw-band components, pmtones,  and beat bqien- 
aes shall be limited m a level at least 10 dB lower than the allowed maximurn sound pressure LYel 
of the octave-band that m m h  the ccmponent 
Maximum Noise Level (Hearing Consenation Criteria) - Impulse souad is a change in sound 
pressure level of mope than 10 dB in one seam! or k. Impul.se noise shall not e x a d  140 dB peak 
pmsure level to meet hcanq mnservation miteria for unprotected ears. 
The fol.hwing infh.wnic noise annoyancx criterk shall apply 
a Infrasoulld Sound hsmre k v e l -  hfmsound souad pressure l e d  shall k less than 120 dB 
in the frrquency range of 1 to 16 Hz 
b. Hearing Protemon - Passive hearing p r u t d o n  devices are permhibt for l o w - w w  
infrasound noise control. 
Rsfsrenco: 281, Pogo 1-3 
Figure 5.4.3.2. L5-1 dlrbeme Hlgk Frequency and 
a Conaol at the so- 
b. lntermption ar absorption along the nanmbdon path. 
c . o e r s o n a l m  protection 
I n n s u e  mass 
Surface dmpitg 




Iwlallr from dme 
R e d u c e  v1bra6ng area 
Redum q m d  
Ufo lamihafad P t u d u o  
5.4.4-1 Typical Noise Source Corrective Ac tlons 
C e a d  W o n  Daign -Vhmdon generagfan a d  geneaalon &allbe bon_troIlid oe tibe extent 
r b t  vibration energy wibl nat cause personnel IPfury, coctri8ue to & d e g n u h h  of c p r d l  
marJmchine e fhhmw during d @oda 
The f o h v i n g v i b r a d o n ~ t i a n K n n l t a  for 1 to 80Hzforcrmmmkstntions and ids  
areas d u .  orbital and p h t a t y  amdidas dull ap&. 
F-Motion sicimers region 4 
Frequency  or  c e n t o r  f r e q u e n c y  o f  t h i r d - o c t a v e  band,  Hz 
@ Snyder, Fred @wing, 1%) Reference a 2 hour expsure 
Note. Eight-hour curve created by cxterpolation based on M min and 
2 hour tesling 
P 
t, 
R e f t r m n c s :  101, p a g ~  44, o d d .  2 -1982  1 with u p d a t s a  8 
Figura 5.5 .3.2.2-1 Longl tudl~al  IZ-Axlsl A ccaCera tlon Llmits w 
10.1 t o  C.63 Hz1 'Severe Dlscorafort Bsrundarles' 

Referenca: 2, Figure 42, page 175 
101, paoe l2 
Fi'urr 5.5.3.U-2 Transverse Lu-axis. y-axis1 Aces!aration LWts 
"Fa tiguo-decreo sed Pro ficiemy Boundary " 
a Radiation Prupection - The design of the ACRV dud include the necessar)r radiatian putdon 
f e a m  (dieldhg, r a W o n  monimring and d a s i m q ,  ets) for dl e x p ~ d  missiena to enrmrr 
that the aew dase rates are kept as low as reasonably achiedle (MARA lev&) and that the 
m n n i m u  allowabbe dose h i t s  are not add. 
The following non-ionidng radiation exposure Ibmlts shall appljs: 
3. Exrended Source Laser Eye Expame Iimits - The eye acpssure limb given in Figure 
5,7321-5 shall apply to all extended souroe lasen. 
4. Mended § o m  Lafer Skh Expsure Lfmies - The skin e x p m x ~  limits shown in Figure 
5.73216 W ap~jlyto a l l  extended s o m  lasexs. 
5.  ILxpxure LImIts for Commonly Available T '  o f h e m  -The eye and &in lsserexpame 
limits for ~~c type of lasers shown in Figure 5.73.21-7 shall apply (these M t s  are 
derfvedfmrnthelimitsgfvenintheahvefigures). 
Am11 1987 
Rodlo Frequency Proledion B u l d c  for 
Personnel Exposure to RF/AI ICRQ'WAVE 
R d i a t l m  
i 1985, the Federal Csmm~nleotlon CommOfitlon e&opted the 1982 AN81 ~lonrhrd. 
i IQ86, the PdaUsnel C o u n d  tor R&laflm P r o t e e h  iubplwl thr tlPlk? ANSI tbndord. 

Flpure 5 7.3.2.1-4 'Point Sourcew Laser Eye Exposu-e Ldelt~ 
10-'-3 X 10" 
10-'-3 X lod 
10-'-3 X 10" 
10-3-3 x 10' 
10-'-3 X 104 
10'~-3 X 10' 
10-1-3 x 10' 
10-'-3 X lo4  
l0-"3 X la4 
x lo4 
10-'-3 X 104 
10-'-3 X 104 
10-I-3 X 104 
1 0 - ~ - 1 0  
lo-ld 




T 10 '  
104-3 x lo4  
i r 9 - 1 0  
l c r l d  
lo3-3 x 10' 
10-~-10-' 
1 0 - ~ - 1 0  
>10 
or 0.58 11" J cm-9, whlchevrr 
Is  l o w e r  
f l  - 10 x 1 P c A  - o.sdO)  for A = 3.~5W.700 

Pr~mnry 
w o v m  - 
Exposlrra Llmlt 
Laser Type Inm) Eye Sktn 
b) I mW +anLZ for
l > I r n 5  
Carbon-dioxide 10,60(1 0.1 M' - cm" for I> 10 r 0. I w for 
[and o t h e r  l asers  l >  10 s 
1.4 Ae t o  1000 urn1 
b. RF and Optical Rsdistion Monitoring - Based on the i d d e d  m m  of RH and optfad 
radiation, monitoring and waning systems shall k provided consismu with the go& 
hamd h m  each s o w  
e. Safety glans of RP and Optical Souroes - Sdety plans fcr the safe opemion of ?W and o p t i d  
radiation mums shall be pxwided Based on the mission plans, the pasMiy  of pmvichg 
automatic power s h e  or h e  &ej.-reLaed RF a8d optical radiaofoc equipment &dl ke 
a0 asidered. 





Havalmgth TLV, Effectivtmes~ 
1 (ml/mL) s A 
-- -- 
See I,aser T E V ~  . 5 
m 
Baferanco: 385, page 106-107 
Fipre 5.7-921-8 Tf Y's for Rodant f i p o s m  o f  Acfhic 
UV upon L1nprotocted Skln sr Eye 
SP) foUowln~ p a p  for a p p t l u b l ~  mtms 
Duration of Expcsurs E f f e c t i v e  Irradjancs ,  
Por Dey Edr ( W / a  ) 
B h r s  ..................... 
4 k~................~o..s. 
2 k s . .  .................... 
1 hr..................,.... 
40 m h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .  
15 m F n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
................ 10 min...... 
5 raiLI......,...,.........,. 
......... 1 m i n . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
30 e e e , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10 set...................... 
1 S B C . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , .  
0 . 5  set,................... 
0.1 sec.................... 
Reference: 385,  page 106-107 
v 
Figurs 5.7.9.2.l-9 Pernlsslbie llltt-a vlole l Exposures 
ks f o l l o d h g  p a l o  f o r  r p p l k b l r  no tes  
Notes lor FI~UTIS 5.7.121-4 TLV'P for R r d ~ r n t  EBPOEUTO O/  Aotldo U P  upon Unprotrotad S k h  or Eyr 
and 
5 7.321 -9 Parm/ssablr Ultra vlolr t E I D O S U ~  
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 

The g d  safety design shall reflect applicable F- and p e r w d  d e t y  h o r n ,  inciudhg 
minimization of potential humm error in the operation and rnaWmmm of the system. 
Design requjrelaears for the elimination of buns, corners, edges, ptmsions, phchhg., snag- 
ging, and cutting for IVA are ghm in this secdon: 
a. Expcsed edges 0.25 mm (0.01 in.j to 1.78 mm (0.07 in! thichm &dl be ruunded m a full 
radius as shown in Figure 6.33.1-1. 
b. Expod edges 2.03 mm (0.08 in.) and g r a m  thidmess shall be ruunded m a minimum 
radius of 1.02 mm (0.04 h) as shown in Figurr 6.33.1-2 
c The edges af thfn sheets less than 05 ~llmn (0.02 h.) thick dull be ruIlecl or curled as &own 
in F m  6.33.1-3. 
a. Expad c o r n  of materials less than 25 mm (1.0 hl thick shall be rounded m s minlmum 
radius of 13 mm (0.5 in.), as shown in Figure 6.33.2-1. 
b. Exgasd corners of materials which e x 4  25 mm (1.0 h) tiidmess shdl k ruundcd to 13 
BM (0.5 in.) sphericalradiuc, as dmwninFigure 6.33.2-2 
Raftronor:  1. Figure 3 . 5 - 1  pa. 3.5-11 
i55, pg. 6-11 d 
B 
F i g u r ~  6.3.3.1-1 Requlreaents for Roundhg 
Exposed ddgss 0.25me 
lo. 01 1nl t G l.7dmm (0. O 7lnl 
Rt f t rsnce:  1, figure 3.5-2, pg. 9.5-11 
155, pa. 8-U Blth U p d r t r r  PO 
(B 
> 
Figure 6.3X.l-2 Reqult-emnts for Rounhg 
Exposed Edges 2 0 3 ~ a  [0.08fin; 
and &ec t er ThJckness 
R r f t r r n c t :  1, Flgurr 1.5-4, pp. 1.5-11 
155, pg.  8-31 l l t h  Lipdstca 
(0.12 in) ndicn I 
Protective m, cases, o r ~ ~ s h a l l b e  used on w a n s  cx otherhazardous o b j m  that 
atmot bg made completely hazard bee 
htcha or simKlar dwice~ bt can pinch 5nge.m sasJll not be used. A ptotecrfve gutd or cwerr 
sb,all be used where suitable substitutes c ~ m t  be fuund. 
S e c u r f n g p i n s i n h a n d r a i l s W k d ~ m ~ r w e n t t h e i r ~ y ~ o u t a b c l v e  
the hannhold nuke. 
Care should k taEreB in the design of nuxbaaical dwiaes capable of mrhg energy (such as 
qrings, levers, and torsion bars) m m i d  iqtury to the crew. 
Equipment design 8lu-d protect t he  m e m b e r s  fium d d d  lmza& hdu- those 
hazards resulting from wnn-au with he sonductors and those hezapds resuiting h m  h h g e  
nurent. 
C r e m n h  shall net be m s e d l ,  by direct or lndirsa contact with e l & d y  powad 
equipment, m exceske lev& of leakage cw~egb as specified within this &OIL 
The available cussis leakage m t s  for equipment with 1- current frequency cam- 
ponents up to oxie kllohere shall not exceed the d u e s  shown in Figure 6.4.3.1.1-1. 
Figure 6.4.3.1.1-1 Nonpatlenf Equlpme~f Maximum Chassis 
Leakage Current llfh Srsqusnc*. Comporrsnts 
Up l o  1 K i l o h o r t ~  
The available k h g e  currene for grouded egclosurelchmis equipment wkh leakage eunent 
freQuency c o r n p o w  above 1.0 kilohertz W not ~~ *ihe values dhswn in Flguse 6.43,1.3-1. 
Figure 6.4.3.6.3-1 Grounded h l o s u r e / C h a s s l s  Yawlmum leakage Currgn t 
Fltn Frequency Components Over One Kllshcsrtz 
Hinges or slides shall not k used for g r o a  ptha 
E q i p m  shall provide grounded or n o d u h  pmteafve m i  f t i ~  all ekadcd 
* i l a K k m  
Q u i p m a  dull be designed so that noistux! mllectio!: or ruqp~.~ gmvh will net p w  a 
ssfetyhazaPdtuthemv. 
Equipment shall be designed so that a mmemr  immhPior4/lremoval mi wB1 not make wnract 
between the a d j w  cmmctar; 
On-orbit d&ad !axling shall prevent fqjury to erewmemBers due m d i x b g e s  (a& 
?larmh, ec) ,  iilducsi WP volmga, i n d  pm-faulted equipment, and a c d d d  short drab. 


A f i ~  protection qwxn corn- deteaion, warning and extQuM@ devices shall he 
pmvided during all mission DIES. 
6.6.3.2.1 Bktix2ium S p k m  StaRrllrJ 
The fire detection system shall provide srgnals to the vehicle ~varning s-. 
c Warnings shaIl k both visual and oudtory to jmvide maximum f n f m d o n  to the ww fix 
ti;nely a c r i o ~  
d The visual 6xe warning display shall be wiation red in amrdance with MLSTD2!5050. 

c We@ and w!urne - Weight of the food dull not exceed 0.3 Kg (0.67 Ib) per p m n  and 
volume shall not exQsd 1 liter (0,035 ft3 ger p a w n  for each eight Born af entidpared 
ACRV m p m y  b e .  
Tfie supply of available water for cirhddq and rehydmdon of food dull be a m i d m u  of 
0.35 Kg (2.1 h) pzr p e m n  for each eight hours of aadeipatrd ACRV txup.sncy h e ,  induck@ 
o h M  loiter time aid h e  on the earth's nuface witbut m e  smhs. An tddidunall Kg 
(2.2, Ibs) af v m  and 8 one pan 6alt tablets shall be pxw~ded for each p=wn for the m q m ~  
of supporting memy fluid h w- 

The ACRV shall pruvide h t  aid and sutvfvsl equipment appropriate to the LnlllPI(P environ- 
m a t .  
a. The ACaV W be design~I m preclude hazard to the rn or p~vent egres h m  the 
cmsM vehicle in the event of off nominal landing. 
Note: These laad factors shall act independsntly 
and the longitudinal load ft;i;c: !hall b~ 
directed wizhin M)O of the longitudinal &XIEL 
Figure 7.8.3-1 L1!timsig Inertia load Fectoro 
PLIrray 
Oral  airway bain. of 4 
Tracheal  t u b e  w / a t y l e t  Mxl, of 2 
Laryngoscspe 1 
P e r t r a c h  K i t  1 
Comox r s s u e c i t a t o r  1 
Ambu Bag 







T e l f a  pad8 ( 4  X 4 s )  
wound pack 
Burns 
S i lvadene  cream ( s i l v e r  s u l f a d i a z i n e )  
Decongestants  
A f r i n  n a s a l  sp ray  1 b o t t l e  
Diagnos t i c  Equipment 
Blood Presaure  cuff 
Ste thoscope 
Eye Treatment 
T e a r i e o l  eye &ops ( ar t i f i c i a l  teara)  
Motion S ickness  
Phenergan, o r a l  
3cop/Dex 
P a i n  Medicat ions 
A s c r i p t i n  ( a s p i r i n )  
Tylenol  (acetaminophen w/codeinel 
Mier,eZlaneous 
S c i s s o r s  
Twsezsre 
Tape ( g e n e r i c  adheeive - medical )  
S t e r i - S t r i p  s k i n  c l o s u r e  
P e n l i g h t  
Water ( 2  l i t e r / p r a o n )  
Day/night f l a r e  
Thermal blanket ( large)  
Chem l i g h t 8  
Strobe l i g h t  
Ben gun f l a r e s  
F i r s t  a id  k i t  
PFC-112 radio ( k i t )  
Signal mirror 






Motion s ickness  p i l l s  
Sea dye marker 
Life rflft 
Matches 
Fire s t a r t e r  k i t  
1 gun, 1 4  f l a r e 8  
1 
WATER ONLY 
xn f i r a t  a i d  k i t  
4 
1 crew r a f t  
Figure 7.4.3.2-1 ACRY Proposd 24 Hour Survlval Klt frosf-landlngl 
An aiptnanm& c d q  system shall be e s t a b U  for the hr~d Crew Return V d d e .  The 
sys;em shall haw the fouowing cbmcmhics: 
An ACRV shall haw marldugs to pmvide the sew with equipment and c a w p ~ t x ~ l t  idenma- 
tion, and c l h t d d  and ~ t i a . 1  orientation infowadon. The specific requirexnenes for h d c ~  
coding placards are as follows: 
a Map - A mag of location d r s  shaU be p v i d e d  at the enwaces t anxu what the aAhg 
scheme is not obvious to the LL,. .sank or for utw in which them is a dgdflcant arrouat of 
preparation activity wch as stowage, a @ m e a t ,  or mainteaanoe of item, 
c Directional Dgsigaation - A vhml cue dud be provided to allow the m e m b e r  to  quick?^ 
adjust to the orientation of the aav sration. 
d. Marhugs - Label end placard f o m t  and markings shall meet the reqhmeno in hmgaph 
9.5, Labeling and C d q .  
hfinimum crms sectional dimensions of w l a t i o n  paths for one m e m b e r  fn light dotling 
are shown in Figure 8.83.1-1 anri Figure 8.8.3.1-2. Tnmlatioxi path a m  to . ~ t i i l g  &dl consider 
M y  dimensiom spedfied in 3.3.1.3-1. 
In addition to the minimum dimmioxls given in P m q p p h  8.8.3.1, rnanslation paths shall be 
designed to provide the following dwces: 
a Equipment or Package Clearmm - TPsnshtion paths h u g h  which eqdpmenf or pada@s 
must k t r ampad  shaC allow &dent dearan- h r  the safety >d both the equipment and 
the ACRV. 
Mmgravtty, Om Crew Membsr h 
i 
I Figure 8.6.3.1 -2 U l n k u ~  iransia i;~: "a th  
I Slsc)nslons for 1 4 ,  One Cre~me.;brr In L4ght Clofhl.qg 
I 5 (D 
8.9.3.2 W A  Beatmint Integration D d g n  R e q d - m  
The following are requirements for integration of fixed IVA rrstratnts fnto the ACFS'arcMtecture: 
a Areas Where High Force Applicarion is Rqulrrd - F k s r a b  shall be provided w-bere 
m m e m ~  are expected m exert forces that cause the body to move h reaction, theby 
degradLng task. performance. 
b. Medical Fadlrty - At least one A D V  couch shall be m n f i g d  m accommhte  p t i a t  
m&ts horn the S p m  Station F d o r n  Healrh F X a f n t m  Fdtty. Appropriate remain! 
shall be provided m dlow a m  to the ill or injured pat ia t  
c Nonintaferrnce - Restraints shall be located so as not m r&ct or in& with crew 
operatioas. 
a Visual I;lspKaion of Hay& Security - 14 means dud be prodded on both s i d s  of the p m  
hatch for visual sakty check KO e m u n  chat it has been dproperly. 
c hes,ue Differencm Indicators - PPernu@ hatches shall have pressure difFmme indieaton 
visible on both sidcs of the hatch. 
d. Operating instructions -Al l  pressm hatches shall display opemiting p r o c e d u ~ g  on So& t i d a  
of the hatch. 

The use of dark flow bri&mess) or saturated colors shall k re,.niaal to small aress, kg. ,  
handi i ,  dlspl~y h a ,  e ~ ) .  
D w r  mat& shall be refiscant to abrasion, and m i  gontamlnents such as 
spilled chemicals, grease, M y  excretions, h, moisture, dimx sud& omm, and air born^ 
particles. 
The demr shdn not be hazardous to the crew. Potentid B w x d s  include fimmaMty, offgtwhg 
of toxic Puma, and mechanical hszards. 
~ e ~ t i r ? g l w e l W k m e a s u r c d o a ~ e p r i E l a r y w a r k ~ ~ v I s u a l ~ o r 3 0 ~  





STOWAGE AREAS 5 4 ( 5 )  
HEALTH MAINTENANCE 215 (20) 
EMERGENCY LIGHTING 32 
- 
( 3  1 
Reference: 351 With Updates 
Hots: Levels  a r e  measurad a t  t n e  task  or 7BBmm I30  In1 
above  floor. MI levels  a re  s~nlnums. 
Figure 8.13.3.1.2-1 Space V d ~ l c l s  lllumlns tion Levels 
$4 
Ifmiximun cldc adaptation b required, pwvbiam shall be made for d h m h g  or d q u h d h g  
shall be yruvided. 
a. Emergpacy Ugh~ - An independent, self+xm&hg illurninatinn mem shall be p d e d  
that will be aummaxically arthted in the event of a major p r h m y  pxm failure or main !ighrhg 
drmit malfunction resulting in circuit breaker interruption. 
b. Con& - Lighring wa~rols hallmeet the fobwing- 
1. Required mntmls - Each ldght  s h d  have its own mnmL Conmls for artlfldd 
illumination at the worksadon shall be lacared within the reach esveloye for t . l ~  operaor 
at the display/aontml panel or workstation that is affected, 
b. The LTUXUII (contingency) j lhdnmm n- for patient is 215 lux (20 k d). 
Minimum and preferred spacing for didfe~ent ypa of ran& are shawn In Figure 923.2.1-1 
for the ungiaved andiean. 
Disrlkys shall ke locatcd and ddgned MY that they may be read, to the degree of accuracy 
rquirrd, by personael in the n o d  operating or servidng posidoas without requfPdng the ogemtor- 
to m e  an uncosafo&le, awkward, or unsafe pdtioa k q u h m e m  for de&ni.ug readable 
displays are provided below. 
c Ori&on - Display faces shag be ~ c u l a x  to the operatot's W-s igh t  w?xmever 
feasible. The angle between the lineaf-sigh and the n o n d  to the display shall M y s  txlegs 
thsn 30 degrees. 
d. Simulmeous Use - A v h a l  -lay that must ke moai tod  cxm- wfth manipulstlm 
of a related conml shall be located so tb~ it am k read to withh Pequired a m c y  whae 
adjusting the mamL 
e. Lrisplay F u n c t i o ~  - Dkqlays shall provide positive and unambiguous indication of systun 
state (e.g., a lght  indicating power on" a b h b g  a r  indicating Wfl. Tkse positive 
indications shall be used mnsisteatly h - u t  the ACRY. 
Rotary  Swl tch  - 
u 25 mrn i l ~ n l  min 20 mm (0.8 In) mln 40 mrn (1.6 In) preferref.! 
4 lo 26 rnm ( 1  inl rnin 
38 rnrn (1.4 i n )  n f a r r e d  26 rnm ( 1  in) rnin 
35 mrn (1.4 in) preferred 
5 mm (0.2 in) rnin 
10 mm 10.4 in) wefartod 
25 mm (1  in) rnin 
36 rnrn (1.4 in) preferrod 
Rotary  C o n t r ~ l s  
18 mm (0.76 in) rnm 
L 
l - 7  20 m m  (0.8 in) max 
M rnrn (0.8 ~ n )  rnin 
Barrier Guards 
+k 2.5 rnm (0.1 in) rnin -----] 
Pushbuttons (Won-Keyboard Appl lcot lmsl  
6 rnrn (0.2 in) rnin 
10 rnrn (8.4 in) p r e f s d  
4 k 10 rnrn (0.4 in) rnin 
25 mm I1  tnl p r c f e m d  
I CP 
fpaelnq Roqulred Between Saltth Controls LB 
Rcfmranco: 1, piom 4.9-9 ?' 
91th Updator (0 
N o t e .  See F lgure  9.23.4.U-1 f o r  K e y b o a r d  L a y w t  DLamnslons w 
F i ~ u r e  9.2.3.2.2 -1 Confro! Sprclng Ra~u l remgnts  For Ongloved Oplsra tlen 
a Purncrional Gmupiq - Msplays and/or mnaols that BR funcdoxdy related &all be h t e d  
in proximity to one another armnged in funadonal groups (cg., power, status, test). 
b. Sequentid Gmuping - When a unique sequence of m t m l  actions exha, the ca~trols and/or 
displays shdl be ananged ia reladon to one another acmrdmg to thdr sequenm of use. W W n  
e functional group, the eequencs shall be $om left to right or top t~ b o r n  whemm M l e ,  
c hgid Flow Grouping - Wheg there is not a uaique sequence or functional grouping of control 
actions, controls and -lays shall be arranged in a maaner cansiaent with thefr logical flow. 
If controls slre not m be utilized in any spedfic mquenae, then wnsider a m @ g  them by 
importance with the mmt i m p o m  or frequently used amtxul in the most aooessdble p i t ion .  
6 Huncriod Gmup Markhgs - If sevual h m e d o d  grauping; of displays and cunmls are placed 
in close pmrdmity on a m m l  pane.!, an &tdve meam of between them shall 
be pswided (q., &or coding or outlbhgl. 
e. k f t - ~ ~ ~  Arrangement - If controls must kx m a q @  in fewer rmvs than displays, mntrols 
affating the top raw of displays shall be positioned at the far Left; c o m h  affecdng the second 
TOW of displays s U  be placed immediately to the right of these, etc  
f. Vertical and Horizontal Arrays - If a horizonail row of displays must be assodated with a 
vertical column of conwls or vice versa, the darthest lgft itern in the horizontal anay ahall 
aorresgond to the top item in the vertical array, erc However, this type of arrangunent aha11 
be d d e d  w h a m  psdble. 
h Separate Panels - W h m f u n b i d y r d a t d  ammls  and displays must be located on separate 
panels hnd hth ganels a .  mounted at approximately the same angle rclatiw m the ogerator, 
the mntrol gosltiou on one panei dull conepond to the assodated &play poddoas on the 
other panel. The tm panels shall not be m o d  facing each other. Conmk and displap on 
separate panels are clkouraged. 
a. Display Locarion - The most importan1 and frqiiendy used dlsplay6 shall be located in a 
privileged p i d o n  in the optimuRi visual ma?., p~~ that the integity of grouping ;ra' 
fundion and sequence is not compromised. See Figure 92.412-2  fDP a definition of ti& m e .  
2 The mpimnents for from one control to another shall be miRlmized (e.g., 
use c o M  ammls with s e v d  functions mounted on a single M). 
5. Guidelines to ammmodate decondidoned c r e w x n h  are found in seaion 4.10. 
1. The rel~xtionships of a a o m l  to its associated -lay and the display to the wnorol shall 
be immediately apparent and unmkdguous to the operamr. 
a Emergency ConnoVDisphy Placement - Emergency displays and controls shaIl k locnted 
where they caa be heen and reached with minimum delay. 

b. Range of Msplay Movement: 
1. When a wide wnge af display ekrtaent movement is rqukd, d movement of th 
control shall yield a M e  movemma of the display element 
2. Wen a d range of Aisplay movement is a large ino-t of the control 
shall d t  fn a small movement of the dieplay, wnslstent with acaacy requirements. 
e. Counter - When canters are preaPidd, rhe cnntxuVdisph~ redo shan. ae such that one 
rwolution of the h o b  produces approximately 50 taunts. 
Reqhments governing control and why complexity are p m m i  below: 
c Motor Ability - The required operation of m n m l s  shall not ex& the u s e i s  ~ p u l a ~  
ability under the dynamic condition and enviromene in which h - m  p a f o ~ m c e  is qxxtd  
m cxxw (em$., m u d  dexterity, coordination, fonx and Pcrque generation, and reaetitn tiane 
ShBU not be exceeded). 
d. Decunditioned State - Wo&smtion/dispky and w n m l  panels design shall mnsider spdd 
amember orientation rquiremeaas due to the demnditiond state of tk c r e w m h  as 
defined in section 4.10. 
1. Minimum - The e f k t h  viewing dbtamx to dbplaya, with die exception ofvirmal display 
tersnid W'l'l &plays and collimated displays, shall not be less than 330 mm (13 inl and 
pdembly not less h 510 (20 h). 

16' Optimum 1 16'Opemrrn 
15' 0;murn 
!ye Novement Range 
Movement Range \ 
Refersnce: 2 ,  page 27 BD 
Figure 9.2.4.2.2-2 Eye and Head Movrsmont Ranges M ?- 
L i n e - ~  f-Sight Dopsnds on G-1 etcsld w r 
General requiPements for the design of controls are provided below. 
E. Sm-don - Conmk W x stadmhed to the maxiawn e m  p r a d d  Spedac 
aspects to k maneEnrdized include, but are mt limited to, the hlluwing w: 
1. Control ogesatioa 
b. Multi-g Controls - Contrczls to Be used under prolonged or transitoxy deration forces abon 
2 g's shal! be designed to aczommosiate the c m - s  altered physical abilities. 
c fimgravity Conmls - CRY resmin ts  shall be provided for use at all micrognrvity wo-- 
rions 
e. Sups - aps s h d  be gruvided at the k g h h g  and end of the wnge of m m i  psidons if 
the mnml is nor myired to be operated kyond the indicated end positions O i  spdfied 1 J m i ~ .  
i. L a d  Limit - Controls shall withstand the crew-fmpoxd lirnit loads given in Qurz 9.3.3.1-1 
u a minimum. 
g. Blind Operation - Were %lind"opation (LL, nmation without visual observation) L 
necesq, the conmls shall be shape coded or h m  adjacent cowls by a: least 13 
ml (5 in.: 
Figure 9.3.3.1-1 Maxlrz~um Crew Induced Esslgr; 
Llmlt loads (Controls 1 
h. JQh-Force Conmls - In general, controls requiring opmtrjr fmxs amding the magth 
limits of the lowest segment of the expeaed user population i i ~ l  ;ot be used HI@-hm 
conmls shall only ke used when the operatois nomiila! working position and/cr restxaint s - y s t ~  
pmrides proper suppo r~  
L W a r n  Canur.ls - MiniElnue controls (cg. DIT Mthces) shall not be wed in the d&gn of 
m n m l s  Usgd by the crrwra-. 
b. Protedve Methods - Adqua= protection shall be pmvidd for wntrols thai ape mceptible 
to accidental a m t i o n .  htecefve methais include, but are not Wted to, those h d  below. 
1. b a t e  and orient the cclumls w that d~ operator is not likely to ~m'Le or move them 
accidentally in the normal sequence of wntrol m m w .  
3. C-er or guari -he oonmls. Safety or lock wire dull not. be used. 
4. If a m guard Is d, its location when open shall not interfere with the opsr-adon of 
the pmeected device or adjawnt connab. 
5. Pmvide tb wnwb with in- so that extra movement (e.g., Liflhg twitch out uf E 
lucked d e t m  position) or the prior operation of a related m l d d q  s o m l  is ra@d 
d. High-Traffic Areas - Critical mnaals !M not be located in hlgh-trdiic paths OT tnmshim 
pa&. If c u d  must be piaced in these Incapitmi, meam shon be rased to p m n t  inad- 
actuation (LC, pull to unlerrh toggle witches). 
e. Dead-Ma Controls - Where appropriate, wnmls, which d in system shutdmx to a 
noncritical opeating state whm f o m  is moved, Sgall be utilized whem operator incapadty 
can produe a critical system condition. 
f ,  Fhrrier Guards: 
i. Banier guard spacing rqukmentr; for use with toggle witches, mmry switches, snd 
thunbwbds bs shown in H i  92.321-1. 
2. Mdental  actuation of wnmls can result when aewmember iise barrier guards tu 
hm8Bold.s. Bmiu gum=& dull be designed and locazd so as m m ~ b i z e  tbh problem. 
Flgurs 9.3.3.2-1 Rotary Swltck Guard 
Requiremm for the design of knobs are mded Mow. 
a)' Rotary decmr switches shall k ~~ when four or mare detented paddons are 
required for discrete Punecions. 
4. Separation efld mmgemem 
5. k ~ ~ - S w i a h ~ W b e W ~ , S u i W n g ~ p , ~ ~ ~ &  
position is approached, so that the conuul s n a p  into position without stuppfng betwan 
a d j m  positions. The torque requid eo turn the swdtch one detent pddon to 
another t&aU be no Pea than 9 N u n  (12 in. oz) at breakat and xu msre tPlsn 70 NUE (100 
in. OZ) JW prior to dropping inm the next detenn position. 
6. Dimtian of m o v e m a  - TIE order of pogitfons shall k such thaa cbdiwk movement 
indicates "on" ascending orda, hmaxd performance, e a  
b. Confinuous Rotary C o m l  Knob: 
a) Continuous rotary wnrrul knobs (e.g., rheostats, potentiometers) shall be awd for 
precise adjustment of system parameters. 
I)esigil rquiremexm for th- controls are provided below. 
1. DiswPe position t h d e e l s  shsll have 1Q or fwer demt  psitiam, The s m h r d  
distanrm between posinoas shan be 36'. 
3. Esch position around the drcumferenx of a d k r e t e  th- shall h e  a elighsly 
ancave muface or shall be sgparata! by a high-friction (eg., huM) area that is raised 
barn the periphery of the t h m  
4. Fhbtam shall k elastic, buildng up and then demashg es each detent is appmxhed 
m that the mnml snaps into position without mopping lmwwn adjacent detents. The 
redstanae of k h e  th- w m l s  to movanent shall k '~etween 11 and 34 NUI 
(10 m 4 in. ox), 
b. Continuous Types Thumbwheels: 
1. Continuous type thumbwheels skull hwe a standmi deflection of 308' , 
2. Hard stops shall be provided m h i t  the maximum travel of mntinueus &-. 
3. Continuous thumbwB& shall employ high-friction rafsed area t~ faditate movement 
5. Movement of the thumbwheel forward, up, or to the right shail produce an hmme iu 
the R tting value. 
1. Thumbwheel mntxuls shall be coded by location, laBelfng, or cdor (eg., reversing the 
mlors of the least sigdfieant digit wheel as on typical dometers). 
2 Where used as input devices, thumbwhed switch OHP or N O W L  p i d o n s  shall be 
wlor coded to perinit a visual d :ck that the E3gits have keen reset to thew posldons (f 
applicable). 
a bw-Torque Valves - Valves requkq 1 N-m (10 in-Ib) er 1- for operation are chd3ed RB 
"low-toque" and and shall pruvidcd with a handle, 5.5 cm (225 h) or less in diameter, 
(see 'd-w) . 
b. Intmediate-Torque Valves - V h  .rqukhg W e e n  1 and 2 N-m (10 and 20 in-Ib) for 
operation clusif~ed as k t M a  torque" and an8 be provided with a "cenrral 
pivot" type 5.5 an (2.25 h) or gream in diameter, or a Iwel" (end p h t )  type hannlp. 
7.5 cm (3 irJ or gmua in length (the exact size be d e t a d m d  by the pdcular 
application). 
c High-Torque Valves - Valves rwuirin(l2 N-m (20 in-lb) or more Psr operation c W e d  
as "iugh-torqur'vPhres and shaIl bhpmvided with ha& greater dun 75  an (3 in) in length. 
d. Handle Dimensions: 
1, V d w  handles shall approximate the aodguadon i h m x e d  in Figures 9.3.33.3-1 and 
9.33.3.3-2. 
2. W e s  shall be mntoured and W e d  so es to p a d t  ease of opxadon. 
3. C h h  handles, when used, shall have cmwns or saall em~loy ancnve areas or convex 
proj&ens along the periphuy of the handle. 
W 
~ig;rmg.a3.3.3-1 V ~ W  Hmdle - &nt& a 
Piiot Type 
Figure 9.3.133-2 Valve Hand/@ - k e r  TYW 
e, M o n  of Operation - Rota.ry valve amtrols shall open the valve with s wunterrldcwh 
motion 
Requirements for the design of cranks are provided below. 
1. Were cranks are used for tuning or other p m c s s a  inwbing numerid election, each 
mation shall mrrespond to a multiple of 1, 10, 100, etc, 
2. The g t u  ratio and dynamic sharacheristics of such cranE8 shall allow p& placement 
of the bllower (eg., m s s l m h )  without ovmhmting or u n d d o o t i n g  and sucressiw 
corrective movements. 
b. Grip Kandle - The crank grip handle shall k designed so that it t u ~ s  freely around its shak 
c Dimensions, Resistance, and Separation - Dimensions, resistance, and separation beween 
adjacent swept drcular m a s  of cranks shall conform to the aiteria of Figure 9.3.33.4-1. 
Q 
Figure 9.3.3.3.4-1 Cranks > 
d.  pol^ Handle - If a crank handle solald b m e  a hasard to pawns pamhg bp., or it is 
critical that the handle not be inadvertently diaplad  by being accidentally bumped, a folding 
handle type c o r n 1  shall be used. Such a conml shall be daigned so t?m the handle is firmly 
held in Phe extended position when in use and hMed when not in use, 
c Spinner H d s  - For applications where the wBeel may be mmtd rapidly through w m a l  
rwulutions, a q b e r  M e  may be added. Such Bandies shall not be used, hmwver, if the 
I *  - pmj- handle is whrahk to h&ertent B i s p b ~  oi a aidmi w % d  sz4-.;e- ~ i '  u it 
matts asafetyhaad 
a Coding - When m r a l  levers m grouped in pmrdmity m each orher, the lever handlPfi shall 
be caded. 
b. Length - The lengh of levers hall bc demmiued by the mechanical advantage needed. 
a D i m d o n s  - Dimmiom for a d a d  m&e switch shdl amform m the wlues p- 
iL Figure 9.3.33.7.1. 
1. h indication of control actuation shall be provided (e.g., s u p  feel, audible click, 
associated or in- Wr). 
2. Switch design shall preclude amppage beween positions. 
3. V i  verification of witch pasidon shall be obtainable at a glance £rum any viewing 
angle, 
D i m m ~ l o m  Resistance 
Arm l ength  




; 2  ~ n i  
i Displacement betwesn psslt lons 1 -1 
A 2 p o s l t ~ o n  3 pos l t lon  
Mlnlmum i 17' 
l i r i u l t a n s o u r  opera t ion  / 
t y  different finuars i 
Maximum 
Dsslrad 
25 rnrn 1 ;;::I ( 1  ,, I 
80° 
13 rnrn 
1112 ~ n l  I Optimum 1 
12 n i  
l a  mrn 
I ( 3 1 4  , n )  
1 
Ch 
t Ilrtng r lever !wit : q g l e  i3nlrcn Cr: CY 
Figure 9-3-23 7-1 Toggle Sw!tchrs 
c Operating Force: 
2. The selected force value shall be dependent upon the spd .5~  application (cg., h i g h - h  
switches are espedally suited for applications whm positive-fed is important). 
3, For Iwer-lock (pull-to-unlock) toggle witches, resistan= of lift-twmlock ~RchsntmLs 
shall not exceed 13 N (3 lbf). 
d. Orientation - The prefer& direction of toggle witch operadon ehall be ver t i d  H~rlzaetal 
actuation of to& switches dull be employed oWC-- ~mpatilUoywith the. mnmlled W e n  
or equipment location 
e. Padtion Dedgmdon - Mtch actuation shall w n w l  the system or subsystem functinns as 
indiated in F i g m  9.3.33.7-2 
f. Off Position - Where a third position is added for off, the off d e  shall be hated in the 
center position, except whexe this would compromise qu ipnea t  performance. la this cue., off 
shall be in the bomm gosition. 
Rqukments for the design of pushbutton conmls are provided Mow. 
1. Latching gushbunon @ushon, ldc-on) - The buttun displaaernent Acrivation shan be 
indicated by a sudden drop in mistanc39 and, if possibk, an audible dick. 
2. Momenmy Pus';lbutton @uh-on, release-off) - Activation shall be indicatd by 
feedback 
3. Alternate Auiou Pushbutcon (puehoa, psb-off) - Activation s M i  be i n d i d  a 
sudden drop in resistance, an auditory click, and a~ assodated display adon.  
4. Touch Sensitive (nomethanid! - Activatiun be indicated by pcsitive kdhrk, 
1. Tte standard shape of pushbuttons shall be febangular. 
4. The height and v..,th (or d ; m u r ,  as ?I&; die) of pushtmmns shall be 2 cm (0.75 in.) 
minimu and 4 w (1.50 ia) xrdmum, 
5.  The illuminated area of puhbucon signal shall not be less than 3 cm2 (0.40 h') 
and not greater than 10 cm2 (1.5 h2). 
3 .  Mammary pushbuttons SM haYe a total displacement of 032 tn 1.84 a (O.l.25 to 
0.725 h). 
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1. Where pracicblble, m k r  svkhes shall be venically oriented. 
I H , H t .  D ~ D  me(l A, Angle 1 I 
( M~n%murn j 3 mrrC (118 ~ n )  
I 
s ibma h r d )  
m0 18 mrn I314in) 





Figure 9.3.3.3 1 1 - '  Rocker Sw~rchm 

c kmts - Mechanical dnents shall be incorgorated into push-pull controls to ppovbde tactile 
indication of positions. 
d. Action of p a - p u l l  contmls shall be: 
1. Pull tawards the operator for ON or activation; push away Por OFF or dPartivsdon. 
2. ( l odcwk  for activation or incheasiBg function of ambination pulVrotary twitches. 
e. Resisgnce - F a  far gulling a pas;d c o m l  with fingers shall be m t  m m  than 18 N (4 Ib), 
for pulling a T-bar with four fingers shall be not more *h 45 N (10 Ib). 
Design requireBlents for circuit breakers are gmvided below. 
1. C i r d t  breakers shall be used for functions that require automatic pru.otectian againsd 
excessive electrical currents. 
2. Circuit breakers shall be resemble. 
3. Except for sgedal ases, cinsuit br&m shall be of the plunger type (pull-to-&, 
push-to-heset). 
b. IXmdons - P m h r d  dimensions for handles of plunger and switch type circuit 'umken 
a~ il- in F&UR 9.333.13-1. 
c Separation and Ammgement - An edge-twdge distance of 2 5  cm (1.0 h) nominal, 1 an 
(05 irz) mhimun, shall ezist Between circuit breakers grouped in horizontal which is the 
preferred arrangement The distanoe ktwecn ruws shall be a rninimura of 25 cm (1.0 h). 
1. 'Fhe tripp~d d t i o n  of the p1ur;b.a-type sircuIt bred= shall be indicatd by a a t e  or 
silver hd. When the circuit b r e a k  is closed the band shall not bc visible (see P m  
9.3.3.3.13-1). 
2. The 'off" or tripped condition of the switch type circuit breaker shall be Wad when 
the h d k  is in the "down"tion (see F w  9333.13-I),  
e. Resistance - Tde force r e q M  to reset a plunger-type circuit breaker shall not a x e d  53 N 
(12 lb) . The f o m  required to manually trip a plunger drsuit bmkex &dl not a c e d  3 5 
N (8 Ib). 
Rmfmrncr. 194 .  wgw 22 
Flgure 9.33-3.13-1 Clrcult Breakers 
Design requirements for slide witch mnnok pmvided tielow. 
1. Dimensions, hesistence, d ,wpa~&n of slide witch henrller; shaIl~311r~onn to dteria 
in F i  9333.141. 
3. n e  discrete control slide switch shall not be capable of stopping h e e n  pusitiona 
b, Orientadon - Where practical, sYde swItcb W k v e r t f d y  oriented Hor(zontd o d a -  
ntion or actuation of slide sNit&es shall be employed only -when neasmy for mpatibility 
with a wmlled function or equipment W o n .  
c Positive Indication - Slide-switch c o m b  &at are amdog or involve more than two ciiscrete 
positions shall be designed to gmvide pusithe Weation of wnml setting, preferably a pohm 
located on the left side of the slide handle. 
- -- - - 






S~nqle f l y e r  S~ngle f~nper 
o ~ e r a t ~ ~ n  Serpirential operation 
Figure 9.3.3.3.14-1 Sllds Swltchsr 
W Smell 
Actuator wldth rw~tch  
6 rnm [1;4 ~ n j  
- 
S~multaneous opsrat~on 




d. Switch kction - Moving the slide up or away hum thc operator shall rrrmlc la turning the 
equipment or component en, eausing a quantity to ina-ease, or causing the equipment or 
oomponerd to move forward, dockwise, to the right, or up, 
Large 
swltdl 
Design requirements for legend witches are pHTvided below. 
6 r n m ( 1 / 8 1 n l  
2 5 m m l l 1 n l  
t Refersnc~ 2 ,  page 98 $.( * 
~~ ~ 
7 -  
13 mm 134 1n1 13 mm 11,2 in1 ' 16 mm ( 5 1  in, 
a Dimensions, Reshnrm, Displacement, and Separation - Dimensions, &tam?, d i s p k -  
ment, aad separation beween adjscent edges of legend swi- shall conform to the criteria 
in F i  9.3.3.3,15-1. 
50 rnm ( 2  n l  
b. k d e r  Height - Barrier height from panel rmrface shall a n f e r n  to the criteria in Figure 
9,33.3.15-1. U d e s  o h w i s e  s@ed, barrim are requhd on critical witches Md on 
switches likely o, be imdvenently actuated. Barriers, when used, shaU not obwure visual access 
m antrub, lab219 or displays. 
4 S N ( l 6 B a l  
2 . 8 N ( l O o ~ ~ 2 . 8 M ( l O o z l  
l l N ( 4 0 o z 1  
25  rnm ( 1  ~ n )  19 mm (314 1n1 
I 4 
6 m m  6 m m  I 16.7N I 
(114 in) (1/4 in)  (BOoz)  J 
Notes: Rsfcmnw: 2, paw 94 U l t h  U p d a t e r  3 < 
15 mrn !5/8 :ni where w t c h  is not dwrrrssed b l o w  rhe panel 
* *  5 mm (3116 in1 f o r  p o s i r l v e  porltlon m ~ t c h m  
"' 5.6 N (20 0 2 )  tor use In moulng ahicier 
3. A lamp test or d u d  l a m g / ~ g n o  dabdity GhRn Se provided for switches if the mean 
time between failuse ( m F )  L less than 100,006 hours. 
a Alpblua&cs - The k i c  a l p h m e r i c  duraaer rrrrangement for standard k q b o d s  shaIl 
mnform to USA Standard Typewriter Pairing of the American Standard Code fc?r I n f o d o n  
IntePchange (ASCIQ. See Figure 93.3.4.1.1-1. 
c Number ky3ad - When appmpriate, a number keypad shall be added to the k e y b a d  Thfs 
shall Ix to the righthand side of the main keybad, if wo~mdon.  layout permits. The 
armngement of the numeric keypad shall mnfow m Figure 9.3.3.4.1.1-2 
d. Function keys - The use of function keys will depend on the speuiic system that the kqbard 
isaptmod. 
Figure 9.3.9.4.J.l-1 Keyboard  i a y a u t  w 
1. Keying Pmcss - Function keys ahdl be used LO make the keying p~ocess faeta and to 
minimize keying errors where fast respoase is required (e.g., amthqmsiea). 
2. h t i o n  of Function Keys - Certain functions that occur mom hquedy  or that tend to 
occuT together should be placed in the same area. 
(c) Variable Function Keys - Varidible function keys (user programmable) shall k 
provided whegever it Fc thought that the system will at present or in the future n q u h  
the kdbility of these kep. 
4. Minimization of Ermrs - The keyboard Layout shall minimize the effec; of likely m n ,  
especially those that are critical. For instance, the delete key shall ~ v e r  te louted next to 
the s d  key or orher frequently used keys. 
a Keytxad MsQn Commonality - Thm shall be a single design for key bad^, particularly in 
relation .m the h t i o n  of keys, and it shall be used thughouu the ACRV. 
b. Concml Switches - AU commcdy used wmls tmociated with keybad funaioning (e.q., 
on,/o£f) shall be readily accesslible to the user. Both the cofltrol and its iabehg shall be vismle 
eo the user. 
c Key Markings - The key hkls shall be placed on the keys in such a way e; to be resistant to 
wear and abradon Lf the label cannot be placed on the key, it shall be pkiced above it 
d. Finger Placemat Aids - The "P" and 'J" keys on seannatd kybads and the 5' on number 
keybuds shall be -1e m t h e  much t~ hdtate  the corn placement ufthe fingas 
for touch typists. 
e. Keybad Plarmment - The keyboard plscemsnt shall be compatible with the neutral kaly 
posntre and the restmint system being employed., 
f. Operating Pore - The p r e f d  operadng force of a texminal keybard shall be 0.W (1.75 
02). 
g. Key Displacement - The mcormrmended key displerPment far advation is qqmdmately 0% 
an (0.08 h) with bottoming out ocamhg at about 0.4 an (0.16 h). 
1. The screen shall provide visual feedback each time a key is sczbaad. 
j. Size and Shape of Keys - The shape of keys shaIl: 
1, Aid the a m t e  location of the user's fingers. 
3, Provide a mitable surface for the key l@. 
4. Be n e i k  sharp nor unco-le to press. 
5. Ha;.e a dished profile ~ v a n r r e  for Improved k e y b o w  accuracy. 
k Key Legend - The key legads shall be explicit and easy m d& A l p h u d c  kgd3 
shall not be smaller than 0 3  an (0.12 h). 
L Color a d  Refledon of Keys 
2. The turf&= af keys shall have a matte finish to reduce glare 
3. Fur standard keys, the pinmy color shall be neutral (e.g., beige or gray) rather than a 
mlor that has a hqh ~ ~ c e  like white. 
m. Function Key I d x L  - Function keys dud be labeled with stmdard function symhls, the 
function title, function title abbreviations, or funaim axles, ig that orda of preference 
n Key Repeat - Alphanumeric and -1 character keys &odd aummat idy  regeat when 
held down TBe repeat should have a usex & a b l e  d h y  with a d&uh of 05 second and a 
user selecmble repeat rate with a defauh af 0.1 m n d  The physical seleerse of the key should 
EIIIlhUte tht? R p 9 a L  
o. Key Spauhg - The spacing of keys shall Be as indated in Figure 93.3.4.12-1. 
p. Noise Level - Both and terminal shall operate quietly enough so that nearby 
mwmembers arc not h t h d  by their operation. 
a Isotonic Joystick 
1. Movement shall be smooth in all directions, and rapid positioning of a foUoweP on a 
display shall be attainable without noticeable tmcklash, u - o s a u g l i n ~  or the need far 
multiple corrective movements. 
2. Conml ratios, fritJons, and i n d a  shall meet the dual requiPements of rapid gross 
positioning and precise fine positioning. 
I Barehanded 
0.8 mm (0.43 In.) 
4.8 mm (0.1 9 in) 
8.4 mm (025 in.) 
1 
4.8 rnm (0.19 m.) 
1 
1 N (3.5 or) 
4 H (1 4.0 02) 
Mnunum 
W m u m  
Prsfrmd 
6.3 mm ( 0 2 5  h.) 
250 mN (0.9 a) 
l J N ( 5 J o l )  
10 mm (0.385 in.) 
19 m n  (0.75 h) 
13 mm (0.5 in.) 
0.4 mm (025 in,) 
Notu: Sou Flgurs 9.2.1.2.1-1 For Non-Kcyberrd Bushbutton Layout Dlatnslons 
Figure g.3.d. 4.1.2-1 #@oar8 
3. The delay ktween control m o m e n t  and the mdimhg display mponse shall nrrt 
excred 0.1 second. 
4. D i m d o n s ,  resistance, and clearance shall mnfom n d t &  in Figure 9.3,3.4.2-1, 
5. T3e joystick shall be p l e d  so as not to fnterfm with o h r  controls. 
6. Joystick placement shall allow effectbe operation when the operatsr is using the restraint 
system pruvided and maimah@ an optimum ~iewing paidon with respect to the VDT. 
b, Isometric Joystick 
1. The outpur shall be pmporefonal to the magnitude of the applied force as p m d m d  by 
the operator. 
2 The isometric joystick shall d d m  m f n h d y  in rrsponse to applied force, but m y  deflect 
perwptibiy against a stop a: full applied force 
3. Isometric joysticks shall be used o d y  when the primaxy feedback is not ldmxthedc, but 
of some other form (eg., visual). 
Design rquiremgnts for a track ball mnml dwice are provided below. 
a. Zero-Order bntrul - A track ball shall be used for zero order mnml (Fc, a @en movement 
of the LA p L 3 d ~ ~  a proprtiod m o m e n t  of the follower on the &play] or ma mnml 
(ie., cursor movement is proportional to rate of ball xnovement), electable by the user. 
b. Follower Recapture - The mntrder shall not drive the follower off the dge  af the &play: 
c L,~caticsn - Track ball placement shall allow effidegt use of the device hy c r e m n a k  using 
workstation 1-estraints and mah&& oprimum view of asda ted  VDT. 
d. Dimensions, Resistance, and Cleslance - Tmck ball dimensions, reshmx, and chmnce 
shall conform to the criteria in Figure 9.3.3.4.5-1. 
e.  Ball Dimeter - The smaller diameter ball wmatroLs F i  9.3.3.45-1) shall be llsed only 
where space availability is very limited and when there is no need fur precision. 
f. Track FkWKqbard Integration - The ~ydtem shall be dtAgued so that the user does not 
have to altmmte frequently between the track ball and the k e y b a d  
Rcfsrsncs 279. paps 8 4  
Figure 9.3.3.4.5-6 Trackball Dsslgn 
REquirements for the design of s p e d  t r a n s d o n  equipment are pmvided below. 
a Frequmcy - M!mphones and a s o c h d  w i n p u t  dwices shall he dedgnd oe respond 
optimally to that part of the speech spectrupn mast essential to i nUgMUty  (Lc, 20[) bo 6,100 
Hz). systexn engineering necessitates &-ion k d w i d t h s  napmwe~ than 
200 to 6,100 Hz, the minimum aasepcable f n q u e n ~ y  range shall be 250 to 4,000 IIz, 
b, Dynamic Range - The dynam~c range of a microphone us4 with a &cfd mllfi~~ shadk 
great enough to admit variaioas in signal input of at least 50 dB. 
d. Preaphas i s  - If n e m w y 8  speech system input deYices shall employ fquency pxmphag i s  
with a positive slope frrquency h m c  no greater dun 18 dB per ocWe h s  143 to 1,500 
Hz and no greater than 9 dB p u  octave over the frequency range 1,500 to 4,800 PIz when no 
dipping is used 
f. N o k  Shields - When the tallrer is in an insmx m k  field, the mic-ophone shall be put in a 
no& shield. Noise shields shall be d d g x d  m meet the following ~ ~ e n t s .  
I. A volume of at least 250 an3 (1525 in3) m p a n i t  a pressure gradient mimphone to 
function normally. 
2. A gQod seal against the face with Phe p m  of ihc hand or the tendon of straps. 
3. A hole or ambination of holes amzing a total area of 65 nun2 (3.1 in3 in tk hfdd to 
prevent pressure buildup. 
4. Prwgntioa sf a s m d n g  wave p a m m  by h p e ,  or by use of sound 'xiorbing mataid 
5. No i m ~ a n  m mice efforz, mouth or jw m m e n t ,  or breathing. 
g. Speakm/Side Tone - The sw&e?s v d d  Qut shall ke in phase with its repxuduction tu 
heard on the headset. This side tone shall not be filtered or m & d  begore it is received in the 
headset. 
lkqukments for the design of o p t i n g  cuntrols for voice wmmunfcation equipment are 
pruvid.ed Mow. 
a. Volume Controls: 
1. h e s I b l e  whme or gain ammls shall be p d d e d  for each aormnunicadm meivfq 
h e l  (e.g., loudspeakers or headphones) with su£fiai;las elmrid p e r  ts drive s o d  
p m  l e d  to a~ 1- 110 dB owrall wbm. using two eapphona 
2. The sound p m  level (SPU dull k mahtdned within t or - 3 d'J when amospheric 
ppess\;re dmp are w u n ~  within the ACRV. 
3. The minimum setting of the volume mnml d be W to an audible level, Fe, it 
shall not be possible to iaadvertedy disable the system with the volume wmd. 
4. Separation of power (on*@ d volume m n w l  adjustment fundoas into sepam~ 
mnmls is prrferred. Howwer, should wndidons jusafpr their combinadon, a noticeable 
deregt posrtion shall k pruvided between rhe OFF p i t i o n  and the lower end of he 
mnhuous  range of volume adjustmeut. When aombmed pawe;. a d  volume cunm16 are 
used, the OFT position shall Be k U  
b. Squelch o m 1  - WBepc communication channels are to k mntinuoudy monitored, each 
channel W be provided with a @-activated swit- dwiae (squelch conwl) to suppress 
channel noise duriag n w q n a l  geriods. A rnmually opaated, on-aff switch, to d u c t h t e  the 
squelch when meiving weak signals, shall ke provided. 
Workstation lighting requirrments are pruvided Mow. 
1. When a display will he used under varied ambient illuminetion, R eiimdq mntrol shag 
be provided The range of the m n m l  shall parmit the displays to he w e  under all 
expected ambient illumination levels. 
2. Dmmhg to full OFF dull require a posithe indication 
b. Dark Adaptation : 
1. Partial Ijarkhhptation - When the degree of da& adaptation rrquirPd L not maaimurn, 
low brighrness white ligh @refePably integrai), b t  is adjustable as ampropriare, shall be 
wd 
2. Coinplene Dark2Adaptadon - When mmplete dark adaptation is mpid, h lvminance 
(0.07 - 0& W m  ) red light @ream than 620 nm) shall be provided for ktterv!!ility. 
c Lgbt Distribution: 
1. Where multiple display are grouped togetha, shall 'be balanced across the 
insrmmmt panel such that the mean indicator 1- of any hvo instnrments dull not 
diffcr by more than 33% acmss the range of full ON to M1 OFF. 
Z hght distn'bution shall be sufficiently d o r m  within an i n t e g d y  illumineted hmument  
such that the wtio of standard deviation of dcam element lurminanrP_: m mean indicator 
1umin.a.u~ shall not be more than 0.25, using eight or more equd.ly spaced test measure- 
ments, 
8. False Indication or Obsauaeion - Provision shall be made m prevent direct or refleeted Light 
from maEang indicators appear illurninad ::b they are not, or to appear mhguh'hed when 
they are illuminated. 
far 
d Range axul Acwacy - Display range and mdout auauacy shall be consisagu with she nee& 
of the a e w m h  to manage the 5 p a d  or equipmeat, but dud mt exceed the a c u a q  
of the input signal- 
e. Duration - Nondynamfc signals and Blsplay infarmadon W remain ebplqed until a Circa 
w input cancels them. Dynamic signals and display information shall hwe dtxa!ians of 
suffiaent length to be reliably recognized under the highst expeaed o ~ m r w o r k l ~  ad all 
anticipated operational awhnments. 
2. Where "automatic switch-over" to d h t  p e r  or signaa sounrpa (due t~ fEiilm) is 
implemented, the autamatic switchover shaIl be made fmm- obvious to the m. 
b. Indicator L a b e b  - shaIl be provided, close to the indieator, impit@ the mesage hwnded 
by the kght's illumination 
c Indimor Color - The w h  of the light &dl be clearly identiffable and m m s  with esmbhhd 
m h  standards. 
a Use - Leg& l i g h ~  shall Be used in prekeme to simple Micator lights except w h a ~  design 
wnstPaints demand that simple indicaeors be used. 
b. OWOW Lqiiili!y - When nct energked, legends shall be legible but shaIl not appear to be 
energized (e .g , due to d i m  mdigb). 
c Infonnadon SreseneatIon - A maximula of the lines of infomadon shall De presented on 
the display hoe of a legend light. 
d. Fsed kinm Linear Scale - When use of ~ ~ c a l  or h o r i z d  W go-, m o v i n g d e  
lndfcators is n e e s u y ,  clodwise m o m e a t  of an d t d  mtary w m l  or mevemens of a 
linear control f o M ,  up, or to the right shall n o d y  n d u c e  a movefnent of the scale down 
or to the left and an increa.~ in the magnitude of the rd.uq. 
2. Tip amfipmtiou - The pointer dp dull be t a p e d  at a 20' angle (4Q0 included angle), 
tamhating in a ffat  ti^ equal in width to the mfnor scale graduadons. 
4. r~ .sr - Pointer a l o r  fmm the tip to d~ center of the dial shag be Phe m e  as the wlor 
ol me marks. The tail of the pointer 6h311 be the same color as the did face u d a s  the tail L 
used es an indicator itself or unless the pinter is u d  for horhund alignment 
f. PaneWColor bchg - When asah operating rwdit ioas always fall within a given ran@ 
c n he scale, these areas shdl be made readily idPntiRehle by meam of pattern or color soding 
q>pligd to &" race of the instrument. 
i. Scale E d  - There shall be an obvious breeLk of at least 10 d m  of axc between the two 
ends of the scale, except OR multi-revolution instrumm such as docks. 
k. hinter  AUgnmm - When a sable value exbas for given operadng cnxtdfdons in a group of 
drub-& indicatoa, the inrfImtors shall be amnged either in m m that dl pointers line 
up B o x i z d y  on the 9 o ' h c k  position d e r  no& o p m f b g  amditfons or fn columns so 
that all phm h e  up wical ly  in the 12 u'dsck position under n o d  o p m t h g  conditions. 
If a maeix of M c a m ~ s  i  needed, pxdamce shd Lbe given to the 9 o'&& gashion. 
rn. Placement of Polnbefs - Bointes.: shaIl be l#.ated m the right of BertIcal scales and at the 
'~ottos af horizontal scales. 
Figure 3.4.2.3.3.4-1 Scale and Dial 
Poslf iening t o  
Y~nllaizo Borallax 
a Placement of Numerals - Nume& shall be placed on the aide of the graduation marks m y  
from the pointer t3 avoid h- n u m b  covered by the poinm. If space is limited (for awed 
or arc scales) numerals may be placed inside of graduation marb to m i d  undue mastriction 
of the scale. 
o. Setting - If the display will be used for setting a value (e.g., tuBing fn a desirrd hiequsscy), 
the unused portion of the dial Fa= s h d  be d, and the open windaw ahall be -ugh 
to permit at least one numbered graduation to appear at each side of any s e a .  
Requipaenrs for the design of clods and h e r s  are pmvided W. 
a !hgital Clocks and Timers - Time measurement indicators shall be of the digital &out type. 
Where applications require the display of qualitative information (e.g., rekivz apgroximste 
time) other types of ia4icaton (e.g., analog dmh andlor c k h  of lesser acarades) may be 
used, subject to the a p p d  of the p r a x i q  scdvity. 
b. P o m t  - Time measurement indicators W indicate t h e  or h e  intervals in scam& (Kl 
to 59), minu~es (00 to 59))  and hours (00 to 23). Values extendhg beyond 24 horn shall be 
dsplayed in terms of days unless otherwise specified. Greater ur k s s x  resolution will be 
provided as r eq - i ! .  
c Accurecy - Atxuracy shell meet the nquirements of the task 
d Control Modes - Unless otherwise spedEed, the manual w n m l  m d e s  ihd k b w  shall be 
provided for each time measurement indicator. 
1. Stert  - Upon activation of the start contml kne, the indicator shan begin to count within 
100 millisemnds. 
2 Stop - Upon activation of the stop w n m l  line, the indicator shall mop within 100 
miulsmh. 
3. Reset - Upon activation of the reset c o r n 1  Use, the hdicamr W r ex t  to z m  within 
500 milheconds. 
a) Individd digit slew control shall tx provided. 
b) A manually set indicator shaU slew in an upward W o n  (from the lowest nxdmg 
to the highest reach& at the rate of 2 digin per secand A downward slewing mode 
is not requmd. 
C) For applications where a 'direa set' mode is pmvided in lieu of a timer shall dls~lay 
the commanded rea- within 500 milhmnds gftrr the activation of the 'en& or 
=prC?eedw mmxnd. 
d) U p n  activation of the muat up command and aart cn-id, the 1Mfcat~r will 
count up ad continue counting up through zero upon reaching maxiinurn c o w  (e.g., 
59:58,59:59,00:M, 00:01, 00:02). 
e) Upon cactfvation of the auntdown cornand end start c o d  timers shall 
countdown to zero and upon reaching zero shall bcgfn to count up (e.g., W:02,00:01, 
60:00,00:01, 00:02). This mntml mode shall be i m p l m d  for event dmm. The 
mode shall not Be provided for clocks uik specifically r r q u a t d  
f) There shall Be no psibility of ambiguity as to whether a timer is counting toward 
its target time, or h passed the target time and is munting away h m  h, if tBis 
a d i g d t ) ~  muld negntively aika symem pdannanrz. For example, an overtime light 
can be wed, 
Requiremenes for the design of flag displays are provided below, 
b. h a t i o n  and Mounting - Flag indimtors dull k located abcm the asdased control witch, 
within meter windows, or -4th associated items as applicable. -el flags shall bc mounted as 
close to the surface of the panel as possllle without obscuring neces(;ary informarion. 
c Snap krba - Flags shall operate by ,snap adon.  
d Contrast - A minimum of 75% 1uminP.nce m n m  shall be provided between fhgs and their 
badsgrounds under all expaxed l i g h h g  canditions. 
e. Nialfunctioxl Indication - When £lags ape used to indicate the mahnction of a visual drsplay, 
the malfunction position of the flag shall obsaue part of the operatds vim of the malfunction- 
iag -lay and shall be mdily apparent to the operator under all # levels offiluPninadon. 
g. Infarmation Content - 5 c h  £Lag indicator shall indicate a single, immediately identifinble 
event (cg., the completed of a v h ) .  
h. Legerd - Alphanumeric legends shall be used in lieu sf, or In addtion to, mlor wding 
whenever possible. When a legend is pPavided on the the leaePing shall appear upr@t  
when the flag assumes the active or no-go pwitioa. 
I. Gray Flag - k gray colored (blank podtion) mechanical Yak back" flag shall mean that a 
particular q t e m  element is in a8 operational mode or is not inhibited from operation. 
j. Barber h l e  Flags - A barber pole (striped) Bag shall mean that a particular system element 
is ind~termlnate, inaciive, or inhPbited from operadoa 
'k. Red Flag - A ;ed flag shall mean that a p a r d a h  system element has fEtiled. 
b. Sp~dng Bentregn Numerals - The hefizontal separation h e e n  numeds shall be bavee1 
one quarter and one half the n u m d  width. Numbas having mlr~ he digits ahdl have 
groups of three dicrilb; separated by &er blank space e q u h a h  to one-half the width of am 
character or by commas. Grouping shall start hum the right 
1. Snap action - N- shall change b y m p  acdan h preferum m continuous movement. 
2. Update rate - The update rate shall not be Faster than two per second. 
3 . R e s e t - T h e m t s d o n o f a w u n t ~ r r e s e t % n o b W k ~ m ~ o h e a o ~  
indication or to reset the counter. 
4. Slew ma - W u a l  slewing modes, provided, shall be @be of slewing indiddual 
digits at a normal rate of two sharaders per seand. A sepame wntml dull be podded 
for each individual digit (e.g., "units" digft,' ciigi~ a), unlPw: cithewk tiptdied 
d. Illumination - D i g i d  bphys shall be d-fllumimte8 when used 18 areas in which ambieat 
iUumination will provide display 1- beluw 3.5 aVm2 (1 ft-U. 
e. hdbidual characters shall n o m d y b e  limited m the numbers 0 k u g h  9, the csphel Levaers 
of the English alphabet (A through Z), the p l u  (+) and minus (-) dgm, afld the dedmal pint. 
a Intensity Control - IBIS shall be capable d Being di;nmed. 
b. Color edling - Use of LED mlm adng ahall mnforin m Paragraph 9533 i, herein. 
c Iamp Tesdng - LED indicator lights with less than 100,000 burs mean t h e  beween fanure 
Ch¶BFl shal; q u i r e  a lamp testing capability. 
Requirema for the design of visual display t a m i n a l 0  displays are presentgd M. 
a Resolution - AU displays shall Bave a mlr.imum resolution of 67 lines per 
b. Luminano - The minimum level of luminance mrnrnended for ~~ on a VDT, 
regardless of wavelength, shall be 70 sd/m2 (20 $) with a 1 4  of170 cd/m (SO fL) prsferred. 
c Contrast: 
1, ConwLs - M T s  shall be equipped with mnwls  that germit the cmv to optimize VDT 
. . 
chcmnbbsty  under aLl mtiapated emironmental and systems operating mdt ions .  
Mjusment of brlghmess, contrast, and other electrunic parameters shall pewit  the dew- 
don of the weakest target that is simulated 
2. ~olerance - Operating tolerance for amtrast shall be 2 %. 
3. Manual mml - Under normal c p e m h g  conditions, a manuai VDT brightness control 
shall k grovided allowing selection of m n m  between the lrm intP.nslty t3ymhlogy and 
its backgrouad of hrn 1:l KO at least 16:l. 
4. Hgh ambient - hs tke highest ambient ligh~ M is reached, the a n m i  rsth ktween 
the lowest intensity symhlcgy and b e  background shall degrade m not less than 2: 1 (unless 
s lower wnnast has been manually selected). 
5. Automatic control - Where &tical images (those necessary for m safety d mission 
s u m )  are exposed to rapid or frequent d m g e s  in ambient light lewh, the contrast ra6o 
shall k automstically maintained at e level &ed by the operator. 
6. Reammended contrast - The manimhltn m n m  Shall be 90%, the xninimum shall be 
88%. This narmw range applies specifically to alphanumeric displays with contrast deilnPrl 
as gi-EXI below. 
LC = character lrrminenrP 
1. The 1- range of mrfacea iRlmpdiaPply d,jacent to the display dull be between 
1W snd 10036 of~~eenbeckgfr3und hmhmce 
g. Viewing D k a t m  and Angle: 
a) Unless precluded by other -, a Etandard funt shall be used aacms an 
-sys- 
c) SupeFsCpipts and subscripts shall be provided. 
2) Flight &play chammm (not extended text] shaIl not amend les than 24 
minutes of visuel angle to ensure adequate legibUty undeP laWentxy c o d -  
dons, 
b) Charaaer wid& - Chftraaer width shall be approximately 7596 of character height. 
C) Stroke width - Smke width shall be V6 to V8 of eBaraceer height 
4. Alphanumeric spacing 
2) Between charam - Minimum sprtdng betwtm maxsive characters on a line 
shall be one pixel or 20% of chawxer width (whichever is greater). 
C) .')escenderkngth- DescendersshaIldesQndbelowthelinebyadiaanceof1096 
tu 15% of the upper case letter size 
5. Case - Extended text shall be in u p p m s e  d lowescafe Letters. W~~ c o w  of
uppercese letters shall k used only to airrrad the operamis athention (e.g., for a label a 
title) . 
j. Target Size - When wid i d d e a d o n  k xeqdd (eg, a target of aomplesr shape is to be 
V h e d  from a nsn-target shape that !a also aampld,  the target &mil dull subcend no 
less than 20 minutes of visual angle at the intended viewing dismxc CPhe tam Yqgef  is wed 
to mean any object, qmbol paaern, or marking that an opemor rrnrst see.) 
m. Display Overlays - The VDT shall p d e  the cagabilltp. m display video with opt and graphic 
oVe.rhy5. 
o. Wowing - When windowing sapabbllt)r fs The user shall have the capaBility to 
window, dele& winduws, overlay Wm, &ate windows, move windorm, and size 
windows. Images within whdows ahall be s m w l e ,  if they are larger thm the windew itself. 
c Larep Replacement - Where possi~le, lamps &dl be movable d rephmble hum the 
front of the -lay panel. The procedure for lamp  and repkcmerit shall not r q u h  
the use of tools and shall be easily and rapidly mmplishe& 
d Iaxng R e m a d  Safety - Display drcuff design sM permit h g  r e n d  and r ephmen t  
while p e r  is applied without causiq fanure of indicator drcuit wrnponents or imposing 
personnel safety hazads. 
a False Alarms - The design of audio display dRpi~es and ciffatdts shall preclude false alanns. 
b. Failue - T ~ E  audio display d d a e s  d d r u b  sB8U be d e d p d  m preclude mmhg dgmi 
Mure telated to system or equipment f a 5 ~  and vlw versa. Pasithe and attention c k m d h g  
indication shall be pmvided if Murp occurs. 
c W t  Test - All audio display; shall be equipped with a test dwiaes or other m ~ n n a  of 
operabfivaestfag. 
d Dlsable - An i . c k e d ,  manual disable dull k pmhded if there is any Mure mude wPlicb 
can result in a sustained activation of an audfe display. 
a Frequency Response - Mcroghgnes/lnput devices, l o u ~ o u t p u t  d h ,  and as- 
sociated audio system d w i m  shall be d~~ to m n d  nptamally to due part of the 
speech/audio s p e w  mast essential to iu-illy (i.e. 2W to 6,100 Hz). Where system 
engineering nms i t a t e s  sprech transmission badwidths narruwer dun 200 to 6,100 Hz, the 
minimum acceptable ffequmcy Pange shall be 250 to 4,000 Hz. AmpUn.de mrhdon  across the 
ffequency rrspw bandwidth (flatness) shall be not vary more lhan +/- 3dB. 
b. Input devices: 
1. Dynamic P a g e  - The dynarnic rsnge af a rnimphoce/input &vies  shall bc p t  enough 
to admit P.aPislti0n.s in signal input of at least 50 dB. 
2, Noise C a n m u  - Noise can* dc ruphondhpu t  devices are rpquired for high n o k  
envizo:?mnents (85 dB (A) or above) and are p r e f d  in all mas. 
c hudspeaker/output devices : 
1. Sideram - The &peakis verbal input shall be in phase ( r x  u v e  a penx',nble &y) 
with i 3  reproduction as heard on the output device. 
2. Audio equipmer~t uuA to feed znultiple rhrumn& into ouimt devises shall mnintRin Phe 
frequency gespnse uniformly :+/- 5&) ever the band+iisidtb. 
3. H e a k a  - If Listeners will k working in high ambient noiw (85 dl30 or above), binauml 
rather than m o m d  Badsen shall be gmvided. U n l w  operational requirw zm deaite 
otherwise, binaural headsets shall be wired so chat '3ie m u d  reaches tB; ~svn e m  in 
opposing p h .  Their attenuation qualities shall be capable of d u d n g  the d e n t  noise 
level PO less than 85 (A). hu i s ions  shall be inmiprated to furnish the same proseaion 
to those who weap glasses. 
d. Use of De-emphasis - When mumission equipment employs pre+mphasis a d  @.clipping 
is not used, w p t i o a  equipment shall employ frequency de+mphasis of c h a r a M c s  wm- 
plemenmy to those of pre-emphasb snly if it improves intelligibility (te., de-emphasis sblall !x 
a negative-slope frequency m p n s e  not greater than 9 dB per octave over the frequency range 
140to 4,GOoHz). 
e. Feed h r k  Noise - Positive feexiback noise sPlsll be mntrolled to t t e  extent that normal mice 
communication is not adversely affected. 
1. Suffidenz ekmical, mechanical, and acoustical h k t i o n  ahall be pmvided to p e d u d e  
feedback oscilhtions (squeal problems) or echo effecas (no chamable unwamd vaice echo 
to speaker). 
2. Earphone/Sptxhr to miamphone system loo? pin shall be Mted to less than 1. 
5,  Hsnds-Fbce Operation - Operator dmphones  and headphones shrrll hc d m  m panit 
hands-fms operadon under normal working cmdtions. 
a Emergency (class 1 alarm), 
b. Warning (b 2 alann). 
c bution (das 3 a h i  7 .  
1. Each wndition shall mgger a -;riqile aural tone, (e.g., fire-sfren, cabin pmmm-klaxon). 
4. Tone shall be resettable at all  mqjor w m l  oorwles /m 
a Detinirion of Class 2 Alaw - Condidoas thss n q u h  immediate wrrtxdon to avoid lass of 
major impact to mission or potential loss of crew. Examples: electrical bus loss, adhg b p  
failure, rapid laEs of col~Ymables. 
b. Annunciation R e q w e n t s :  
1. A warning signal shall trigger an identifiable warning tone and rnaster watning light at 
a l l  major conml ansoles/areas of the ACRV and the SSF. 
2. Tone and light shall be reset only by crew action 
3. M q e  or light shall be pmvided m spaify condition 
4. Method s4a11 be pmvided to determine if andition returnr within b i t s .  
5. C o r r m k  action information shall be available upon c r ~ ~  q u e s t  
9,4.4.3.P.$ Caution Display Des@ W s q ~ e n t s  
Req-iremeas for the daign of caution dsplays are provided below. 
a Defuzitioc of Class 3 Alarm: 
1. Conditions of a less time crit iul nature, but with the ptential for further degradmon if 
crew atrention is not given. Example: heavier than n o d  consumable usage. 
2.  Messages that flag loss of redundant equipment such that a subquen t  fsnw could 
d t  in a warning a d t i o n .  Action is not n m s u i l y  requi-ed except that the effect of the 
loss in h ~ m  activity p l i m m g  must be anridered. Pxamgle: lass of backup c o m m m o n  
equipment. 
b. Annunciation Requirements: 
1. Caution displays shall uigga a g d  tone and light (didfereru dun class 2 tone/U&) 
for a set time duration. This duration may be set B i f f m t l y  for each caution mndfrion. 
2. Tone and light shall k e z b g u h h l e  by crew a c t h  
4. At least one mwmember shall always be available to resefve a caution signal. 
c System Failure - The system shall rrmalc opTsble during and dtm m m  syXtm fXhw 
(power, data, etc). 
Z A h p t i v e  alarm thit requires mmual shut-off shall not be used if the act uf ahu- 
it off would fnterfere with the arrreaive srdon required 
~ ~ e n c s  for the design of visual caution and waming syrjtems are p r e s m f d  W w .  
1. A master &rim ligb shall be pmvidd in 2ases where caudoa, waming, ax e m e q a q  
kghts b e  k e n  located ourside of the operatois 30 degree mne afvisios. 
3. The master alaw l.lght and m y  applicable cawinn, w a d q  ar em- Ilg%lr(s) shall 
be Mergized simultaneously. 
b. Advisory and Alerting - Displays such as muhifuIlrdon displays, cathode my tube displays, 
head-up displays, c o b t e d  displays and other v h d  display devices displaying simrJltanRnas 
and integrated idonnation shall a d v h  or alert o-ting personnel to idonnation beuma 
critical within the display. 
1. &to~mdon of a w i t h h - m W  wndidon without IMledfal action or es a result of 
automatic swiechaer. 

1. Attention - Signals wid high akrthg capacity shall be pmvfded when the system or 
equipment impa~es a req-mt on the opwaror fur mno;ntration of attsltion. Such 
~ S h a U n o t , B ~ , B e s o ~ a s t o p ~ e ~ m ~ ~ l l s e s o r ~  
with other functions by holding attentian away from other critical &nab. 
2. Onset and scund p m  l e d  - The o w t  of critical a.krdng sign& shall be sudden, 
and at a d p m  l ~ v d  as spedfied in b.4. h v a  
3. Headset - Wen the operator is w a h g  w h o m  medug both e m  durfng no& 
e q u i p m a  operatiou, t he  audio alaw signal shall be directed to the epebatoie headset as 
well as m the work area 
1. U~ofMefent~~cs-Wheesc;--iclldIfferentaudio~arembellsedto 
a .  an opaator to different types of conditions, &ximinable difference in h W t y ,  pi* 
or use of BEATS and HARMONICS shall be  "Add If absolute dbmhhmioza fs required, 
the number of signals to be identified shal1.3 m exceed four. 
3. Critical sip.& - The fim 0 5 seamd of an nudio signal requiring fast reaction shall be 
. a .  
cluammbk from the fixst 0.5 second ef any other signal that may oanu. 
4. Differentiation h m  mutine agmh - Audio qlarras intended m the operatids 
anentr'on to a malfunction or failure shall ke differentiated b iout..De signah, such as 
normal operation noises. 
C) lhb of impulses that resemble elecorical iademm whether m y  or ir- 
regularly spreced in timz. 
b. Automatic Reset - Whether audio alarm sign& are cksigried to be tambbxl a u m m ~ ,  
by manual wnml, or both, an automads reset fundan ahdl be provided. Tbc outcr& reset 
function shaIl be canerolled by the s-endng rne&an.im which W reqde the d g d  syseem t~ 
a specified condition as a function o f t h e  or the state of the s w s p s t e m  
c Volume Conml: 
1. Automatic or m u d  - The velume (loudness) of aa audio ahm d g d  &dl be d e Q d  
to ke mnmlled by the operator, the sensing msthanlsm, or both, depaubg on the 
ope-sational situation and personae1 &ty facturs. C o m l  movements shan be remhd 
to p m  r e $ u a  the volume b~ an i n a u w  lwei. 
2. G- to m d e  switches -Volume mntrols may k ganged to mode switches to pmvlde 
rrmimum output during mission g h  in which intense noise qr occur and m pmvlde 
reduced volume at ather times. Ganging shall not be acmmpbM if the?e is a posgWllqr 
that intense noise may c#rur tn aa emagency Biruation during a &on phase hi a s h  the 
volume would be d e d  below an audible kid. 
a Nature of Signals - Verbal ah in  signals shall consist of: 
1. An initial alerting signal (non@) to amaa anention d to dedgmw the general 
problem. 
b. Intensity - VePbal alarms for aiticlrl functions shall be at mt 20 dB &we the ~pe;xh 
inredm level at the operat& posincln of the immdd reeker. 
c vocal Criteria: 
e. M e s a g e  Content - Ln selefting words to be used in audio a h  signah, priority shall kc 
to intelligibility, ability to convey desired message, and wncknes in that osder. 
f. Critical Verbal Alarms - Critical wrbal alarm &xds sPLaIl tx repeated with not mure than a 
3 second pause between messages until the condition is carrecbed or overridden by the crew. 
Requirem~ts  for the design of .crfvisory displays are prrsented below: 
a Definition of an Artdwty Display - S y ~ t e m  initiated mesages advising of a pmxss smsu or 
other k t e  event Examples: Renaemus solution complete, mass m o r y  search for bnnat 
in pmpess Crew programmed reminder alerts keyed to time, orbit phase, bi-level state, 
paramaer hi t .  
b. Annunciation Requiments: 
1. No tones or lights dull be pruvicied. 
2 Mwage shall accompany all dens. 
3. A history of all meEsages shaIl be mainmined and available for recall. 
Requirements for the design of tutorial displays are provided Mow: 
s. Definition of a Tutorial Display - M- denuting illegal kqhard syntax, or for assistfng 
in proper completion of r q u i i i  inputs. These are limited to mftwm mafiguration require- 
ments. 
b. Annunriation Requirements - No tunedllghts W be used. 
a. Standardization - To the exrent practical, hbdhg shall be standardized ketwea and whhia 
syst-. 
b. Categories - Differeat labelmg categories shall be d k h c ?  h m  one another (e.g., h W be 
obvious with a quick g h c e  a lhd with operating hstntcdons is not an e m a g a q  
proaedure or a stowage label). 
a Vibration, Motion, and I l l e o n  - W and &all albow easy and wxuate 
rea- in the operational &meat, which includes vibration,  mod^ and filulnInatian 
wnsidewtions. 
b. Coudsg and Unambiguous - L h b  shall 'be as a& and unnm'aipuous as pcxdbk while 
still can- the intended i n f o m t i o a  
g, Illumination - Labels and imrbgs s h d  k SeAgmd to be read at dl expected i .h&dm 
lwels and calor dumrmkia of the ffluminant 
j. Shaspness, Contrast, and Wear - labels aad m ~ ~ ~ k h g s  s a!.! be sharp, have high cxmtmt, and 
not lose readability as a result of wear. 
k Clutteh - hb&q and makings s h d  be designed and g l a d  co a9 to minimhe visual durn 
that could red! in informstion overload. 
RequiPemmts for -lay label placement ape given below. 
a Orientation - All ma.rhngs and labels shd be oriented horizontally to the wmmm plaee so 
that they may read quickly a d  d y  h m  left m right (vertical orientadon &aIl he avoided 
whenever m l e ) .  
b. Display Labels - h b d s  identifying display fundons shaIl be placed on the panel abaw the 
display. 
c W e d  Surfaces - Plpcemat of labels on awed surfam shall be mhkd when pasibla 
d. Visibility - M w  shall be lccated so th! they are visible te m e m b e m  in the nonnal 
position of access or operatioa 
e. Overhead Panels - On overhed panels, marlrings and laMiq shall be oriented such that 
they appear up@ OM from the operational viewing an& 
f. Clutter - Markings shall be spaced to mid a duttered appearance 
g. Assahtion Errurs - The m e m e n t  of mdhgs on panels shall be such that mls of 
association of one mar- or set of mat king^ with adjacen! o m  shall na be podble. 
1. Display range and readout accuracy shall not amxi the nee& of the crcrv to manage 
the equipment for which the displays are provided. 
2. Scale mu!ungs shall not permit readout acamdes that are more precise than the 
accuracy of the input sigmil. 
b. Interval Values: 
1. The minimu width of major, intmndate, and minor u r b  shsll Be 032 mm (O.Ol.25 
in). 
2. The length of major, i n t e r m h ~ ,  and minor graduation m u b  ahall be at least 5.6 nun, 
4.1 m q  and 2 5  mm (0.22,0.16, a d  0.09 h), m p e d d y .  
4. h4bm graduation marks may be spaced as dose as 0.89 mm (0.835 h), but the charm 
shall be a least twice the stroke width for whI* marks on black dial faces and at least ox 
mke width for black & on white d id  faces. 
1. The m!nfmum a?.Idth d a majoi' gxachden ahall k 089 xzm (0.035 ia); the mfnlmu 
width of an i n m e d a t e  graduation &dl be 0.76 mm (0.030 h); and the m . d t h  
or a fainor gxaduadon shall be 0.64 xnm (0.625 in.). 
below. 
d. Identification - Interhoe idendfiation shall be used to indate the rel&onshlp W 
unmched items that are useti mg*, except when this dadonship is obvious. 
e. Tethered Equipment - Interface identification dull not k wred for movable item tdmd 
m a mating pam (e.g., dust ag for an Meal wnnedor, hinged liB hr a stowage contahm, 
e a )  
b. N u m M  Irems - Mddquamity items that require bndivldud &-tinction but are nor 
serialbed shall be individually numbered. 
d Name Plates - Name pktgs depicting m a n w s  name, serial a u h m ,  ac, shall not be 
mounted on the w m l  or display s d c e  ma of any e q u i p m a  
b. Lucation Maps - A map of h d s n  coda dull be pruvided at the to a m m  or 
sub-volume where the coding scheme is not obvious to the cmwmdxr, 
RequiPemeno for the design and use of operating insrmc?iom ~ c r e  provided belaw, 
c Equipment N m e  - The instmaions shall have the ti)'? ~f the equipment m be operated 
ceneered h v e  the text (see Pigun? 9.53.1.81). 
e. htlividual Cr%w Items - Items dkard to a s p e d c  crmmmha shall be idendfled on the 
listing with the useis title, nams, or other coding technique. 
Obtein n o t e  pad 
Place specimen on t r e y  
W S / Q N / T W  
RESET - press 
C o n t r o l  l e v e r  - RELEAS3 (ho ld  u n t i l  c01uter stopt?) 
C o n t r o l  Lever -- LOCK 
Log r e a d i n g  on n o t e  pad 
Repeat m o a s u r m ~ n t  f o r  t o t a l  o f  5 
WS/OFF/TEi%? - OFF 
Control lever - LOCK (veri fy)  
Nexnove specimen and l o g  SHKD readouts on t a g  
P r o c s s Q  m e c i m e n  
I f  necesbary c l e a n  t r a y  and t le -Gwn 
Obtain SPI food log 
Maasure tray t e q  (M4 67 Digital Thennometar)  
Log reading 
HASS/OFF/TW - MASS 
RESET - pseaa 
C o n t r o l  l e v e r  - RELEASE ( h o l d  u n t ~ l  c o u n t e r  .;ops) 
C o n t r o l  lever - LOCK 
Log reading i n  Food L c 7  
Repeat for a t o t a l .  of 5 
Cal ib .  p o i n t s  0, 501 100, 150, 250, 350, 500, 
750, 900, 0 
MASS/OFF/TEMZ' - OFF 
Voice r e c o d  d a t a  at any convenient tine 
- 
R e f e r e n c e :  1, Page 4 . 8 - 7  
2. If ti sut:antaixner is open to view and its contens are obvious, it k exaapt &om U 
requirement. 
4. The d w c  contents of each subanm!.nex aud its d e  W be lhd on the b n t  s u d b  
of its antainer o: ncar it. 
Reqaurements for the labehg of faileUexpe~ded items are pmvided bekrw. 
Requiremeats for lakthq of p u p &  c o m l s  and displays arc p v i d e d  W w .  
a Group IdensiEmtion - Functional p u p  of controls &dl be clearly identified (cg., by 
r;om.non mlor, by boundary lines,) 
c kuada~gr h a  - When a line is used to enclose a functioaal p u p  aad define its bundsties, 
the labels shall ?x tented at. the top of the ~ u y ,  in a break in xhe lint The width of the line 
shall nor be grater thaa the stroke width of the !enem 
8. Related Conmls - When w m l s  and displays must be used togehcr in c a t a h  ~ u s m e n r s  
or activation tasks, e~propriate law shall indicate their functional relationships. 
Caution and v.amhg labels are required for indicating potentidy undesirable ~ d o n s .  
Requuements are provided M o w .  
1~ Identification - Caution and wsraing labels shall identify the type af hazard and the action 
that would pr imat  its oarurrenw. 
b. Location - The caution marlungs shali be located in a pedtioa t h ~ t  &a mffzaent 
opporiunity for the crew m avoid the hazard. 
c Immediate Action Contmls - All mntmls, buttons, and small handles or lwas mphhg 
unrnedlate a m  shall 'have t h e i  panel background colored in accordance with the applicable 
aib-&on of Section 9.5.32;  large handles or l m  shall be s i m h l y  eolored on t k ~  handle 
or lever itself. 
d. Emergency-Use Items: 
1. Emergency-use items (e.g., rqair kits, emergacy lighting, fire extmguisher, as) -shd 
-lay a unique rnarhq (EMERGENCY USE) s m u a d e d  by diagonal yellow and black 
stripes (see either 02 the item or adjacent eo I . ,  . 
2. For items located ~ 1 t E . n  a storage container, the diagonal striping shall be applied to the 
door of the conainer and the titles of the e m q c n c y  items dud be included on the muking 
insread of the words EMEBSmCI USE. 
1. W a n i n g  stripes shall be alternate y d o w  32538 t a d  bhck 37038 per FEBXD-595a 
The black ,mi.- shall have a width not less thnn 1.6 mm (0.065 h) and the ydlcw m i p  
shall Be a; least two times the width of the black stripes, 
2. The axriping shall k npplkd ai s 45 degree augle rotated dackwise h m  the &d 
4. The suiping m u n d  a switch or bumr! shall not be wider than 25 mm (1 in) or less than 
3 mm (0.125 d. 
5. If one side of a switch or button has less than 3 mm (0.125 iu) syace, no striping shall be 
appliea .a rhat side. 
f. Label S p d c a t i o n s  - Hazard identification labels shall us a h e r  size and spacing large 
enough to convey the waining (see Pigum 95.3.1.13-1). 
~ - w A R N : N c - ~ - ~ ~ - [  
HAZAXIQUS EXPLOSIVE F (rygt 
B Fig~re9~5.3.1.13.1 L e n d r S d e a n d S p x i n g f o r b r ~ m  5 
and Wam;.l; L a b i s  
a Use - TIE use oi punctuadon marks shall be k q t  t~ a minimum. 
b, Peri& - Peri& shall k omit& except when needed to preclude &intq~zetation 
c Hyphens - Hyphm shall be m i d d  whamm possible. 
d. Parentheses and Am- - Parentheses and ampersands shell not 3e used on the display 
and c a m 1  panel or other crew equipment 
3.5.3.1.14.4 Tities Dw!g~ R ~ ~ e s x t a  
Panel titles, subtitles, and mode title; shall Ix spelled out when gossfB2e. 
a Subscript and Sugersaip: Size - Subscripts and superscTipts dull be 0.6 to 0.7 times the 
he& cf associated b a c t c r s .  
c Lower Gase L e n a  Sukmipts - Tlie Oase of lwer cast: letters and the v . 4 ~  of g, p, g, etc, 
shall be at the same lev1 as the base of adjht~nt capiral lettenr;. 
d. Degree Symbol-Thedew symbolshall becenter~LonanImapinayline e r rPndedhm 
the top sf the F or C sjmbols. 
e. P o d  or Number Symbs! (#I - The pound or number dqmbol s M  bc axmd 9n an 
imaginary h e  extended h a  tbs u p  UP the assodami numads and placed appmrdmately two 
stroke widths eway from them. 
a Charaaer Helght - C2umcte.r wt d@ on viewing dismm and LuminRnce level At e 
viewing disranm of 7l0 mm (28 in) the heig)lr of l e m  and numerals am be within tHe range 
of values givm in Figure 9.53.1.11.6-1. 
b. Variable Distance - For a distane D) other than 710 mm (28 in), multiply the values In 
Figure 95.3.1.14.6-1 by D/710 nm @/a h) to obtain the appropfiate hw h&la 
FQr ukd rnmkqs, wnh pae* tu& 
(e.g., numarah an r i d  d m ,  cam, 
ma rwJM makulgs, or ern@rJey 
mnmmfu): 
Fur m m d  mukvlgs (e.g.. idomrfmon 
lahk r o m o  b tSmoru ,  or maricings 










iO. 104.20 rn.) 
1.3-5 mm 
(O.QS-020 ~n.) 
Rolarance: 2. Page 121 
Figure 9.5.3JJ4.6-1 Charas t er Height - 710 me I28i.d YIewlng Blsf ance 
6 S i z e  Categories - Wi;ere mle Rad appropriate, c8srs&ecs used ia label@ W be 
,mduated in d z  To dewmine h a e r  all nomeadamre on a 1a.M may be M d e d  
ir.m t h e  categories: titla, subride, aad EXL ?he nominsl, h d g b  at a view& dfaanae of 
710 mm (28 inl for each mtqory dull k 
1. Titles, 5 mm (0.19 in). 
2. Subtitles, 4 mm (0.16 in). 
3. Ten, 3 mm (0.12 in). 
In general, when m o v i q  to the next larger character size, the c h a i i  Mgh shall hcmse 
$Y app-tely 25 gerrrnt 
& Spice Ltmitations - The w of the same 5 e  letters and sumads for d ~~ an a label 
is acsepeanle fcr solving space Mtation and darity problems. Ia this case., the kigb of 
~~ and numerals shall be not less than 3 mm (0.12 in). 
Psquirements far character width axe given below. 
Requirements are listed below. 
a Height- stroke Patio - Marking letters and numerals shall hwe a height-tmtmke rarlo of 
5: 1 to 8:1, depend@ oa the application. 
Spacing rqukments for text aad numerals are gfven Below. 
a Charam Spadng - The spacing between Leaers withtn words and W e e n  digits in a 
mulddi@t nunher shall be the agpmdmtz v h d  quhdent of one saclre width between twu 
straight-sided letfers such as # and L requirement is intended m saxmunudate the normel 
b. Woni Spacing - The spacing between words &dl be the a p p r u x i ~ W ~  vlsual e q ~ f  d the 
letter W between nvo sualght-sidd lettas such aa N and F. 
9.6.3.2 C d h g  De=&gi ~ ~ ~ e s t a  
Requirements far the implementation of various types of axiing are presentd Mow. 
2 Clutter - ConLng shall only be used where useful, as e x e s f v e  coding c a ~  h & negative 
of add* to vimral duner. 
3. Decrements - Codmg shall not reduce legibility or inaease tmnsmhdm time. 
5. When feasible, rneadngful codes s M  be used rdm than arkitmy wdes. Far example, 
w M for male and F for female rather than 1 fix Plrale an8 2 for *ale. 
1. S p h L  - size cWemux tmmxn symbols is emple)ed, the HLafor Bimensions of 
the h g e r  shall be at least 15096 of the major dimensions of the r;mRlleP with a niarhu af 
threesirelevelspewid 
1. Ease d o p e n d o n  - The mded feature shall nut h r d a e  with ease ofwaal d p u l a t i o n .  
2. W o n  and orientatim indwence  - Shapea s h d  k ~~ a d  di&rentlable 
by the hend regardless of thc gosition and o r i d o n  of the -1 knob or brsxldle. 
g. U n d e d h Q ,  Eold Face, Italics - Coding techniques shall be used Hhen it is necsmxy to dired 
a readds  a m t i o n  to a particular element of d ~ b u m e r i c  text. These teehniqua ahdl include, 
but not be limited to, underhe,  bold face type, and i t a h .  
1. Use - The use of flashing lights shall be m!afmized, and used only- f t n m e d h  
€ I m m  is r e q w  
2, mash rate: 
b) Where one rate is used, the raze shall he between 3 and 5 h s b  per second. 
C) Where two raws an &, the second rate shtln be bs than 2 per searmi. 
3. Duty cycle - Flashing L g b  shall hike appmximady equd amounts of ON and OFT dme. 
i. Color Cod& - &lor i d d c a d o n  numbm w d  Maw are per FED-SID-595. 
2 N e  of colors - No more than 9 colors, including white and bls& shall be ued fn a 
a S Y S P S H L  
(Note: Under ambient red lighting, use orange-yilow and black striping.) 
b) Yellow #33538 - Caution; emergency exits; safety wnmls associaoed with emer- 
gendts of a less critical nature Transllluminated devices sPlan b caxdh&s of 
xx.455 (+/-.03) y=.550 (+/.03j. 
f )  Green (Sage) # 14260 - Firm aid and s u n d d .  
g) Blue #E l02  - Advisory (not r w x m m d e d  for g d  use).
h) Furple #37142 (magma) - W o n  iiEuard 
5. Colm deficiency - To mid wnfualon by alorBe5dent o b e m m ,  do mt us@ rhe d r  
peen if the wlor scheme we more than six colors. If six or k v m  colors inciuetgg p e a  
#I4264 md yenDw am used, yellow #a655 dull be substituted for iY33538. Red #I1302 
and blue #I5177 may also be used; Bowever, do not use red and within the oame 
complPmPnt. 
Reference 3 8 4 ,  page 5-9 
Pig~irc 9.5.3.2-6 CIP Chroma tIcizy Diagram 
Raferenco: 389, page 5-10 
F/gure g.5.3.Z-2 Rela tive Kelvin Tempera tare 
fvuivalence C6YAlte Llghtj 
Yeucw Blue 
White Red 
Blue Y d o w  
7. Zone markings - Oa indicators when zone mar- we usad to aBcifcabe vaPieus 
operating conditioas, the following mquhments ehall apply. 
b) Zone markhqp shall be applied md htd in a mmsw that hdbm easy 
mOYPL 
c j  Zone markings aM not interfere with the resdi~, of quantitative markings, 
d) When mlor is used m zone ma& the mlor dud be applied so that fes memhg is 
wnsistent a m  a~plications. 
a) The followiq color kt dull be used m select mlors that esnprast xmimdy with 
the color just p~ectcding it and satisfsmdy with the e d a  colors in the lise Colors (1) 
through (9 )  yield sr isfactory conaast far &-green deficient u well as calor - normal 
crewmembers, The mnahhg 13 are u x h l  only for color-normal crewmembers. 
(3) Yellow. 
(12) Blue. 
(13) Yellowish pink 
(14) Violet. 
(1 7') Greenish yellow. 
(18) Reddish brown. 
(19) Y ~ O V I - r n  
(20) Yellowkh brown. 
(21) Wdish orange. 
(22) 0; lsz green. 
b) blor u n m  shall be selrcted in wnjunction with wlor wnventians and aandmb, idment 
and w&ency across displays. 
a S m d  Alone - In genexd, data cbplays shall conxy enough infonnarlon to allow the usef to 
interpret Pfie dam without refening to additional s o w .  
b. Shared Displap - If a single &play monitor is used to why differenr atepries of 
information alternately, none of the categories shall require aon&uau or ancurrent maltor- 
ins- 
9.6.23 Text 
b. h k l s  - Each p u p  of dm.  in a table shall have a mndse, desa iptk ,  label that is se- 
h m  other chawam and a e d l y  be identified as the label. 
d, Grouping - All displayed data mcesary to support s w activity or bequmee of acdrAks 
W be grouped together. 
a Use - Matrix tables s f d l  be used to p m t  mco lumn  data. 
f. Oq&tion of Rows and Columns - VJhgn pussible, rows and/or e o l w  in a takk BhaIl 
be arranged in a systematic odex (e.g., chronologidly, alphabetidjy, sequentidy, by aug- 
nioude, by hprtancr, or amording to fullaion). 
g. DisCriWle m 89d ~01umn.s - Each c~llumn shell be disairainabl~ £rum e w y  other 
wlumn by m u  of a p h @ d  cue, such as su5dent blank space or a line. Simhly,  aIl mws 
shall be ckrhhhk h m  one another by rnm of physical cues. 
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9. I d d c i i t i o n  of Gxaphic Displays - AII graphic dkplays shall have udqxe, xu- dtks 
'sy which users can identify and a m  the dhpLay. 
I. W sM be in close proximity m the objea tBat they idmtify, but shall not obsQlre 
the element 
2 In addition to cr in place sf labels, symbolk c o h g  (e.g., tamre, wlox, or &ape) W 
be used when appropriate to aid ?wrs in idenarlng elements of graph id  displays. 
SgPzbolic coda shall be acmmpanied by 1cgencl.s that provide the symbol and  it^ referrnt 
c Symbols - bdmg by meam of grspLic .symbols, sbpcs, or color ahall be a key m e W  used 
to cammunicate the peci.6~ m e m Q  3f rn h a t  of a dhp13y to a w. The choke ol' a 
symbol shall not mnmdict Bigbly ovaicarned asmiutions (e.g., t& use of Ped as a symbol for 
stop or danger ard the use of an octagonal shnpc for stop]. 
b. ?Lpa of &Yindows - Users shall be able to ddngdsh among differat types ofwidows based 
on the perceptual characreristics of the widow. W d o w  types ean be o r p i z e d  in a hierarchy 
bpsed on their function: O p  vs. Closed windom, where the user has ge.mqmd and h a i o r x d  
a m  ody  to the open vrindow; Open windews can be Active or Inactiw w 8 e ~  th E F L C .  
window cnnceins an on-going activity, e l k  user-zmhmind (e.g., a s o m d  language 
dialogue) or system-maintained (e.g., aanrrul of an A W   subs^ by an expert system); 
Active windows can be an Interactive window ( a h  known as rhe "1Lpt9nef) or a Noninteractive 
window, *at the In t e rauk  window is the one in which user ocllom have tPldr e f k t  
c Window Tides - A brieb, unique, and d & p h  title shall be p o s i t i d  lo a mmixm! and 
h&dy visible location for each window. Tie user shall be able to use that title in E- the 
window. 
d, Multiple ',Vidtnrs - When multiple widows ore open simulaneously, -4th the exception of 
caution & wruning infornation, the system &dl mt overwrite the actir? whdow(s). 
3. Rcuming data fields within a system &ail have rn- nemzs and shall have 
cormtent relative positions within dspkys. 
b. Stsndardizotion - The aent~nt  of displays within a ~cqcrtem did be praatad in a mnsisopmt, 
standardized manner. 
1. Informtion derisity shall be hcld to a minimurc in d ~ ~ ~ l e y s  used for critical Insks. 
2. A minimum of one charaaer space shell be left b M .  vertically above m d  below d d d  
infonnatiori, wkh a minimum of two dxmcter spa= left blank horizontally Wore and 
after. 
d. Selectable data cisplay - Only d m  essential a h e  u s e i s  needs shaIl be displayed 'Fhc system 
shall pennit the usu to accgss m y  dam at any time 
e. Readlly U A l e  P o w  - Data p m t e d  tc the user shill be in a d y  usable and readable 
form such h t  the uwr does not have to transpase, mmputq inwpalate, or mentally m i a t e  
into other usits, n h  bases, or hnguoges. 
f. Order and Sequences - Wben dam fields have a n a n u a l l y a  order (e.g., chsanologica, 
such order shall be d i d  in the dormat organization of the fields. 
g. Extended Alphanumerics - WBen five or more alphanumeric c h a r a m  withuut nahKel 
organization arc d;sphyd, the charoct@~s shall be gruupd in b k b  of thee to five chamms, 
separated by a minimum of one b h k  ;pace or other separating clmacm, such as a hyphen or 
slash. 
h. Comparative Datx Fields - Dam fields to Be compared on 8 chararm-bycharaaer bgsis shall 
bz adjecent Rrlative position &dl rmxirllize ease of comparison. 
i. Labels and Title: 
1. Each hdividual data ~ T U U ~ ,  message, or wbdow shall wnMin a descriptive title, phwse, 
word, or similar identifier to desigute the content of the p u p  or message. 
2.  U and atles shall k Lorated in a consistent fashion adjacent to their neferent; the 
relation ber~een the label ox title and feferent shall be dearly visible. 
3. Labgls and d - h  shan be emphasized m fadlitate user mmnhg and ~ ~ ~ ~ g n i t i o n .  The 
technique wil for e m p h s k  (cg., highlghting, see Seccion 9.6.3.1.4.a) shall he easily 
dmqpshable from that llsed to h@light or cod: emergency or aitical messages. W 
and titles shall not be confusable with data 
4. The phyaad features and wording of Labels and titles shallb t designed to avoid coh.doa 
as to wherher the label is for a data entry field, a c ~ m l  option, a guidance m a q e ,  or 
other displayed materials. 
6. When presenting a list of user options, the W shall be descriptive of the w e a s  of 
the list and relevant to the task k n g  perhnned by the w. 
1. Information SM be displayed in plah  w& texs wherever possible. 
4. A word shall haw no more than one abbmdation 
6. DeMtions of cJ1 abbrevWons, mnemonics, and codes shall be med on-line at the 
user's reqle'5L 
1. The me of update of hfomtion within a display shah ke a W o n  of both task 
rquhments and  use^ capabilltles 
2. The rate of U@EI!E of information shall not e x a d  the &ti Wtgr m p a d w  clump 
ia values of parameters. 
c Display Freeze: 
1. A display freeze mode shall be provided to aUow c l w  m d n y  af any A e d  dlr;play 
that is updated or advanced ~utomstically by the system. 
2. .4n option shall be provided to allow the user to either resume the update of i n f o d o n  
h m  the p i n t  at which the display was frozen ortat the arrper%t real-time point 
d. System Response Time - Whenever podble, €.he time for the system %o respond to s - 
c o m n d  or request shall not exceed 2 seaonds. 
a Dialogue Type - The choice of the type of d d q u e  ktween the user a ~ d  w m p u m  (e.g., 
aommand language, meus, dam farms, direct manipulation) shall be aompatible with ua 
b m m i s t i c s  and gsk rqimnmts. The humsaoomputer dialogue for my task shall allow 
L E S S  to execute commands iq t m  of the W o r n  to be without eoncan for 
W mmputtx dam p-meulng, mrage, or retrieval m d & s .  
O. Y,ilti~le dialogues - To the greatat dcgee p o d k ,  users stdl te able to input 
ro the sFm using any of the available dialogue types and shall be able m switch 
dialogue types wi'hin s task xquencz. 
c User Vierrtpoint - Usercomputer dialogue techiques &all reflect the W s  point of view such 
that the c o d  are logidy-related to the W s  conception of what is being dona 
d. Feedback from commands: 
1. When the completion of a c o m d  ~~ fn a consequence that is pmxpdble s, he 
user, the completion of the commanded action shall be the anly n e e s a y  feedback, 
1. T& with ati elabomte irrteraction between the user and system. 
h. Command Area - C4mmnnds shall be atemi and displayed in a stamid a d  area in 
a wnsFreent location on all displays. 
i. A l m t i v e  Consaudons - If wen input ahxmsh~ syntax or symmymoua command lag- 
p a g e  terms, the system shall aid the user in cornp!etiag the w m d  a m e d y .  
a Uses - Command keystnkeb (Fc, the use of a limited n W  of kl~stpokee w m b M  vdth 
pressing a Command Key to access a m m d  language term) shall be used p r h d y  in case6 
wherz speed of mmmend inpues is important. Other dialogue techdques slid avagable, ?L 
appmpriate. 
b. Co-cy a m s s  epplicatiou - The structure and meaning of k m  c~rmtmnds shsIl 
be cozshent a m  applications. 
a Menu Item Seleaioxx 
1. Tbe ~s~ be able to splea amenu itemwith minimal activity. 
2. When selection is to be acwmplished by a m o r  placrmaent on the  be-selected item, th 
system shall aid the user in cwwr placement For exaxn?le, for a pgrmenent menu, the 
cursor muld be piaced an the most likely option, wually the Ba poddan. 
3. Whm design mmmints do not permit cursor placement, a d a r d  input anxi shaIl be 
provided for the user to key the selected option mde. 
b. Bresentation of Menu Itmu - Menu items shali be presented in a list f o n m  Ekh menu 
item, along with any assdated h f o d o n  (cg., selection d e s  and dewziptom), W be 
displayed on a siagle line. 
c Organization sf Menu Item - Menu imns shall be organized in a logtcal order (cg., simnarhy 
of function, apead frequency of use, tespd ordering uf the task). If no lo$cai h i s  ac&m 
for ordering items, an alphabetid order shall be used. 
d. Coding of Menu Items: 
1. When users haw the capability to select a menu item by means of a coded enuy, ahe d e  
associated with t he  menu itan shall be indicated on the dbplay in class s p d  proximity to 
the m w u  item. 
2. C d e s  used :o select menu items sBaIl be related to the menu item w thai users do not 
have m lean1 arbitrary d e s .  
h. Movement Through Menu Hierarchies: 
2. If several lev& of menu hierady are presented, the w. shall be able m move from one 
level to any other Lwel without ha- m step through multiple menu level 
3. The system shall provide visual cues that indicate the path that the w has travdkd 
through a h i d y  of menus. 
2 When selection of a menu item & in a continuing mndition (e.g., tupnins on a pump 
which nays on until wmmanded to be shut off), a visual indication, dady associated with 
the s p d f i c  menu iten!* dull be prcl'rided m the user during ike time that the c o d d o n  
m u ~ u e s .  
j. Types of Menus - Menus shall be a v d d k  &her as pxmanat men-u or d *s-ser-requeseed 
men us (7mx-mpested menus' are rne~us which RE present only when the user s p e d d y  
asks for them, e.g., p p u p  or pulldown menus). The tpe of menu shall be a fundon of the 
task reqhments .  
a The user E& to see the menu item throughout a task 
b. The u x  weds to ezamhe e v q  option in detail. 
c ?'he user does not have the ability to request that a menu be di6pkybd (e.g., in the absena 
of a pointing device). 
d. The use of a urn-requested rnesu would o b m  i n f o d o n  needed for a tssk 
1. Display spaae is limited. 
2. U r n  need to see the menu items only when selecting them. 
3. Infomadon ztqud by the user would not be obsnved by the menu 
b. Menu design: 
1. The height of a menu bar (used to permit the user to request e me ' shall be rmffisient 
to an* standard tan characters which serve as the menu labels. 
2. Menu labels on the menu bar shall Be Brief, descriptive of the mntena of the m a y  
physically separated hum other menu lab&, and semanWy distinctive from other menu 
label§. 
3. Menu bsrs shall be placed in a masistent locarion in dl -lays. 
4. The organization of categofies a m  the menu bar shd be logical (cg., armrtiing to 
fixmion m$equencyofw). 
c Activation - User-requested menus dull be displayed only after a single, specific adon by 
the user. After the menu option has been seleaed, the menu dud revert tp  it^ hidden 
a. Philosophy of Direa Manipulation - In the direa manipdadon interface, the user shall be 
able to m.anipu1at.e data waved or o b j m  d h d y  by p h y s l w  inoeraalng with their 
graphical aprrsentation 
2. 'Fhe users accomplish hcdons by means of physical actions with the o b j m  M of 
by lanyag9-bused tmmads. 'hm primay phydcal act im w. select@ as object clnd 
moving an ob j ea  
3. Operadons are rapid, inmmwd, and reversblc. The fmpact of an o ~ o n  m the
object of i n m  t is imm&dy visible. 
2. The task objects and actians Eena thems%h.ee to iwnic reprefentation. 
3. U s g s  ga not highly practiced with the task 
I. 'FBe icon shall picsonally represent tlx objm or action. (An icon is a picmrial, pic- 
mgraghic, ur other symbolic representation of a softwu-e object or an action by the ymn. 
A WYF diFea manipulation cf the imn is e q u h b  to madpulating the safnvarr object rrr 
executing the m e m  action.) 
4. Iwns &dl be simple, &xed figurea. 
b. Consistency -V ia l  features, meanings, and W c  uses of icons shan be co&^~ent w k b  
and among gpglications. 
b. 0- - A user shall k able m "pen" sekaselded icon by a sin$.e unique d o n .  
a Qpenrng and Closing a Window - U m  &dl IK able m open or close a window bj dinxi 
physical action on t he  w i n d ~ v .  
b. Topptng" iVhdom - In a layered windwing d m e n t ,  was s h d  be able to move a 
window in a stack ro the pmmlngno position h the stack so b t  its c o n m  are visible &mvn 
as bopping" the windcrw m the hunt). 
1. M o m e n t  of the c w r  Forward to the next !%Id. 
2. Movement backward to a prwious field 
the input m the 
i Ovawriting - When data enay by (r.wwriting a set of c h a r e m  in a field k H, dcar 
designation of avexwritwl charaaers (eg., by Yideo) shall be provided. 
k User OmisEions - Whm required dam wzies lum not k inpuZ the omission shall be 
indicated to the user, and ei tha immediate or delsyxi input of the mixing it- shEnll be 
alhved. FOP delayed entry, the user shill be ~equtPed to indicate to the syawm (cg., by mahg 
a s w  symbol in the fieldj that the missing im Is delayed, not d m M  
n. Prevb.t Eauy of Inappropriate Chnim - Rn m m p t  to enter an inappropriate chaw3e.r 
inta a field (e.g., entering an alpbabetic cham- htn a field mend far entry of numeric 
characters) shall result in feedback h r n  the systern (?.gal an auditmy d g d  andlor aa m r  
mrssage). 
a Befault Values - M u l t  values shaU be s e d  to d u e  user WOMW~. Currently defined I =  
default values shall 'bc displayed automatidy in their appropria'ie data fipdds with t h ~  display 
of a form. 
b. Default bbdfiuition - The user shall have the eapabi!.tty of thnghg d&dt values and having 
those mcdi£ications retained " j  the system beyond thst user igtepacdon or session (Fe., until 
changed by another s p d c  uer action). 
c Defauit Substitution - Thz user shall be abL to replace my default vdue  during a given 
transacdon without changing the dcPault definition. 
d. User C o ~ a t i o n  - If rrquit.ed, user acseptane of mred data or defaults W k possible 
by a single confimhg keystroke. 
1. Highly constrained tasb in vrhich each step of the task sequence has few choices awhhk. 
2 Routine data or mmmmd entry tasks in which the user needs enplidt prompting. 
1. The system shall pmvide h e  2r w i h  a a-c ~ e q u ~  for mfowadon. A rxs t ion  
mark shall be the deliniter of the q u & c ~  hrn the ,qmernz 
2. f i e  system shall provide the user with contextual i i l fomtion icg., d t s  of me- 
used in the answer) required fbr answering the question. 
4. The system shall accept es much i n f o d o n  as is provided by the m. If the input by 
the rixris to k severelybimitd, a d a m b o w  dull be wed. 
5 .  The system shall dispky related questitj= (,md their asscdated anwas) s'multaneously. 
Unrelated questions (and their assodated answers) shall k %splayed separazly. 
a Users Axdl be abh to move the locus of their input or menticn w i U  a display by meam of 
a pointing cursor. A pla&ldmg m o r  shall be ~ ~ l e  for lcci~tion of placement in a &play 
used for input of alphmuraepic c&aracters, 
c Ikrs dull be able to locate and r 3ve to specific lnfoprncldon in a data file. 
c 'I'radaLg - The cumr sM be easy hr the w to mck as it is m a d  through the &play. 
d. Oistracrion -The w r  shall iiot distract or ispair the user during the search of the dbqhy 
for information un&tsd to the cu i i r .  
e. Data Fatry -An h m t e f  action for d m  itam t3u.U result in the of all appropriate itpms 
(e.g., an data input to a dam hrm or all text writeen in a text file) @w of the placemm 
of the wfior. The im shall ~ o t  be required 1x1 m m  the ausor t~ any wkimuy positinn on the 
dbplcy (reg., the top left or botrom right of the &splay). 
f. Hcne Position - The home position for the w s o r  sM be wnsistenr across s W  types of 
Whys. 
? To the matest d e w  possible, h e  pinting cursor shall be a m p k e l y  gaphie a d  shall 
not contain a M x L  

2. A h e e d  salng of alphas-c c h a r a m  
b. Muhiple Osurrences - Users shall be able to Sad multiple o c s m a c s  of a l i r d  suing, 
9.63.2.5 Hypertext 
b. Methods - Hor all editable files, the wer shall he able to dt text, cables, gmpMu, aad any 
other data bi. means of any of scveral methods (r..g., c l o m ~ l ~ n d  h g u g e  commands, c a m  
keystmkes, and menus). 
1. Users &dl be Bble to deu any editable &Ita m any type of dfsp1ay-d data file Oncludhg 
text, tabular, or grayhicall for dpaif ic editing functions (eg., cutting, deletian., myyinb) 
with M mare than two actions. 
2. The s e M  data shall be vhal ly disha h m  non-selected data. 
3. Users shall be able tc remove seleued data from the s e l d  state with a we a d o n  
1. Users shaa be able to remove any &table Baa h m  a displayed dam fi by m w  af a 
'CUP" capability. 
h. Copyiq Data - Usm shall be able to aopy m y  edftable dam and replicate it at any unmdaed 
lcmtion in any r' l te file. 

g. User Lnput Rejection - If the system rejects a u s g i s  inpm, 6eedbafL W 'rx provided to 
indicate: 
3. W h e  appmpriate, the location of the p b l e m .  
b. S y s m  Chaages - The system shall inform ~ u e s  about system design or system opemian 
changes only m those aspects that may a h  the L E S  interaction with the sysmn 
1. Status m e s a g a  shall be p d d s d  to the user la 8 wnsis,mt location on the dbplay. 
a) A description of the system state. 
b) Direaives for user a d o %  
e) The mnsequenas, if eny, of fdbg to fob the dhcdms  
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b. Early Detection - A capability dull b~ pmdded to Wta~ detection and correction of e m  
M o r e  they arc en& i~tu the *ern. In order to m i d  ciisrugthg the user,  em^ dddag 
&dl amr at the earliest logical break in tk &s mmmd or daa input (eg., at the end of 
a data field or the end of a command). 
c Timing of Feedback - If a \tser ruks an i n w m  a o d  or dam entry, the system shall 
detect the m r  and no@ the user within two seam& fmm mmmand or data q. 
e. E m r  Message Content: 
1. Error messages shall be fnfomtive, brief and conveyed tr, the user in o fow such that 
additional resources am not requrr@d to fnreryret the m w e .  
5 .  Erpor messages shall be appropriate to the useis level of tPainIng and dull be es d c  
es possible to the useis paRi& applicatiae 
6. E m r  messages shall expliatly pdde as much diagnostic infurmadon and r c m U  
direction as can be inferred rdably h m  the m r  m d d m  
f. Errur Ikcuvq and Prams C h q e  - The user &all be able to mop a pro@ess at any point in 
a sequence as a d t  of an indicated errur. The user dull be able a, teturn easily to my seep 
in a multi-mg p m c s s  in ordu  to null@ an m r  or UI effed a desired change. 
g. Cormtion Ecuy w.d Conhnadon - Wen the  use^ e~tm coPFeaion of en error, mch 
correctlens shall be hplemented only by an a p l d c l r  a d o n  by the w k g . ,  auuadofl af rn 
%teS key). Rlb error coPzeafon by the usez h i t  be BCkQBwledgd by the either by 
indicating that a correct entxy has btxn made or by mother error message if an huarrect aery 
has befa madz 
1, Spelling and other ammoo e m  shail not ~rrduce valid systm commends cr iddate 
tnmactions different from thase Intended 
2 Where pusible, a p r & m  shan be pmvided to c o r n  the error and salvage the stesb. 
j. lacation of Elrror Messages - Error messages shall be g l a d  on the d q h y  close a the paint 
of the emr andlor in a designated, consistent area of the drsplay. 
9.6.3.4,5 Prompts 
a Use - Wherti opgropPiate, pmrrylts and heq htructions shall be used to e r n h  ~onimands, 
error messages, system capaldbties, displq fomts, p r u d u ~ e s ,  and s t q x  in a sequence 
b. Standard Display - The location of promyta for data or cammads shall k at the locatinn 
of the desired input whenever pssible. When the prompt m t  k placed at the h a d o n  0;' 
the input, it &all 'be located in a standard masage area. 
1. Prompts shall Be explidt, and the user shall not be required M mmorize lengthy 
s@quema or refer to secondary written pdural references. 
2. Prompts sM Be conveyd to the user in e form such that additional resources are not 
required to interpret the mcssage. Thy W not rsquire ~&rence to d i n g  schemes, 
external dcxxaeneation, or conventions which aay  ke u h m i h  to occasional users. 
t k e 5 s  cs On-Lhe 30turxlenmdon - Fr3r instruction, w m  shd! b v e  a m  m o n - h e  d ~ m -  
&tiran a d  demiptions of prctc4m.s. 
9.6.3.4.7 On-Lane Hdp 
1. Help pmviaed automatically by the qmem wLen users make repeated h p e n r  ma.  
3. h a t i o n  of a ' h e l p W o n  key. 
4. Selection sf a help option in a menu. 
3. Hdp messages shall not 1.ecy.h Peferrnae to extePnal documentation. 
3. Whm it is appropriate for an experienced uer to skip levels in a h i e i i y ,  this capbihy 
sh8.ukbuIlti.u 
a Co&mt Consequences of User Input - The a o ~ ~  of any mer input shall be 
combtent: 
1. For any h c h i d d  user a m  time. 
b. &ladon of Input m Consequence - The c o w -  of the user's hput hall be Both h g i d y  
and temporally linked to the input adon so that the user can leam m predict what wili happen 
fallowing the input action 
c Input via a Variety of Mces - System design shall not impose on the user the :LZ d a 
p d i c  input device when other dwices are a d a b l e  and appropriate. kbwever, ueere Rhatl 
not Be required to switch among multiple dwim to perfom the samz function whhtn a tIbek 
d. Computer Failure - Xn the event of eemputer failme, the pugmu shaIl allemr f u ~  o d e  
shutdown and estabURkment of a check-point m restoration ean be aasrnpbhd without 
signifisant 10s of computing performed to d a ~  
f. Erplicit Completion Action - D m  entry dull require an explicit completion acdoa, such as 
the depression of an ENTRY key after a string input 
k. Onginator Identification - Par referenoe, the syXa.~ shall automati* a+wdate the 
originator of a data file, text me, or message with the Ws name. 
a Simplicity - The relatiomhip kween data entry a d  displays W be stmighfofward a d  
explidt. Data entry actions ehaU be dqk! and &ecL 
b. Acddental Actuation - Ppwision shall be made to piwent accidental actuation of potentidy 
desrmaive w n a l  actions, including phe pdbility sf addental  erasure or memory dump. 
c Compatibility with User Skill, User Tasks - C4nmls for dam entry &dl ammaodae~ the 
lowest anddpated user skUl level. 
d. Awhbility of Information - Iafowation necessary eo select or enter a p d f i c  control action 
shall be available to the user %hen selection of that m n m l  action is appropriate. 
f. Physical Characterkda of Selectable Itexxu - Selectable items or regicns shd not be so large 
that t h r j  waste .screen space or may not be pacehd ES dmable. 
g. M u l e i ~ u l t i m o n i t o r  Considermons - In a rn- enviPonmene with muldple 
monitors, w n t r o ~ m ,  or cursors, the location of the active m r  shall k apparent m the ueep. 
Lf there eare two pointing m r s  - one on each of two monitors - the active m r  shall Be 
appmnt  to the user. If there is a single cursor that moves between two mnftnrs, its path sBan 
be continuously trackable. 
h. X aed Y Outputs - The mnmIler, with the exception of amm keys or o h  discrete step 
kqs, shall be able to pmduce any combination of x and y output valuea 
i. X-Y-2 Control Outputs - Any controller shall t~ able to p d u c e  my mmbination of w, and 
z outpu; values. O q u t  in arh of the three dhensions shall be disaiminable fmm each other. 
CL E d  Collection - Fecal w W o n  c a w t i e e  shd meet the following rquiremm: 
2. Capdry - The fecal solleden equipment dull have the fobwkq capacity 
c) The fecal wk-or shall sccomadate a maximum BOLUS length of 330 mm (23 
in). 
d) Quantities ia wress of thee amounts shall not r d t  h an ranresomk aocdidon. 
b. Urine Collection - Urine wllertion devices shall meet the following requirements. 
C) Urine volumes in excess af these amounts dull not rrsult in an uzmawmble 
wndkion 
3. The devices shall capture, isolate, stabilize, and ma all was?? and wipes generated 
during urination. 
c Othd Waste Fhduct ACa(jmmLdations RgBdily B~~P?~YI'.? waste maqp ien t :  ~ r i s i o n s  
&dl be able to collec. and contain ~ r n i t u s  and m m .  
d. Sadtadon - The defeation and urination amlam&dens shall met  the following sanhatim 
r c q w e n t s :  
I. The devices shall p m t  cmss rn-don among the 
3. Methods shall k provided to p ~ e v z l t  escape of waste naterial into the czmh~lmfnt 
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PO.ll.1 M u d o n  - PVA 
a Location - The following are requiments for the !cation of stowage areas: 
1. Proximity- Items shall be stored as h e  9 c p i N e  to their point of use, 
2. Safety - HamaPdous items shall k s t a d  &ray  5 m  heat or ignition  SO^ and m y  
hill m w  cnngrqatiun mas. 
3 Interfmcm - Srnwage iadities shall not inteFere with ;lorma1 oi craeqercy rn 
operations. 
b. Accessibility 
1. Stored i t e m  %!dl be accessible by the defind size range of the ACXV m. 
2. Removal of a stored item shal: noc require removal of another, unrelad item 
c M d n g  md Coding - Stowage lucatiom u d  item shall k coded to allow for k i t ion ,  
replacement, or inventory of items. The d m g  system W allow modification 
d Hand Operation - Stowage retainers s M  k designed m be operated %hand; no tools shall 
be required. 
e. Comimondity - LBtpduq devices, watalnafi, and mntainer covers shall have de&p corn- 
rnonality to the maximum extent practical thw@nur all ACRV stowage hdlities with the Space 
Station Freedom (SSF). 
i. Inventory Manqement - The stowage facility s M  be compatible with the SSP inventory 
manq+xnt sy4tem. 
g. Retention Devices - Stowage items shall Be secured wittin the container such that the irem 
remains in the mntainu/mclcmm when the antniner is opened Removal of retention devices 
shall not release other items which are not iqurd 
The follawing tool a m  volume and operational mnstrain~ quiremeats are qplicabk m both 
IvA m d  EVA haniwm design (refer to F m  I! 33.6-1 fir XVA req-cs and Paragraph 
14.613 for EVA hequiremm): 
a T d  Head C l e a r m  - When only tml - is mphd, a 2-5 an (1 h) clearance shaIl be 
protridd mund the fastener or drive stud for hertion, aCtllELtion, a d d  of the chive d 
of the tool. 
e. A c x s  h'ccr Tools - Minimum tool aocless clearan= for hand tool acnzatdm is in Figure 
11.2.3.6-2. 
b. laWnLetrh Status - The da ign  s ' d  be such that it is obvious when the drawer is not 
fastene&4oeked when in the dosed posfda8. 
2. P~zwer eoatents 'shall be restrained ia such a way that the contents can be 
m d r r p M w f t h o u t u E f n g a t o a P ,  
d Min. 
(Mwum4 fm fastener 
Now: mertinc nearbsl 
1. AIKI refer  t o  F ~ r e  11.23.6.2 
 on) 2. Sari Ftgurc 14.6.2.3.1 for E V A  r q u  iremeno h. of l ad  Jag. c l s ~  
F u r  1 1 . 3 6 1  Tool Access Requiremen to CYAI ; 
A !?2 mm (4.8 in) 
B 166 M (6.1 in) 
Flgurb 11.2.36-2 #hlael Clorrsnce for Tool-Opera tsd  Fasteners 
1. The utility aommions  &.all be dmigaed to be easily d i s c o n n r r t R d / e o d  when the 
drawer is in the fully opened p i d o n .  
2 If the utility m m e c d o n  is via a flexible ~m~bilical, &dent cable b g t h  &dl be pnnided 
such that the drawer can be fully o p e d  without disconnadng the ds. 
2. Components shall be moimted in an orderly m y  on a n v o ~ ~ n a l  mnhtce, ratha 
than stacked one on another O.e, a lower layer shall not support an upper layer]. 
3. M c a *  itens shall k located or guadd so that they will not be suepdtsle m damage 
whi le  the unit is b c q  handled or maintained 
a S a h g  - The i u a d l e  areas shall be sealed to prwent 4 items h m  drifting inbo them. 
c .*xing - It shall be obvious when a chure is m secured, wen though it may be in plam 
e. hxrucrions - If the method of opening a axer is not obvious h r n  the ammuction of the 
cover Itself, tnstrucrions (including applicable tool insavedonsj shail be pennaaendy dkplaye8 
on the cutside of the mw. 
h. S e l f ~ u p p a d g  Cmm -All txxess aovaa that are not w m p ' e g c $ r ~  Wbe 
dfbupporzQ in the open pasidon 
i. VendZadonSmA =IS - ~ ~ o n ~ a e e n s ,  holes, crgrids tire- t h e v e d a h  
rmTfaor ahall be accesshe %or tacuumfip iu its hidled pe2sido1z 
9%.63.1 ~ e r d X c p f f g ~ ~ ~ U a P e a a ~  
' I l c  following gmcral rq.-is apply to s o u s i n g  harchue: 
a Equipment Mounting - Quipmea itwns dull be designed so *dm they k m d  
~ P ~ C W W .  
b. Dnrwers and Hinged Pan& - S u b y m m  cnmpnents which are ffequentiy puled out o f W  
imtzhd position for checkout shaIl be mounted on equipment drawePs or on hhq@ panels. 
c Laput - Gompo~ents hall be m o d  so that a minimum amount of plaoe-tcqlace hand 
movements will be Pequired during opmions. 
e. I n s t a h t i c l W o v a I  Force - Mardware mounted inm a capnu~typ .nxqade that requirrs 
a push-pull action W Pequire a forrm less than 156N (35 M )  tn install cr mmve. 
f. RrarAecess-~pe8tmwfiichrnmfsmscfiis~Wbe~m~penorm~to 
their full distance travel and remain in the "open' paddon without being s u ~ ~  by hand 
$ Mrecdepl of Fkmoval- R 9 p 1 ~ b l e  it ms &dl B9 ranavable &ng a stPaight or Qhtly awed 
ifne,mthmthanthmughana@e. 
'Ihe following ahgnment methds for replaceable harchvare shall be used: 
2 An alignment raaPk shall consist uf a mdght line of a width a d  beagth appxopriat~ to 
thedxeofthitem. 

c Taaile or Visual Indieatom - .%ttlzchable/&h h a d h  shall brporate ta& and/or 
visual iadidm of locked/- status. 
Fipw 1 1.6.3.4- 1 Minimum I VA Hwdls D i r a m h z  for I VA A g p l i ~ t i ~  
l%e folluwing dimensional mquhneaa shall apply m all seat belts, shoulder hmmsa, ad 
&thus: 
b. Size - TW rquhn:ents for whch thi t l ~  ment is designed shall dictate th9 a d  size of 
the hoabfng and latch me-h~sz 
2. Equipment restmints shall be d a d  such &y mn ke .imtched/detachtn by either 
the left or Plght band. 
b. Blind Operation - The equiplami mTPBlglt~ dud1 be designed r~ch that ?hey can be at- 
tachecljdecacbed without hmmg to look a? them. 
g. Tethers : 
1. Nllnimum i d  - The minimum d e s i ~  load shall be based cn the e x p a d  crew-- 
and errvimnmental loads to he applied tu the  item fn the n o d  opmathq eonditions 


All 5 d  and portable IVA han&o?& and handrnnfi shall be designed to a minimm tshhae 
load of 11 13 K (2.59 IM) applied in any diredon without faIl~tfe or d8m.q~ dm! predudea full 
udllzation by crewmembaa 
1. Smgk items shaIl be W d u a I l y  ramable  
This d o n  pmvides the htmer design quhmenrs. PcrragPaph 11.93.1 pmvides g& hs- 
design rrquirements. Paragraph 11.932 pmfdee requfrrmats that are applicable to 
hand-aauatd ibmms. P m g q B  11.933 pmddes requiremeats that ptah tn c l a % m k d  
farm= Paragraph 11.93.4 pmvida the design reqhmenra  dm penah m I W .  hsmuxs. 
c Hand-kmatecl F m m  P r e .  - H a n d w b s d  bteners shall be ghm preferenoE wer 
ml-auted fssteners, gmvided that size, W o n ,  a d  ~~ arnstwints are mer. 
a One-Hand-er-Hand Aearadon - Hand-actuated Eameners shall Be dedgmd to Be 
actuated by one hand and by either the left or right h a d  
c Pasmet .  Knobs - Fastener knobs shall be tmwed. 
c Law-Torque Fasmm : 
In addition to the festener deoign nqukments given in Paragraphs 11.93.1 tfrnragh 11.933, 
all IVA fastmum sbaU meet the foUawrng nquhmem: 
AU types of IVA and EVA wnnecmrs shall meet the following general requimmms: 
a One-Handed Operation - An wmecmrs, w h d e r  operat.ed by hand ar ml, shall 'be designed 
so they can be matp8/dem~aoed using one hand 
b. Accessfbiliry - It shall be p d l e  m mate/demare or m p k  individual mmectm without 
&wins to remove or replace other wnnedors. Quid Dhxmmm (Qm) that am designed to 
lx operated under pressure will not repuiPe presnudflow indimtom. 

e. Coding: 
f. Pf8 Identification - Each pia shall be dearly identified in each elecrrid plug and 
elecslealrraepcacle. 
Singte row 
41 mm (1.6 in) 7 t- 
Figure 1 1.  10.3.6- 1 Bre farred Spacing of Single 
Row o P Connecon 
Staggered rsws 
t 
64 rnm (2.5 in) 
a Deviation at any p o b  on the wiiz!urv panee dull not d 1.45 mr (5 arc diwes). 
T~~ window panes shall not ~TDEBI 2 9  mr (10 arc minum). 
b. Distortion of aIl ejpg of window xzwmids shall net exceed a plane dope of 1%. 




b. Gable Clanps - hng aenducbors, bundles, or cables, ahaIl be d by means of damps 
anlessthcyam~fnwfringductsorcahleretraccose.  
Equipment design for rnaixenanw shdlll onsides IVA as t he  prime r r s o w  m.&mmm by 
EVA shall be mnthgmcy only. 


2 table trays - Wire harness and fluid lines m w n t d  h cable trays shall be h c e d  fa ready 
a m x  
4. Cable Routing - Cables s;PJ1 not be routed eaeaal ED the face of the &pent rack 
n. Srrucmrd Members - Structural compnents of units or C)IELl;tiF W not prevent mxt~ to
or ~ rnwal  of equipment 
o. FoldX.ht/F~R Out Drawsrs and Cabinets - Hold-Out/pull-out chwers and cabinets shall be 
used where pmsiBle m prwide ease of eccess. 
p. Slide-Out Stops - € b i t  stops &dl be pmvided on racks and dratlrm which are reqdrd, to 
be pulled out of their instsI2txl positions for ~~ The limit stop .,sign s h d  permit 
convenient &ding of smps for unit r e m d  
a. M o u s  Conditions - If a hazardous andit ion exists b d i d  an a m ,  a indicator 
s h a l l k p v i d d  
r. Covers - Where physical access is requ id ,  one of tke following placticzs shall tx fobwed, 
with the ortlcr of preference as given. 
1. gmvide a sliding or hrnged cap or door where debris, naom or other fbrdgn materials 
rm&t otherwise araw a problen. 
Requirnnents for visual acces are pruvided Mow. 
a V i a l  A m  - Where visual a m  only is required, the hlluwing prractices W be f o l l d  
with the o s d u  of p d m c e  as given. 
2 Provide a tPgnspglreae window if dirt, m o h q  or ather foreign mattrlala nQ#u create 
a problem. 
4. H.ug m ~ t i o a  lab& - When s plug-in devie has to be inserted dm@ a hole with 
limited viYual a m ,  a lahi adjacent m the access W indicate h m  t& pfns on the device 
wd!. dign with the ho!a m the  sort^ 
d. Component L h h g  - Each m&le cllfnponent a d  its position CQ the undt shallbe labeled 
with m v n a  numbers or other identification. 
f. Spillage mml - Replamable units shall k designed to contml spillage and the release of 
gases during remwal or pepkaement 
j. Guide Pins - For mounting and replacanent of qkceable units, gaudes and guide pins shall 
be pmvided for algnmm 
m. Plug-h  Instidation - Plug-in type hardwm h t a h t i o n  and mounting techniques shall k 
employed. 
c Adjustment - Test points used in adjusting % unit shall be in physical d v h d  pxhdty  of 
the mnmls and displtlys used in the imtmmmt. 
d. L&eling - Each test point shall be &ady W with a d&pdon of its function, or, at a 
minimum, with a d e  n u d m  keyd to the mairntenarace rmiuaL 
f. Truubleshwting - S i f i a e ~ t  test pints s U  be pmvided so that it wig nor be naxssary to 
lemove s u w l i e s  to acmrnplish t r u u b ~ ~ f a u l t  dmgnum. 
g. Test Cable Termination - If it is essential that test cables termhaee on moo1 and display 
panels, the panel test rrceptacles shaIl be lr>ccted so that the test cabh  will not interfere with 
mnmls and displays. 
h. Layout - k;maPy test pints shsLLl Be p u p !  in a line or matpix that r d k ~  the qmae of 
tests to be performed. 
i. Grouping - A mntrol panel or a series of functionally autonomous panels shall b~ u d  to 
gmup test pints wbenwer possiile. 
j. Testing and §emicing - Rear plug cx>mcetors shall be d l e  fort m b g  and sewic ing m g t  
h a 2  preduded by potting, s9aling, or other rapkmats. 
All wem shall be designed to m h h k  the need for housekeeping. The folowhg general re- 
quirements shall be observed: 
a Contamination Control DuPing Ground H a n d h g  - The greatest practicable p m u t i o n s  khaIl 
be taken to ensure M o m  burn debris and slKfam m n t m h a t i o n  within the ACRV and 
individual systems and camponents during the ground operations from mgnufacture to launch. 
b. Surface Materials - Materials used for exposed interior surfacer shall be selead to minimize 
particulate and micmbial w n ~ t i o n  and be easy to dean (i.e., shall tc smooth, sohd, 
nonporous). 
c Grids and Uneven Surfaces - Grids and uneven suifam shall either not k used or they shall 
be easy to mm and ~ = - y  to dean. 
d. h c k s  and Creui x.s - All interior strudural surfam and equipment shall k the of mmw 
o p a i q p  and h r e s  that can colleu liquid or pmdaa matter or that requirr a s@ai tool 
for cleaning. 
e. Clamm - C l m  shall be providad for m y  a m  that cannot be easily deaned 
r Filter Condition - The design of the air Blter shall incolponn: the meam m inform the crew 
of the overall condition of the filter (e.g., visual fkdh& DELTA F w r ) .  
EVA crew d r y  W be the pawmount amidemtion in all EVA ~ h .  'I'hugh no lanned EVA 
will o ~ ~ b l r  during ACRV operational activines, durhg quiescent periods Space Station cnrwmemh 
u y  'have EVA requif.ements on or mumi the ACXV (pex idc  maintenance, for example), Ap- 
propriate d e t y  provisions must k designed into ACRV to aamnr for this Spacm Station EVA an or 
around ACRV. 
The fdowing EVA safety l~qdrements are ,I compilation of general design features h ~ t  shall
bc induded in systems to ensm the safety of the chew and s p c e  module equipment. The foll~nxing 
safety requLamts shall be folhwed m mure the safE~g of the EVA m w m e m k ;  
b. Edges and Pmtmsions - Al!. space module equipment and snucnaas ~nlTVAinmhm 
must eithe;. be designed to preclude sharp edges or pram._~ons, or must be covered ID protect 
the crrwclember and the aewmemkfs critical support eqdpmpat 
f. E l d d  Voleage - The EVA m m k e r  shall be pmectd a@m eleeaic voleage skda 
from i n a M e a t  grounding of electric circuits smd from electrical d u i c h q e  resulting from static 
charge build-up. 
2 Aommmodate all bat sizes without adjustment dabg use. 
5. Pmvide the capability m ; l . 7 3  KU bads applied by the -.
c EVA safety Tethers and Safety Hmb - Tethers and rether hmks shall: 
1. H a w a W e t h a t w i l l f i t t h e ~ h i i n d d a r ; p a s z a u l t P d m ~ , a l l a v t h e  
hook to be free for utilizetion, and have a minimum length of 9.5 an (3.75 h). 
3. Safety tether attachment hooks shall k r e m d  and sttachable by one-banded opera- 
tion and employ a redundant lock b twe  such as push- to -op  buttans that m u 7  be 
operated to d.wqpge or release a tether. 
4. Frovide a amtiqency method for m o v a l  of a snagged tether or m h s e  of a mwmem- 
her h m  a tether hook. 
EVA equipment tethen shall be design m the f o l .  requirements: 
n. ClmA-hded Operations - All EVA equiprnnt cethas sh d k designed such that tet-her 
attachment and rrmcval methods permit one-handed operation using a pressure suit dove. 
b. Common ktxbment Point - All equipment tahm shall use a common attachment method. 
I Linear force 1 IXira:im] 
2 Mobility dds shall be placed in all h t i o n s  ~~ equipment is not m 3 - b l e  as a 
rmbsdtuce. 
3. For FJA tramlatian, mobility aids shrmll not separated by m m  thaa 90 an (36 b). 
The preferred qming is 60 cm (24 h). 
d. S p d n g  for Worksites - -aids &dl not exQsd 45.8 cm (18 in) h or 
Below the shoulder or 41 an (24 h) to the iek or right of rhe body cen tuhe  when vsorking in 
n foot-mmix.~ m o a  

Figurs 14.3.3.2-1 Standard EVA Handhold 
D l ~ s i i s l o n ,  ' R e q u l r e m n t s  
a Translation Routes - No mole than 90 an (X '-.) between EVA Pranslatin aids, 60 m (24 
h) preferred. 
b. M o a  Change - At either side of a directional change in equipment transfer or a distinct 
hadoff point. 
c Equpment Transfkr Paths - At the exneme ends of equipment uansfer pa&. 
d. Tethers d T e d m  H o o k  - Translatian m a  tmhm-s an8 tether b h  dull conform to the 
nquiremmts in FW-qmph 14.43.5, EVA Crew Resm.int Daqn Requkments. 
